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SEED PROCESSING AND HANDLING
<.

The background for this page depicts the front cover of
Handbook No. 1 "Seed Process ing and Handling" . This 295 page ,
illustrated book includes the basic information used in all talks
delivered in this subject area . It is a compilation of information
from the personal experiences, research and theories of the Staff
of the Seed Technology Laboratory and the many Equi pment Manufacturers , Seedsmen, and Research personnel who have so
generously given of their time and efforts to the success of the
Seed Technology Laboratory.
Anyone interested in purchasing a copy may do so by
sending $3.00 to the Seed Technology Laboratory, Box 5267,
State C ollege, Mississippi 39762 •
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PROGRAM
"PROCESSING FOR PROFIT"

MONDAY I APRIL 29
8 :00

"Registration & Housing" Mr. Charles
C. Baskin Seed Technology Laboratory
Free Coffee Cokes and Doughnuts
furnished all week courtesy of manufacturers and their representatives
I

I

I

I

I

10:00

Tours of Unique University Facilities

12:00

LUNCH

1:25

" By Measuring Performance"
Presiding: Dr. James C. Delouche

1:3 0

Welcomes and Introductions

2:15

"Measuring Performance and Profits"
L. L. Stirland E. I. Dupont de Nemours
and Company, Wilmington, Delaware
I

3:00

Coffee

3:30

"Equipment Demonstrations" -- Staff and
Manufacturers 1 Representatives
and
"S eed Testing Exhibits" --Staff

7:00

Bar-B-Que Dinner
University Cafeteria
Entertainment
C·ourtesy of Mississippi Seed Improvement
Association and Mississippi Seeds men 1 s
Association

I

Cokes , and Doughnuts
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TUESDAY APRIL 3 0
I

8:25

"By Better Management"
Presiding: Dr . Don F. Grabe

8:30

"Effective and Efficient Air- screen
Separations " - - Howard C. Potts,
Staff

9: 00

"Operations and Uses of Air Separators"
-- T. W. Still, Staff

9:30

"Psychology of Management and Profit"

-- J. M . McKenzie, Educational
P sychology Department, MSU

l 0:00

Coffee, Cokes, and Doughnuts

l 0:30

"Proper Uses of Gra vity Tables " -- B. R.
Gregg , Staff

ll :15

"Minimizing Seed Law Violations and
Marketing Difficulties " -- E. W .
Sundermeyer, Consumer and Marketing
Service, USDA , Montgomery, Alabama

12:00

LUNCH

l :25

"By .Quality Control "
Presiding: Mr. A . H. " Bill " Boyd

11

1: 3 0

"Quality Coptrol Through Automatic
Sampling" >-:- W . S. Acheson , Gustafson
Manufacturing Company, Hopkins,
Minnesota

2: 00

"Seed Quality Control Techniques"
-- Don F. Grabe
-- J. C. Delouche
-- Charles Baskin
-- Travis Rushing

3:30

Coffee, Cokes, and Doughnuts

3:45

" Demonstrations of Selected Equipment"
-- Staff and Manufacturers' Representatives
and
"Seed Quality Control Techniques I "

WEDNESDAY, MAY 1

8:25

" By Efficient Processing"
Presiding: Mr . Charles Baskin

8: 30

"Separations Based on Seed Surface
Characteristics" -- B. R. Gregg, Staff

9:00

"Efficient Handling and Processing of
Seed" --Jesse Harmond, ARS, USDA,
Corvallis Oregon
I

10: 00

Coffee, Cokes

I

and Doughnuts

12
Length, Width and Thickness Separations 11
(a) Discs and Indent Cylinders -- Howard
C . Potts, Staff
(b) Width and Thickness Separators -A . H. Boyd, Staff
(c) Up-to-date Corn Sizing -- George
Durkot, Carter-Day Company,
Minneapolis, Minnesota

10:30

11

12:00

LUNCH

1:25

By Plant Design ..
Presiding: Mr. George Dougherty

1:30

A Look at the Seed Plant in Your Future ..
- - James Henderson , A. T. Ferrell and
Company, Saginaw , Michigan

2:15

Seed Plant Design and Management ..
-- B. R. Gregg , Staff

3:00

Coffee , Cokes, and Doughnuts

3:30

Demonstrations of Selected Processing
Equipment.. -- Staff and Manufacturers'
Representatives
and
11
Seed Quality Control Techniques Il 11
-- Staff

7:00

Mississippi Style Bar-B-Que
Courtesy, Sawan Division , W . R . Grace and
Company, Columbus, Mississippi

11

11

11

11
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THURSDAY MAY 2
I

8:25

"By Effective Stora ge "
Presiding: Dr. Howard C. Po tts

8:30

"What a Seedsman Should Know About Seed
Storage" -- James C . Delouche Staff
I

9:15

"Self-Evaluation Examination"

9:45

Coffee

I

Cokes

1

and Doughnuts

10:00

Drawing - for door prizes

10:15

Aeration and Drying of Seed " -- R . K.
Matthes Staff
11

I

10:45

"Problems in Seed Blending " -- George
M. Dougherty Sta ff
I

11:1 5

Discussion of Exa mination

12:00

LUNCH

1:3 0

Conference with Program Speakers or
Special Demonstrations as requested
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DEMONSTRATION INSTRUCTORS

The following industry representatives gave signa l assistance
in the various demonstrations of equipment and techniques for seed
processing 1 conveying 1 treating and storage . Although they did not
appear on the formal program they contributed greatly to its overall
success .
I

Parke Burrows • •
Don Elmore • • •
Vergil Frevert .
Max Irelan .
Jerry Krist • • •
Bill luger • .
James Matthys
James Mitchell
William Munroe
Oliver W . Steele
Bill Strickland ••
Bill Wallace
Herb Williams. •

. • •
. • •
. •
• • •
• • •
• •

• Burrows Equipmen t Company
. Gustafson Mfg . Company
. Crippen Mfg . Company
• Hagan Mfg . Company
• Hart-Carter Americas , Inc .
• Carter-Day Company
. Keyser Package & Equipment Co.
Mitchell Mfg . Company
• • • • • • Oliver Mfg . Company
Oliver Mfg . Company
• . Hagan Mfg . Company
Hagan Mfg . Company
• • Morton Chemic al C o mpany
.
•

•

•

.
•
•
•
•
•

o

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

o

o

•

o

•

•

•

o
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HOW TO MEASURE PERFORMANCE
L. L . Stirlandl/

One of the more literat e t extbooks tells us that seed processing is never a science, sometimes an art and always a dilemma .
I imagine this statement is mild compared to comments you may have
made when a piece of equipment breaks down or a particular type of
seed won 't process.
I, also, feel quite sure that most of you would disagree
with the statement. Even though we occasionally may look upon
seed processing as a dilemma, we can consider it a science. And
certainly, to process seed and manage a warehouse with a high
degree of accuracy is an art.

It is this art and science of seed processing and its association with other departments of your company that I wish to discuss
today -- how to put out the best product at the lowest possible cost,
how to sell it and deliver it to the customer, and how this performance affects your company ... and you.

We must look at a company as "one ball of wax," made up
of several departments, each carrying its part of the load -- expense
and profit . So let's look at the operations of the entire company to
see how each works to produce a profit or a loss.
I am quite sure that, a t times, you sales people have
won der e d about the thinking behind certain top Management decision about such things as Credit policies, Pricing policies, or
perhaps the decision to go into a new line or drop an old one .
Pe rhaps too, you sales people have felt sometimes that you
could do a better job selling for your company if you had a better
understanding of our day- to- day selling activities and how they
relate to the overall profit performance of your company .

Mr. Stir land is with E. I. DuPont de Ne mours Company, Inc.,
Wilmington, Delaware .
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We want to take the next few minutes to consider a subject
which should give us the answers to some of the questions we may
have had about why Management makes certain decisions as they do .
It is hoped, too, that this subject will give us a better understanding
of the relationship of our activities to overall profit performance.
It is not intended that you should acquire a complete technical understanding of this subject such as an accountant might require.
We will confine ourselves to a consideration of the broad principles
which are involved in the procedure your company might use to
measure performance.
The system discussed today is built around the principles
of RETURN ON INVESTMENT. Before considering this system, however,
let's review briefly how RETURN ON INVESTMENT operates in the
economy as a whole.
You know that the seed business is made up of CUSTOMERS,
INVESTORS , state, local and federal GOVERNMENT J and individual
ENTERPRISES . Each of these enterprises has certain things in
common; such as BUILDINGS , EQUIPMENT , and TOOLS . Most of
them process some kind of MATERIALS , and all have groups of
PEOPLE to perform the many tasks that are necessary to the operation of a business . All of these enterprises are engaged in
producing PRODUCTS or furnishing Services that will be acceptable
to customers .
This means that more than one enterprise may be producing
or selling the same product, and we, as customers , have the right
to choose from which we will buy based on such things a B Pnce,
Quality, Se rvice , etc.
Each of the individual enterprises is constantly making investments aimed at improving one or more of the things that influence
customers • cho1ces -- each is constantly trying to get a greater share
of the business . The proof of your success 1s determined in the
marketplace by how well you are able to anticipate and meet the
needs and desires of the customers .
The enterprises that satisfy customers ' desires along the
lines of PRICE , QUALITY, etc. , will have enough MONEY coming in
from SALES to pay their bills, (salaries, wag es, supplies, etc.),
including TAXES and hav.e some LEFT OVER. The money that is left
over is the EARNIN 3 S that are derived from the investments which
are aimed at providing the things customers want . The earnings
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show a business whether or not they have been successful in
meeting the needs of their customers.
A 1-man business or 1000- ma n business - - money is invested
from which a return is expected .
Now, l et• s consider how you can use the Return on Investment
principle to measure your performance. In the time w e have available
we'll try to do two things : (1) to develop the procedure your company can use to measure its operating performance, and (2) to
consider how this proc edure is used to analyze and appraise prospective performance of new investments .
The system is used by many business corporations especially when diversification is being considered and you diversify
from one product line into a variety of products. This system will
not only give you a way of analyzing operating investment but also
will provide a basis of comparison with other investments engaged in
different activities . The formula which is used contains all of the
factors that have an important bearing on Return on Investment.
I

EARNINGS like thos e in the economy as a whole , are the
money that ' s left over after all of the bills are paid; but those
earnings alone will not tell the complete story about how well an
operation is performing . For earnings to be a meaningful indicator
of performance, they must be related to the TOTAL INVESTMENT
necessary to produce those earnings . Wh en they are related to
this investment , we get a measure called PERCENT RETURN ON
INVESTMENT which is the key indication of the performance of an
operation of a company or a unit within the company .
However, before an enterpnse can determine its earnings
for a given period , it mustk.now how much money 1t had commg in
from SALES to customers , and how much it COST to opern te the
busi ness during Lhe penod whe n those sales were obtained. Our
earnings are merely what' s left from our sales dollars after we
take out the cost of materials , cost of producing and delivering
our products .
Since our system is used to analyze performance as well as
to calculate return, more information is provided to aid in that
analysis . One component of the system is designed to locate the
cause of a change in earnings. Obviously , earnings are going to
change with a chang e in either sales or costs . Sales , 1n turn,
may go up or down because of a change in selling price change in
1
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market, competitive situation, or some of the other factors.
It is perhaps a little more difficult to know the cause of a
change in costs beca use it includes all of the expense of doing
business . Therefore, costs are broken down into several major
functions .

These functions are PRODUCING the product and getting it
ready for delivery, SELLING w hich includes locating the customer,
preparing the market, and providing the many services that are
needed , and the ADMINISTRATIVE function which includes the overall coordination and management of the company ' s activities.
We're listing here some ci the items which might be included
in PRODUCTION and ADMINISTRATIVE costs:
PRODUCTION
Raw ma t erials
Power
Labor
Overhead (deprecia tion)

ADMINIS TRATIVE
Cost of aux . Depts.
Exec. Officers' Salaries

Based on your e x perience, what do you think are some of the
items which should be included as a part of seiling expense.
Possible Answers :

Cost of processing order Adv ertising
Sales Promotion
Warehousing
Salesmen ' s salaries
Travel expenses
Sales technical service

By breaking down the various factors which affect earnings in this
way, the cause of a change in e a rnings can be located .
Now let ' s take a look at the total investment side of the
formula . Total investment in our formula refers to operating investment. It is divided into two parts, PERMANENT INVESTMENT and
WORKING CAPITAL. The term Permanent Investm ent refers to
buildings, tools, e q uipment and other facilities required to carry
on our business . It is significant that, for the purpose of comparing
the performance of operating investments using this formula, all
fa cilities included in Permanent Investment are carried at original
cost as long as they are in use or are retained for possible future use .
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Now le t 's take a few minutes to consider the term Working
Capital. Working Capital is the money needed t o put Permane nt
Investment to work producing and delivering products. It is made
up of several compon e nts . On e part of Working Capital is INVENTORIES. This includes inventories of both raw materials and
finished products. Inventories represent money that is tied up which
could be used in some other way to earn a return if it wasn't req uired
here.
I

A second part of Working Capital is ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE.
Accounts Receivable repres ent products that have been produced and
delivered to customers for w hich payme nt has not been received .
They are usually eq ual to about 3 0 days ' sales .
The last component of Working Capital is CASH . Cash is the
estimated amount of money that would be required to purchase materials meet payrolls and otherwise finance production for the
period covered by the accounts receivable .
I

I

It is apparent that each of these items of Working Capital
r epresents money that is needed to carry on the business and is a
necessary part of tota l investment.
We now have enough information to calculate a Return on
Investment for any given period of operations. With the accounting
system set up to provide this information the Return on Investment
for an operating unit could be determined .
I

Let's take an example. L: t's assume we were operating a
business and we wanted to know how the business performed over
the past year. To do this, we '11 need some figures in the main part
of the formula .
To keep our arithmetic from getting too involved, we ' ll use
two and t hree digit numbers . You add zeros to the numbers to make
them fit your operation. Let's suppose tha t in the year in which we
are interested we had $7 5 tied up in Working Capital (total of Inven!2!:L$25 Accounts Rec eivable $15 and Cash $3 5) and that the
total average va l ue of our facilities -- buildings, tools and equipment -- for this year was $145 . . . . . which means that our total
investment for the year was $220 .
1

I

I
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We will assume, further, that as a result of using these
facilities over this period we have sales of $200, and all of the costs
of performing these functions added up to $135 . Subtracting our costs
from the total -investment {$220) into our earnings before taxes {$65)
we get a 29 . 5% Return on the Investment before taxes . In reviewing
and examining performance within the c.o mpanv, Return on Investment
before taxes is always considered . There are a couple obvious
reasons for doingJhis:
(1)

Those who have custody of the investment have no control over
corporate income tax rates; therefore, those taxes should be
eliminated in considering how they handle the business .

(2)

Tax rates vary from time to time, and in order to make comp3risons
of current performance with past performance, income taxes should
be eliminated to prevent distortion of results .

Before we finish, we will come back and deduct the corporate
income tax at the current rate to get the net return after taxes .
As we have demon strated, the information on the board is
sufficient to calculate return on investment but this system is also
used to analyze performance and to appraise the prospective performance of possible new investments . To provide additional informatio11
for use in making such analyses ea ch side of this formula is carried
forward one more step. The investment side is carried forward by
dividing total investment into sales to get a measure called TURNOVER .
Turnover is a measure of HOW HARD an investment is being worked .
In our example we have a total investment of $220 ,and sales of $200 .
Our turnover would be . 91 . Turnover serves a useful func tion and a
definite purpose as a measure of performance. If there 1S no change
in selling price, an increase in Turnover indicates to people rev1ewing
performance that the business is getting increased sales out of the
same plant and Working Capital.
I

I

I

What we ' re interested in, as salesmen , of course , is how
we fit into this overall profit picture . Wit h that i n mmd, let's
look more closely at this Turnover side of the formula and ask
ourselves, WHAT CAN WE , AS SALESMEN , DO TO IMPROVE TURNOVER .
Examples: (l) Accurate forecasting can decrease tie-up in
inventories .
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(2) Customers can be encouraged to discount their bills
to reduce Accounts Receivable. This should also
reduce Cash requirements. ·
The earnings side of our formula is also carried forward
another step by dividing sales into earnings to get a measure called
PROFIT MARGIN. Profit Margin shows the number of cents of profit
on each dollar of sales. In our example we earned $65 on total sales
of $200. We thus made a profit of 32.5¢ on each dollar of sales
income.
Profit Margin is actually a measure of HOW EFFECTIVELY
OPERATIONS are carried out . If there is no change in selling prices
an improvement in gross profit margin indicates that the cost in
proportion to sales dollars is being reduced.

I

As you can see profit margin is affected by changes in
selling price and by anything that raises or lowers the unit cost
of the product. WHAT ARE SOME OF THE THINGS WHICH WE , AS
SALESMEN, CAN DO TO IMPROVE PROFIT MARGIN?
I

Possible Answers :

{l)

Reduce selling expense. How? Make
each call more effective.

(2)

Increas e sales volume .

(3)

Keep entertainment expenses within
reasonable bounds. Make sure entertainment pays off in increased sales.

(4)

Try to sell volume orders to cut down
the e xpense of handling the order .

Here it is i nt eresting to note that we mu ltipjy PROFIT MARGIN by
TURNOVER t o get RETURN ON INVESTMENT .
(200 / 220 == 0.91 x 32.5 == 29.5%} We would get the same
result if we divided .FARNINGS by TOTAL INVESTMENT because SALES
cancel out . Obviously anyt hing that affects profit margin or turnover has a direct effect on return on investment. The two added
steps determining profit margin and turnover provide a more comprehensive picture of performance .
1

I

I
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We said earlier that return on investment before taxes is
used to measure performance because tax es are outside the control
of those who have custody of the investment. This also eliminates
the variable which would be introduced by varying tax rates and
permits accurate comparison of past and current performance.
Let s determine the return after taxes . The present rate of
federal income tax is 52% of earnings . In our e xample , earnings
after taxes would be $31.00 . Dividing this by our total sales or
$2 00, we get a profit margin after taxes of 15 . 5% . Turnover is not
affected by taxes so to get return on investment after taxes we
multiply 0. 91 x 22.7% = 14%. Earnings after income tax are NET
FARNINGS and are available for dividends and reinvestment . Let s
go a little further and see how this system is used for analyz ing
performance .
1

1

Again, w e will need some figure s. W e' ll use small numbers
to keep it simple but you can add as many zeros as you like . Eve n
though the numbers we are using are small, they represent typical
relations hips for companies as a whole.
In our earlier example, w e said that we had total costs of
$135. This total can be brok en down into three major com ponents
as follows:
Production-- $115 : Selling-- $14 , and Admimstrative -- $6
The value assigned to each are in proper proportion for your company
as a whole. Now let ' s intorduce a change in one of these items and
see how it affects performance.
Let ' s ass ume a 10% increase in Selhng Cost. Our Total
Cost then becomes approximately $13 6 which reduces the Earnings
figure to $64 ass uming that Sales remam constant at $200. Div1dmg
Sales into Earnings we see that our Profit Margin is reduced to
3 2 . 0% if my arithmetic 1s correct. A reduction of 0. 5% in Proht
Margin may sound rather insignificant but let ' s relate it to total
sales. It amounts to about 5% of sales .
Let ' s consider another example . Suppose we assume that,
as a result of your sa lesmen ' s efforts you increase sales by 10% .
Le t' s cons i der how this affects Profit Margin and Turnover . Our
new Sales figure would become $22 0 . Obviously, if we increase
Sales our Costs are also going to increase. This increase in Costs
will be in theproduction area and will include increases in raw
materials and labor requirements.
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For the sake of example, let ' s say that the 10% increase in
Sales causes labor and material costs to increase from $115 to $125.
Our new total cost figure then becomes $145. Again subtracting Costs
from Sales we find that Earnings have increased to $75 and Profit
Margin becomes 34%.
Looking at the Turnover side of the formula , let ' s assume
we've gotten this increas ed production from the existing facilities
so Permanent Investment does not change . However Working
Capital requirements will increase . Inventory requirements will
increase from $25 to approximately $27. Accounts Receivable will
become $16 and Cash requirements will increase from $3 5 to about
$3 7 . Our Working Capital then becomes $80 and Total Investment
becomes $225. Dividing the new Total Investment into the new Sales
figure, $22 0, we find that Turnover has increased to .:1_!. Multiplying the improved Turnover times Profit Margin gives us a new
Return on Investment of 33 . 3% before taxes instead of our original
29.5% -- certainly an impressive increase .
Now let ' s take a change in the Investment section and trace
it through. Again we will need some figur e s . These figures , like
the others we ' ve used, represent the relationships that typically
exist in the company as a whole .
Suppose we decide to give our customers 60 days to pay their
bills instead of 3 0 . In other words, we double our Accounts Receivable .
In our example, Accounts Re ceivable then becomes $30 . In
addition , we defined Cash as the estimated amount of money reqUired
to purchase materials , meet payrolls and otherwise finance producti on for the period covered by the accounts receivable for your
compa ny . In practice the Cash r eq uirements would probably not
increase in di r e ct proportion to the Acc ount s Receivable .
For the sake of our example, let ' s say that Cash increases
from $3 5 t o $ 55 as a res u lt of doubhng our Accounts Re ceivable.
Our total Working Capital then becomes $110 which increases the
total investment to $255. Assuming that Sales remain the same
(in other words, we don ' t get any more business a s a result of
allowing our customers more liberal t e rms) Turnover is reduced to
. 79. Multiplying this reduced Turnover times our original Profit
Margin (32 . 5%) gives us a Return on Investment of 25.6%.
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Let's consider then how much we would have to increase
sales to keep Turnover constant if we decide to give our customers
60 days instead of 30 days to pay their bills . A further calculat10n
would show us that it takes about a 10% increase in Sales to offset
the effect which doubling Accounts Receivable has on Return on
Investment. Obviously Accounts Receivable plays an important part
in measuring the performance of your department.
I

L~t·s look now at the effect of cutting price . Suppose we
decide to drop price by 10% . In other words our sales dollars
decrease from $200 to $180 . Now it will cost us just as much as
before to manufacture and sell our product; that is our costs w ill
remain the same. But our earnings have dropped to $45 . This $45
divided by our lower sales of $180 , reduces our profit margin to
25.0%.
I

1

I

Some changes take place in the investment side of the
formula too . Because the value of our finished product is lower
our inventory figure will fall slightly say down to $24 ; similarly
both accounts receivable and cash will be a little lower. Let ' s
say they become $14 and $33. Thus our new figure for working
capital becomes $71 and our total investment drops shghtly to
$216. But this apparently favorable situation of having a lower
total investment is actually not at all favorable . Looking at the
Lower figure for sales $180 and dividing it by our new total investment we find that our ~nover has dropped to . 83. Multiplying
turnover by profit margin our new return on investm e nt (before
taxes) is now 2 0 . 8% a very considerable drop from what it was
before we cut prices .
I

1

I

1

I

1

I

1

1

I

I can guess that you are saying to yourselves : "Ohl yes ,
but we ' ll get more sales at the lower price and that will put us
back where we were." Let ' s see if that s true. Let ' s assume that
at the lower unit pnce we build our sales . That will take us back
to a total sales figure of $200 but 1t ' s going to cost us more to
produce those e xtra units. Let ' s assume our production costs only
go up 5% to $121 . It ' s going to cost us a l1ttle more to sell that
extra volume, and our selling cost will nse to $15. Total costs are
now $142. That g1ves us earnings of $58 , qulte a bit less than before.
Our profit margin for $58 earnings on $200 sales is 29.0% .
I

I

At the larger volume , we also have some changes m the investm?nt s1de of the formula . Inventory will ris e , say to $27. Let =s
assurre that accounts receivable and cash remain the same.
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Our new working capital is $77 and our total investment, $222 .
This gives us a turnover of 0. 90, and multiplying the turnover figure
by our profit margin, we get a return on investment of 2 6. 1% . Even
though we've built sales volume up by 10% with the lower price, our
earnings and our return on investment are poorer than they were before
we cut the price.
As I am sure you are already aware, you would take a different approach in using this formula to appraise performance than we
have used in these examples. You would first note a change in the
% Re turn on Investment for an operation. You would then examine
Profit Margin and Turnover to locate the cause of the change in ROI .
By following through the formula, you would determine the specific
item causing the change.
Profit is the first requisite for the success of any kind of
business . I would not want to be associated with an organization
which does not earn a satisfactory profit. Without profit , there
can be no job security, no opportunity for advancement and no
employee benefits .
All of this may be "old shoe" to many of you but in any line
of business I or in any type of organization 1 it is necessary to keep
the fundamental principles of organization constantly polished in
the minds of the personnel. If you want a white house 1 you paint
the house with white paint; but the house won't stay white forever
with that painting. Sometime later you must paint it again, and
so on. It's the same stuff and you put it on the sameway --but if
you want a white house you must keep on putting it on.

'

,.
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MINIMIZING SEED LAW VIOLATIONS
AND MARKETING DITFICULTIES
E. W . Sundermeyer

l./

This year's theme of the Short Course for Seedsme n
features that element of our free enterprise system, which has
spurred the economy of our country to productive capacity unsurpassed in our history and in the world -- profit . If this intangibl e
something called "profit motive" is not tampered with too much or
restricted and is allowed to continue to function as the key factor
in our free market system, our productivity should continue to
climb to u nprecedented heights .
Profits and the profit motive have been maligned more often
than praised. Our Marxist competitors a re loudest among those
who proclaim the ultimate failure of our economic system . But
amidst all this talk they and their planning bureau somehow forgot
that the successful growing of wheat requires fertilizer -- something
which the U. S. Chemical industry supplies in this country without
being ordered to do so.
One needs only to visit a few countries in wh1ch industry is
largely government operated to be reminded of. the great strides
made by the seed industry in the United States . This gives dra matic t e s timony to the part played by the profit motive in industry.
Profit has many definitions but stripped down to s i mple
languag e it is what is left after all cost of doing busine s s have been
paid.
Atti tudes Toward s Seed Laws
Up untll
around the seed
Running a close
over-regul ated .

a few years ago the principle compla i nt heard
industry was that proht margms were too narrow .
second to this complamt was one about bemg
In the last few years profit margins have improved

ll Mr . Sundermeyer is Seed Mar keting Specialist , Seed Branch,
Consumer and Marketing Service , USDA . He is in charge of the
Federal Seed Laboratory , Montgomery , Alabama .
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somewhat , even with increas ed costs, if J am to belleve what 1 hear
from seedsmen . It also seems that the din about over-·regulanon has
increased a little. However , seed laws generally have not been
chang ed greatly to become overly restrictive. Enf orcement of seed
laws h as been contmually 1mprovmg to the extent that seed IS probably more thoroughly mspected now than at any prev1ous time .
There is st11l room for much Improvement and J believe 1t Will continue .
Man y of us become irritated about laws which w e feel at some
time or anotheL unduly restrict us The guy who has a rendency to
drive with a heavy foot takes a dim v1ew of speed laws and usually
Ignores them frequently enough to get caught. Som e of us who a re
not habitual speeders sometimes ge t caught , and we complam
bitterly about thiS law which should apply only r.:o the habnual speeder ,
that 1s , to everyone except us . But 1n more honest moments we must
admit that these laws a re nec essary for the good of all . Even so ,
1 think we are more pron e to complymg with laws because we want
to achieve the mtent of the law wh1ch IS for the greates t good . I
hasten to say at thi.s point that T don ' t believe that all laws are necessanly good . But I believe thiS to b e the general a ttl rude toward
laws and compliance w1th them
What I am trying to get around to saymg is that maybe seeds
men _ ought to change their a ttitude toward seed laws . Pe1haps they
should concern themselves less w1th compliance m order to avoid
the st1gma of a law vjolatJOn and g1 ve more attenti on ro how these
law vJOlatJCns and the pract1ces whjch lead to them cut mro profit s .
J have a hunch that such an attHude would m many ways resul t m
fewer losses and therefore more profit Th1s would autc maucally
bring about better comphance wnh seed laws .
C ommon S eed Law VIOlatJons
Let s take a look at some of the seed law v.wlauons which
always cause marketmg d1ffJculu es and result in loss of profH even
though som e of the v.tolatwns a re mmor . The label.mg requnements
of all Stat e seed laws and the Feder al Seed Act are basJcally the
same with regard to the items wh1ch ar e req uired to be ll sted on the
label .
One of these JS the name of the kmd of seed .
Notwithstandmg the many years that such seeds as Ke ntucky bluegrass , tall fescue and cnmson clover have been me1chand tsed we
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still see such labeling as kind, "clover- variety , crimson , " or
11
bluegrass" or "alta fesc ue ." Whe n the seedsman who labels in
this manner ships into a State whos e enforcement official believes
in enforcing the letter as well as the intent of the law he finds his
seed stopped from sale . The condition of releas e is that the labeling be corrected . The first reaction is that this enforcement official
is a nitpicker operating in restraint of trade. There may be some
truth in this but let ' s look a t the other side of the coin. This man
calls himself a seed s man and he isn't even sufficiently acquainted
with the terminology of the industry to correctly describe his prorduct in spite of the fact that information regarding names of kinds
of seed has been readily availabl e for decad es to anyone who would
inform himself.
I

I

Don ' t you believe tha t in any line of business it is basic to
be familiar with the correct terminology? Wouldn't it also ha ve been
much more reasonable for this seedsman to inform himself of the requirements for correct labeling rather than to feel tha t the enforcement
official should overlook the requirements of the law he is sworn to
enforce? Had the seedsman done so it certainly would have increased
his profit or decreased a loss , however it may be considered .
A stopsale involving a labeling discrepa ncy such as this ,
while considered minor , results in unnecessary phone calls , printin ~
of new labels , tearing off the incorrect labels a nd replacement of the
new ones. These a re all a ctivities that can be measured ra ther a ccurately in terms of dollars and cents . What a bout the trouble caused
for the customer and perhaps loss of sales ? If this should happen
too freq uently h e may look for another source for his seed . This
matter of customer good will is a little harder to mea sur'..: but nevertheless h a s a direct effect on the balance sheet. Should the se
potential seed law viola tions be considered a httle more from the
point of view of their effect on profits?
What w e h ave just s a 1d applies m exactly the same wa y to
variety names when used in labeling. It is true that informatiOn a s
to correct or recognized variety names may be a . little more d1ff1cult
to obtain because there is no esta blished regis ter of v a riety names .
The situation is further complic ated by the fact that recognized va rieties are sometimes given other names and represented a s somethmg
new or different . This type of plagiarism is designed to deceive the
consumer a nd contributes nothmg to the orderly marketing of seed .

This brings up another closely related matter which seems to
have become an increasing problem as far as the enforcement official
is concerned and perhaps also to some segments of the industry.
That is the improper use of brand names. Brands and trademarks have
been in use for many years and are recognized as designations identifying the source of a product and not the product itself.
With the advent of private research in the seed industry came
increased impetus in the development of hybrids in many of our agricultural and vegetable crops . Simul taneously with the development
of so-called private hybrid varieties there emerged a trend to market
propri etary products . This was a natural development. If a firm
s p ends a great deal for resea rch m the development of a hybrid varJe ty , 1t 1s qu1te naturally gomg to try to restrict the sale of tha t
hybnd to ltself in order to recoup the money spent in research ana
d evelopment.
In a few kinds the development of hybrids was such as to
largely elimina te, or at least relegate to insignificant proportions
the use of open- pollina ted varieties. This situation has seemed to
give rise to a new breed of entrepreneurs who do not have sufficient
capital to mount a full-fledged research program but wish to capitalize on the legitimate research programs of other . They buy breeding
lines instead of developing them and then produce hybrids, which in
many cases are the same as those which have already been developed
and named. This in itself would not be objectionable except that
many of these are being marketed, not under existing variety names
but under brand names. All too often the advertising and labeling
of these hybrids is such as to create the impression that the brand
name is a variety name and that this is therefore a new v ariety .
This constitutes false advertising and/or false labeling under the
Federal Seed Act.
I

I

I

I

It creates marketing difficulties for both the consumer and

the marketer of the product. The consumer is led to believe he is
getting something he is not. We know of instances in which advertising and bags have been printed, using brand names in such a way
as to constitute false labeling. This has resulted in making costly
changes which I have no doubt resulted in considerably reduced
profits.
Seed control officials are not opposed to the marketing of
products under brand names . The attempted substitution of a brand
name for a v ariety name however, is another matter. This prac tice
I
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cuts mto the heart of the h1storical conce pt and Jmportanc e of
vaneties and recongmzed vanety names not to mention the attempt
to freeload on the legitJmate bre edmg efforts of others Th1s should
be res1sted by both the mdus rry and control officials ahk e If w e
really want to protect our sys t em of identHymg Improveme nts i n germ
plasm by estabhshmg v anetles and 1de ntifymg the m Wlth r e cogmzed
variety names A s1t uation exists where ' he pursuit of profit could
result in destroymg somethmg which w e may regret. J am refernng
to the apparent t rend mentJOned e arli er toward markenng propu etary
products . Th1s jn Hself is not bad . but 1f ea rne d to extreme wnnout regard to our pre sent system of es tabli s hmg and nammg vao e t1es
we may w e ll s ee thls system ellmmat ed or so drastically alt ~red
that 1t WJll nave littl e value m g u1 dmg the se ed consume1 m h1s purchas e of seed I don ' t beheve tnjs will serve to benefn agriculture
m the long run and the!'efore Will not ben e fit the s eed m dustry
I do no t w1sh to bel a bo1 t hJ s mattei but 1 feel thls JS an
Important probl e m a t the moment whJc h needs the respons i ble at·ention of both mdu stry and conrrol offiCial s

Contnbutmg Fa ctors
Let us consJder some other tnmgs wh1ch contnbute to seed
law VJOla nons and thus to marketJng diffJCUll te s
The1e di e qu .. t::?
a number of pra ctic e s which fall und er the headmg of .g ualn:r .£9!:!lf_O_!
Th1s i s a term whJch flgu re s n the o per auon of ever y bus ~ n-=ss or
iJ "J.J;) try . The cteg £.-::.:: t o w h1c tt '<"'al q ..~alJ t y contr ol 1 S fJ' 8 CtlC ->u t;.y
a ..., ::_.:h;man wJ:u Jar l.l ~1 y d e r enn.1n-= t he exL~nt ro wn1cb mo.c k ::>t Jny
dJftJcultJ e s and law v lOlatJOn s WJll b e av<.lJO ed
O ne of rho:: l JJS t t hing s 10 cc.n ~1 d-:1 •-.. th e procur,.3Jn ::>nl ot m oh
T~ beg1n wnh
S-".Jd snc-.~~d b..; obtaJn.:d trcrr · -;~u ro b12
S0.l!C -:::.
How..; -'~I t hJ S 1:::. '1': 1 t o soy ~ou .r.c..'ul ·i tely JIT ,l:CHl] on
your sourc _, . Ttnc; J- a most !J'- KY p! dC'' JC .: not bc CC.JS - :::. ::::d.:;.r:?n
01 -:>~:?d p roduc aiS d rz gen e rally dl:::.J-cputabJ .->
Far frc rr1 J'
It J- b t: c a use of the nature of the product
F1om the point ot view of Hs
germ1nat1on po•-:nual, the s....,ed w n1ch t s obt dmea WHl nev:=' n-= c.ny
h1gher m qualHy than 1t was the day lt was pur chas e ::1
Ev=n If II
was purchas e d du·ectly from the gJowe r 1t was already on the downhill s1de of us peak of gennmatJOn pot.:>nual
It had alr e a dy beg ur1
ro die , It could be 1mproved Jn qualJty a s to pu nty and fr e::>dom f10m
noxJOus-weed seed but not as to germmau on The only thmgs that
can be controlled m thjs re gard are the condJtJons wh1 ch has ten th e
demise of seed
L am cer tam you w1ll be g1ven spec1flc 1nformanon
q r.~~llt Y s e~d
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about controlh.ng such problem s by other speake r s on t he prog1 am
who are spec1all sts m thes e matters
Now , what happen s wh en JnsufhcJem att ennon 1s g1ven to
the 1mt1al procurement of hlgh qu alHy seed ? r recall an m stanc e
m whJCh a seedsman relled upon the Jepresenta t1on of h1s suppher
for the quah ty of the seed
W en 1t was :3hlpped to another Sta te
1t was found to b e about 3 0% b elow wnat H wa:3 label ed a s t o germ-·
mation
Th1 s resulted m a stops al e havmg to ret urn th a s e~d o.nd
replace 1t wit h an other shipme nt
Th e ShJpper pa1d the f na1ght both
ways on th e re turned s eed . Becau::. €' thiS wa s an 1nt er s ta t e sh1pment
a CIVIl proceedmg was mst1lu t ed agamst hJm ·u nd er the F eder a! Seed
Ac t , resulung m a Judgm ent l eoal i ces and other costs 1n tJm :! and
mone y
H e not on) y di d .!}Ql.. make a pr ofll on thiS ship ment but t he
profits on other shJpments were a bsorbed ro m ak e up th1 S loss
Jnves ugatlon snowed that there w a s ume to have tested th e s ead
b e tween the um e H wa s obtamed and the tlm e 1t was shJ pped
T n1s
sh1pper wa s e1the1 penny- w1 s e and pound- foolish m not havwa res rs
made or: h e wa s just plam c arel es s .
O f cours e h ad the re n o t b een a good seed m spec t1on s:..coqtam
m rh6 State of desunauon thls seedsn1an may have b ean ::.par-=d all
t his trouble
lt wouJd then ha ve meant troubl e tor the farm er who
purchas ed t ne sead and f a1icd to g-: t a stand
I bel1eve you w 1}j
agre e that th e SJmoies t way to have a vOJded aU the dlffiCulty w o uld
nave been t o have t e st t=d th~ s eed wh en Jt wa ::. r c::Celvt=d
W ere c u gm z.r:: that many tJm es sh1ppmy sched ules do nor p ennn Lhl::-. but
w .,; ~t:i1) tmd 1oo many Jnstan ces w hen a sa v·1n g o t hvt?. 01 t - n :lollo.ts
i ot a t est r 8 su1t s. 1n losses many many t 1.rn -3 h tna t amc 1 '
I mw hr
r•=IOJ n.::i you that ' he t e tr a z olJum rest f or a q ,.JJck =sumat:c- ,_.y , l d
bll.ITy 1::> very u,.,eh.u 1n sltuau ons mvolvJn ~,J l.lg nr :>hlpr,mq ::.ch ... .:tul "" s
Anotno:r fac toJ 10 consJdcr 1n d VOJdm~ ~-=_,d law •t CJdtJOflS
1::. Jn bJen,::bng JC: :;. I ( ' un.formJty
r bcll eve nOn'Jnitorm ::.t:' ...d i.e':::.
comnbut e mor ~ to ::.ced law VlOl dt JOn::. then any o t h e( SJng) te> fa c-tcr
N onumformny may ex:hJbJt H self m dn y or an o f t h e quallry fac tors
of germ1nauon tJ lln t y ana noxwu s - w eed s eed
W e tmd many re dsons fo£ not bl endmg s eed . W e tmd s eed smen WJth no blendmg
f acilities d umpmq farmeT lOL s m tht- same bm . dJowmg on .:> :,dmple
from t h e bm and then cl eamno th e s eod as n eoded
H .: w cni-"f S w n y
hls test d1d not repr es enr ev-:y ShJpmem h e made and u::-u·>11 Y bJ dm es
seed analysts f or not bemg a b. = to t c::.t seed 1n o. unt f o• n a manner
The only w a y f or such a seed::.man to r eduCi::" v1olauon h a zard::. , ::, 10
keep h1s rece1v1n g lors s epa rar e or at 1 he very laast b e v et y Ca r du)
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in combimng only those of similar quahty . This means handlmg mor e
lots and making more tests . On the s urface thi s s ounds cos tl y but
I'll venture it is not as costly as havmg to take back and replace
ver y many shipments .
I called on a small seedsman ju s t rec ently and

mcidentally
it was the fir st calL After talkmg just a short while , I found why
he didn ' t have much trouble with seed ldw vJOlatwns
He has some
blending equipment but he limits the SJze of hi s lots to his blending
capacity . Not only that , he also t e sts ev ery gr ower' s lot Which he
buys and he also tests his hnisned lots agam . He stated frankly
that he knew he was spendmg quite a blt for t e stmg more than most
seedsmen his size . He went on to say expen ence taught hlm it was
worth it to avoid losses h e was sur e to entaJl if he did not do so .
Another factor m this matter of quahty control as It relates
to reducing marketmg hazards IS s eed moisture 1 recently m ve stigated a violation of the Federa l Seed Act w hich Illustrate s the
importance of paymg attention to seed moisture . Th1s h rm had some
drying eqUlpment and followed the pra c LJ c e of te stmg Its tall fescue
seed for moisture as it came m at t1me of ha rvest The manag et
stated that dunng the peak of harv e st H was n ot alway:. po s sible to
get everythmg done and occas 10nally some mo1 s tuf'e tes ts w .:=r ~ made
by "feel . " As a result , some of the seed was not dned even thoug h
it probably was just above th e lme for s af e s tor ag e , The s eed was
all cl eaned and bagged and mad e 1 eady for s al e almo s t Jrnm edJ a tel y
after har v e st in t h e middl e of the summe ! Some of the seed Whlch
was f elt to b e dry and appare nt ly wa c:. no t d t.\ enough we nt th1 ough
a low heat r esultmg man Imm ed1at e lowe r.mg of g eJminan o n and a
g e n era l los s of vigor . Th 1s happ an ed o.ft e r t.=. s t s had be ... u .r,o.a e tor
labebng . A considera ble a mo unt of rhJ ~ s eed was shiP L -"d m m ter stat e commerc e quJ te a l ong d i st anc e The r e sult ago.m we< - d s roo
from sale , a return of the s ~ed and a repl a ceme nr or an dd Ju s rm ant
made. The ret ,rned -;; e ed w11l v-:1y li kely b-= :::.o 'low m g ~rm, na11 on
tha r it ma y ha ve tO be j1 spose d of a s f ~~d The ma nag er of 1h1s h rm
stated tha t they were inve s n ng In ne w e q lnpm e nt to elJ mm a tc s uch
occ urrenc e s o Here . agam . th ~ 5 ced law VlC'l anon bro ught thj 5 10
llg ht and pr even ted the consumer from lokmg the los s The on) y
way for the flrrn m volved to pre c lude such losses was to a do pt
prevent ive pracnces .
Not ver y long ago , I Investl gat t3d a complamt of an a lleg ed
violation of the Federal Seed Act WhJCh result ed m marke u ng dlffJculties of considerable magmtud e and a s a con seq uenc e some rather
large losses. It graphically Illus trates some pracuc es wh1 ch need
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to be avoided m order to prevent such difficulties . It also revea led
some surprising examples of imprudence on the part of some of the
people involved. This concerns the shipment of over 500 bags of cotton seed. The first surpnsing thing a bout it is that this was certlhed
seed . Some of It passed through the hands of more than one seed
firm before it was inspected , officially tested and stopped from sale
because of low germination 1 some of it very low.
Investigation of the causes of t.hi s difficulty revealed first
that one sample was drawn by the certification inspector from e ach
of the three lots of seed involved . This may seem reasonable enough
until you find out that each lot consisted of approxima tely 100 tons .
How many of you believe that it is possible to obtain a representative
sample from about four places in a bulk of l 00 tons of cotton seed?
While there is no legal limit for the size of a lot 1 we belleve that a
little reason should be 1nvoked m determinmg the size of lots and the
mtens1ty of sampling. But , this was only a part of the poss1ble contributmg cause of the difficulty . Indeed had this shipper been
extremely lucky he may have gotten by with the low intensity of sampling
that was used . However, he soon used up all hls luck and then some .
The next surpnsing revelation was that these three samples were
drawn before the seed was delinted and treated and no further sample ~
were d rawn for labellng purposes . This , it seems , shows an almost
unbehevable disregard for the bas1c rules of caution How many
things can go wrong in the processing , delinting and treatmg of this
much cotton seed? Obv1ously : something did We don t know preCJ sely what happened but it appears something in the delmung and
treating process contributed to the low germmat1on
Much of this seed was returned although some ot l t was not He re again this resulted m excessive losses m fre1ght charges for
a two-way haul , adjustments mad e to purchasers and very likel y
complete loss of some of the seed which was very low m gt!rmmanon .
Doubtless there was some customer good will lost and some disenchantment on the part of those who planted some of the seed before H was
officially sampled and tested . This fum not only used poor pract1ces
in assuring itself that the quahty of the seed was as represen ted c
It obviously had problems in Its processmg . dehntmg and rreanng
procedures that req uired some close scrutiny and r evislOn
I

l believe I have referred to enough examples of rrue-llfe profit
eatmg practices .. Fr om my observaUon r they can be largely avOJded
by becommg better informed about the nature of the product bemg
marketed and about 1mproved practices in handling it .
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Reducing Violations and Marketing Difficulties
Let me summarize those things which should be g1ven attention
to reduce marketing difficulties and increase profits .
1.

Follow quality control practices that will result in high
quality 1 uniform lots . Such practices include obtaining
high quality seed 1 cleamng seed to high quality 1 blending seed in quantities no larger than the capacity of
blending equipment ava1lable and blending together only
lots of similar quality. Merely running seed through one
or more pieces of cleaning equipment does not constltute blending .

2.

Use good sampling techniques in drawing samples to be
tested for labeling purposes . The sampling procedures
set forth in sections 2 01 . 39 through 2 01 . 43 of the re gulations under the Federal Seed Act are recommended
as minimum for seed law enforcement purposes . More
intense sampling is desirable for labeling purposes .
Use a trier which will reach all portions of the quant1ty
bemg sampled . Don ' t use a thief trier.

3.

Draw samples from all seed obtained from other sources
and whenever possible test them for labeling purposes
r ather than relymg upon the representation of the suppher.

4.

Make sure samples for labeling purposes ar e tested
according to official rules for testing seeds

5.

For labeling purposes , test samples that are drawn after
processmg operat1ons such as cleaning , delinung and
treating. such operations may adversely alter the quality .

6.

Become informed as to labeling requ1rements and as to
correct kind and v ariety names .

7•

Become informed as to labeling which may be prohib1ted .
Before advertising and bags a re printed check with
a uthorities in order to avo1d poss1ble costly changes .
I

I have become acquainted with th e operation of a cons1derable
number of seed firms . The most successful ones are those which
have kept up with the times and which give scrupulous attention to
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those practices which ehmmate the marketmg d1fflculties and law
violations about wh1ch we have talked . I am convmced these are
profHable pr,a ctlces m every sense of the word .
The days a re gone when 1t was possible to sell almost anything as seed . Quallty has become more and more Improtant until
it is one of the most Important elements m compet1tlon . The seeds man who does nor constantly slnve to obtam quality will not remam
in business . Agnculture has become too sophisticated to tol erate
the waste of planUng poor quall ty seed .
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EFFICIENT CLEANING AND HANDLING OF SEED
Jesse E. Harmondl.l

Efficiency is .the·uutput 0f a system compared to its input.
More specifically efficiency refers to the effectiveness of an
operation as measured by its production output compared to the
input costs of time energy and money. Maximum efficiency in
a se~d processing plant would require that the plant receive
and transport seed through the cleaning and packaging equipment
in the shortest period of time with a minimum of labor mechanical
power and equipment .
I

I

1

I

1

One way to accomplish this would be to locate the seed
processing plant beside a hill and install high-capacity machinery
with one machine located above another. The receiving bin would
be at the top of the plant so that bulk trucks could be driven up
the hill and dumped directly into the receiving bin . The seed then
would flow by gravity through various processing equipment from the
scalper to a weighing scale. An automated system of this type
would require no elevating and a m'inimum of labor.
Possible disadvantages of such an arrangement are that the
location may be a long distance from the growing field ; the power
water and labor supply in the area might not be economically feasible; and the seed volumes to be handled may not justify the cost
of high-capacity equipment. In other words,_ the¥~ ar.f3. ,many interrelated factors to be considered before a profitable seed processing
plant can be established .
1

I

Unfortunately, there is no single plan for establ1shing an
efficient se ed processing plant, as the values of the var iables to
be considered change with the circumstance at each location. In
fact, these variables differ so much that there are about as many
kinds of layouts as there are seed processing plants. Some of the

Mr . Harmond is Leader , Small Seed Harvesting and Processing
Investigations, Agricultural Engineering Research Div1sion
Agricultural R~search Service, U . S . Department of Agriculture,
in cooperation with the Oregon Experiment Station, Corvallis,
Oregon.
1
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factors influencing plant layout are kinds and volumes of seed to be
cleaned, the contaminants to be removed, the degree to which the
seed must be processed, the length of the processmg season , the
hourly capacity, availability of skilled and unskilled labor, the
existing physical facilities, and the equipment and methods available for use .
Charles H . Greene , formerly with the Agricultural Economics
Department, Oregon State Univers1ty, surveyed 70 Oregon seed
processing plants to determine their efficiency . Thirty-two of them
were classified as farm c leaning plants with average annual volumes
of 200 000 pounds ; 13 as semicommercial w ith annual volumes of
443,000 pounds; a nd 25 as commercial plants with annual volumes
of 1, 600,000 pounds . The seeds processed included many kinds of
grass and legume seeds. Handling methods ranged from simple procedures like receiving seed in sacks and handling it by hand labor to mechanical operations of receiving seed in the bulk and handling
it mechanically.
I

There were four basic methods used in handling seeds :
{1) .Re ceiving the seed m bags and handling it manually with hand
trucks; (2) Re ceivmg it in bags and handling It on pallets with
fork-life trucks ; (3) R~ceivmg 1t 1n bulk and handling It with
elevators and conveyors ; (4) Receiving It m bulk and handling 1t
in bulk boxes with fork - lift trucks .
Comparative operation costs of these handling methods were
calculated for annual volumes of l , 000 ; 2 500, and 5 000 tons of
clean seed and costs ranged from a low of 2 8¢ a ton for the bulk
methods at the 51 ooo· ton level 1 to a high of $4 • 08 a ton for the
hand method at the 1 000 ton capacity . The costs of hii ndling the
seed by the vanous methods a t the respective volumes were : $4 , 08
$1.77 and $1 . 11 for rece1ving the seed m bags and handling by
hand; $3 . 12 $1.54, and $1 . 04 for receiving seed m bags and
handling on pallets w1th fork-lift truck ; $1.25 1 $0.74 1 and $0 2 8
for receiving in bulk and handllng with elevators and conv eyors
and $0 . 98 . $0.45, and $0.28 for receiving and handhng in b ulk
bins with fork-lift trucks .
I

I

I

I

I

At the 1, 000 ton volume the hand method of handling cost
$3 . 1 0 a ton more than the bulk method . However when Investment
interest deprec1at1on, taxes , and other costs were cons1dered, the
hand method actually was 68¢. a ton chea per at 1000 ton volume than
the bulk method . On the other hand, at the 5 000 ton volume, the
bulk method was 16¢ a ton cheaper than the hand method .
I

1

I
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Other survey results showed that cleaning costs went up as
the cleanout increased and went down as the plant's hourly capacity
increased. For maximum profit, all factors should be carefully
considered and evaluated according to the circumstances in a
particular situation before the method of seed handling is chosen.
Seed Cleaning
The most efficient place to clean seed is in the fleld This
can be accomplished by proper cultural methods, chem1cal weed
control, hand roguing, or a combinatiOn of these and other methods
required to produce a clean seed crop .
If there are weedY spots m a seed crop field, they should
be bypassed with the combine to keep the contaminant out of the
harvested seed . The w eedy spots can be harvested s eparately and
handled as a special seed lot.

Whenever seeds are cleaned in a processing plant , labor
and mechanical power are req U1red, and the chances of damagmg
or mixing seed are increased . The cleaner the seed delivered to
the plant, the less will be the handling and the machines required
to process the seed lot. All of this acts to reduce seed loss and
processing cost.
Crop seeds and their contaminants may be separated by
exploiting differences in their physical characteristics such as
s1ze, shape , surface texture, density, resillenc e, electrical
conductivity , and buoyancy, or a combination of these
The manufacturers of seed cleaning equipment hctve dore an
outstanding job of developing machmes wh1ch exploit most of these
differences and make unbelievable separatiOns . Even so, it 1s
estimated that more than $40 million worth of seed is los t each year
because it is not properly cleaned. R~ searc h workers m m dustry
and in public agencies are continually try1ng to reduce this huge
waste by improving present machines and methods and by developing new ideas . However , the efficiency of any seed separating
machine is influenced greatly by the operator , He is the one who
chooses the s1ze and s hape of screen, adjusts the machine , and
regulates the feed to make a separation . If the feed rate is too
heavy, the machine will be flooded and cannot make the proper
separation. This results in lower seed q uahty or unnecessary loss
of seed . For many years, manufacturers have provided round- hole
and slotted-hole screens and cylinders to make separations , but the
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operator has selected them by trial and error - often at the expense of
time unnecessary loss of good seed or unsatisfactory levels of
cleanliness.
I

I

In most seed processing plants the profits could be increased
by using a scientific method of selecting the proper size and shape
of screen or indent to make the separations . One must remember
that a round hole senses the width of a seed, that a slotted hole
senses thickness , and that an indent or pocket senses length.
Dimensional analysis of crop seed and contaminants permits
accurate and efficient sel ection of screens or indent.
1

Dimensions of small seeds may be determined with a microsec pe having a measuring scale in the eyepiece and an adjustable
platform that rotates the seed without moving it from the field of
vision . Using this setup twelve seeds can be measured for
length width and thickness in fifteen minutes. Dimensions of
larger seeds can be obtained with a dial-reading caliper o An
analysis of the measurement data will indicate the proper size and
shape of screen hole or indent to be used and will predict the
purity and shrinkage of the final clean fraction.
I

I

I

1

Seaside bentgrass and Western yellow cress - a weed seed have been difficult to separate . The thickness dimension of the
two seeds overlaps almost completely , so a slotted-hole screen
could not make the separation . In terms of width about two-thirds
of the weed seeds are larger than 0. 019" and all the bentgrass is
smaller. Therefore a 0 . 0 19" round- hole screen will drop the bentgrass but also scalp off 66% of the yellow cress . In the length
dimension the shortest bentgra ss seed is 0 . 033" and t he longest
yellow cress seed is 0 . 024", thus leaving a different1al of 0 . 009"
to make a length separation . Us1ng these data a special indent
cyllnder was made up having pockets 0 . 031" diameter and 0 . 015"
in depth . In laboratory tests the special cylinder effectively llfted
the yellow cress with only a small amount of the bentgrass . From
these results, a farmer built a special mdent and cleaned up a 20 , 000
pound lot of unsalable bentgrass seed at a rate of 100 pounds per
hour. Since the cleaned seed then met certification requirements .
it is eshmated that the special mdent cyhnder netted the farmer
$18,000 on that one lot of seed .
I

I

1

I

Cockleburs contaminating cottonseed are also a problem .
Thickness measurements indicate that a 12 1/2/64 slotted-hole
screen would drop 50% of the cottonseed free of cockleburs. The
data also indicate that there is too much overlapping in the w1dth
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of the two seed types to make a satisfactory sepa~-ation using roundhole screens. However, in the length dimension tt\e longest
cottonseed was 0. 480" and the shortest cocklebur vyas 0 . 580
giving 0 . 100 difference. Using these ~ata, a special cylinder was
constructed with pockets 0. 5 00" in diameter and {) . 125 in depth .
In tests, it lifted the cottonseed and rejected the cockleburs . The
only cottonseeds rejected (not lifted) by the cylinder were poorly
delinted seeds that were mechanically 'locked together because of
inter-twined fibers, thus forming clusters that could not fit into the
indents . On acid-delinted seeds, the specific gravity machme
will remove the cockleburs along with 2 0% Qf the cottonseed. However, 95% of the discarded seed can be 'reclaimed with a pneumatic
separator which will lift the cockleburs· along with q.bout 5% of the
light cottonseed. The quality can be f~rthar improved by running
the seeds over the magnetic separator. The iron powder clings to
the chipped and saw-cut seeds so that the magnetic drum removes
them thereby raising germination and improving appearance of the
clean seed .
I

II

,

11

11

I

Measurement data on many lots of qlfalfa screenings containing pigweed showed overlapping in the width and thickness
dimensions of the seeds but not in length . A 1/16" diameter indent
pocket with a 0. 030" depth lifted the pigweed and rejected the
alfalfa, salvaging 80% of the crop removed in the previous scree;, ing operation.
Measurements of a mixture of Ladino clover and small
pigweed seeds showed 100% overlapping in all three dimensions.
Many of the seed characteristics were similar, except for a difference in color and shape. The seeds were too small for economic
color separation and the mixture did not respon'd to any of the
conventional machines. An electric vibrator separator with a sandpaper deck was developed that will walk the Ladino clover up to
the high side of the deck and move the pigweed down aga mst the
discharge end. Some 60-odd problem samples in:::luding vegetable
flower, grass, and legume seed have responded well to separation
by the action of this machine. A few of these separations are:
pigweed from alfalfa, dodder from carrot seed, watergrass from
onion and carrot seed, sweet vernal-grass from ryegrass and
curly dock from crimson clover.
I

I

A 500-deck vibrator separator was constructed and used one
season in a commercial seed processing plant. It converted ladino
clover screenings to certified seed at a rate of about 230 pounds
per hour. The plant manager reported $25,000 worth of seed salvaged
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in one season .
I would like to share with you some research findings from
a study being made of magnetic seed separation which may be used
to increase your processing efficiency and, therefore, your profits.
Figure 1 shows that the removal of dodder and buckhorn
plantain from alfalfa increa ses as the proportion of water is increased to 0.3 pounds of water per bushel of seed. (ThiS proportion of water would change with the type of seed and quantity of
foreign ma tter in the seed l ot.) The amount of dodder left in the
cleaned seed begins to increase as more water is added , whereas
the added water does not reverse the removal pattern for buckhorn
plantain . A slight change in the water- seed proportion might convert a rejected seed lot into certified seed .
Figure 2 shows that different kinds of weed seeds require
different proportions of wa ter to get maximum removal . In this
test the dodder was removed completely at a water level of 0 . 3 g
per 50 g. of seed, knapweed was removed at 0.45 water, buckhorn
at 0. 6, whitetop at 0. 9 , and mallow at 1 . 2. Therefore , the
operator has to regulate the water addit10n according to the weed
seed he is trying to remove.
The set of curves in Figure 3 shows that the fin e r the
particle size of the iron powd er, the better the dodder removal ;
that the more water used , the greater the shrinka ge of the seed lot;
and that it is possible to decrease efficiency of dodder removal w1th
excessive w ater . The sized fractions of iron powder were obtained
by screeni-ng one lot of powder on a some s1ft er. The + 150 fract10n
was the part of the powder held on a 15 0 mesh screen . The +2 7 0
fraction pa s sed through the 15 0 but was held on the 2 70 mesh screen.
The -400 powder passed through the 400 mesh screen .
Fig ure 4 shows test results of dodder removal as affected
by the reuse of iron powder . Startmg with a mixture contammg
1000 dodder per pound, new powder removed all the dodder. The
second use ofthe powder on a comparable sample left 65 dodder
se eds per pound in the clea ned seed. On the same basis , the third
use left 135, the fourth left 2 80, and the fifth left 3 75. One and
one-third cups of water per bushel of seed was us ed m each test
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This type of knowledge and special handling can help convert
some unsalable seed lots into marketable ones. For example arrowleaf clover is reported to be a potential high-value crop in the South
if the dodder can be removed from the crop seed. A dimensional
analysis of arrowleaf clover and dodder seed showed an overlapping
of the seeds ~n all measurements . It was not possible to make the
separation on the velvet-roll (dodder mill) . When the magnetic
separator was tried using regular iron powder the dodder was
reduced materially but not removed completely. Then the -400
powder was used and all t he dodder was removed with about a 10%
crop loss . In a repeat test with fine powder, arrow leaf clover
containing 3000 dodder seeds per' pound was run over the magnetic
separator, and the average yield. was 60% with a dodder count of 9 per
per pound . This techniq ue may convert a rejected seed lot to a
salable one or raise the quality of a contaminated seed lot so that
it meets certification standards . This could mean the difference
between a profit and a loss.
I

I

I

I

Another development that is now being used in a seed processing plant is a bounce plate. It rna kes a separation by using
the difference in particles' abilities to bounce . Legume seeds can
be bounced out of gr9-ss seeds. Ryegrass seed can be bounced out
of orchardgrass . Dirt clods can be removed from white clover . I
cannot say how many more separations this machine will make, but
it is already being used in a seed processing line to bounce ryegrass
out of orchardgrass. This increases the value of the seed from 7¢
per pound, for the mixture up to 22¢ per pound for the 90% clean
orchardgrass seed.
I

.

A different problem is removing cockleburs from g .c. nt size
sunflower seed. A California plant that processes around three
an d one- half _million pounds of sunflower seed a year reported that
a bou t six carloads of extra-large sunflower seeds were being lost
each season because they were screened off with the cockleburs. To
solve this problem, a model separator was constructed . The mixture is run under a polyurethane roller and the barbs of the cockleburs
stick to the roller which lifts the burs out of the sunflower seed . A
rotating nylon ~rush then removes the cockleburs from the roller.
Seed processors have qsked fqr, help in removing morning
glory seed from soybeans and in reducing the breakage of the beans
during the handling . The vibrator separator and the inclined draper
will roll the soybeans downhill and take the morning glory and broken
seed uphill, and by this efficient separation increase the value of the
crop .
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Soybeans are fragile and often break in half if they are
dropped into dump pits or fall from the elevator discharge into bins
or tanks. There are several commercial types of seed let-downs
available but are inexpensive type can be made by cutting sections
of old automobiles tires and fastening them to a frame in zig-zag
fashion. The seeds can slide gently down the reversing slopes
formed by the tire sections into the bottom of the container .
I

There is still another development that is not yet commercially available . It is a rotating vertical screen that has several
times the capacity of a flat screen (per square feet of scr een area)
and will make a more accurate separation. This unit when
running at 3 00 r . p.m . produces a centrifugal force over ten times
that of gravity assisting the seed to pass through the screen . At
400 r.p.m. the forc e is over 18 g's .
1

1

I

S eed Conveying
Seed mixing is often associated with mechanical conv eying
and seed damage with pneumatic conveying. In attempts to reduce
mixing and damage vibrator conveyors and fluidized conveyors
have been developed. Vibrator conveyors are being employed for
lateral movement of seed, and air movement of seed by the fluidized
principle is being used more frequently. Several of the major companies making seed cleaning equipment are marketing forms of
vibrator conveyors, and at least one manufacturer is buildmg
fluidized conveyors on order . There are four or more flmdized conveyors now working in seed processing plants. One is in Columbus,
Miss is sippi, conv eying delinted cottons eed; one is Woodland
California, and is used to convey alfalfa , Jadino clover red clover,
and other legume s eed crops; one is in Madras Oregon , conveymg
bluegras s seed; a nd one is in Salem moving cucumber and cabbage
seed .
I

1

I

1

We have developed a fluidized conveyor in the USDA.
Cooperative Research Laboratory at Corvallis , Oregon . It has been
used to convey beans, corn~crimson clover I soybeans 1 bluegrass,
beet seed bentgrass, and peas . It will transport seed with a minimum of damage , and the airflow can be increased to quickly and
easily clean the system between lots . Th e system requires about
the same horsepow er as a conventional pneumatic conveyor but will
convey seed at on e-tenth or l ess of the usual speed and with 30
times the concentration of seed in the pipe. As much as 2 000 pounds
per hour of crimson clover has been conveyed through the 1 1/2 "
diameter pipe which has a vertical lift of 30 feet and a 25-foot
1

I
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lateral run . It is very likely that more of the easily damaged seed
types will come to be moved with the fluidized system .
Conclusion
No simple set of rules can be stated for obtaining greatest
efficiency in cleaning and handling of all seeds . Individual
situations have their own particular requirements, but once these
are determined, the research-developed ideas mentioned here may
offer possibilities for increased efficiency in seed processing
plants .
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DESIGN FOR PROFITABLE MANAGEMENT OF
SEED PROCESSING PLANTS

B . R. Greggll

Proper layout and management of seed processing plants is
the most important single factor controlling the profit - or loss level of the plant. Managers must recognize the layout and management problems. they face and deal with them in the most efficient
way possible.
I

An informal survey of processing plant managers indicates
that 4 major "technical management" factors create the most serious
problems. They are:
(l)

COMPLETE CLFANING - Complete efficient separation
of all undesirable material from
the crop seed and at a high
capacity.

(2)

MIXTURE PREVENTION - Avoiding contamination of the
crop seed during processing
and handling operations .

(3)

COMPLETE IDENTITY -

I

Maintaining positive and separate
identity of each lot and bag
during handling cleaning
bagging and stora g e .
1

(4)

EVALUATION AND
IMPROVEMENT

-

1

A means of constantly evaluating the processing operations
to pinpoint bottlenecks and
inefficient operations so that
operating efficiency and seed
quality can be constantly
improved.
I

J)

Mr. Gregg is Assistant Agronomist
Mississippi State University.
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Seed Technology Laboratory

1
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Complete Cleaning
Machines needed
Weed seed or other undesirable ma teria ls can be separated
from crop seed by differenc es in their siz e, length, shape, weight,
surface texture, color, affinity for liquids, or electrical conductivity .
A different separating machine usually must be u sed to remove contaminants differing from the crop seed in each of these physical
properties. To obtain complete cleaning of seed, the processor
must have in his cleaning line one or more of the machines which
can ma ke the required separations . Processors with too much
equipment are badly outnumbered by the processors who don't have
the equipment they need.
Machines req uired can be determined by a careful study of the
contaminants which must be removed and their physical properties
which differ from those of the crop seed.
Prope r preparation of the s eed is often necessary for complete cleaning . Efficient use of scalpers, debearders, and hullers
can eliminate many cleaning problems as well as improving effi ciency.
Capacity requirements
Efficient capacity is almost as important as complete
cleaning. Cleaning machines of low capacity should be repla ced
with new machines which can operate efficientl y at the desired
capacity. Since a cleaner w ill be used for 10-15 or more years ,
the policy of buying a cleaner larger than present needs is not
extra vagance -- it is good planning .
The cleaning capacity of the plant is no·. higher than the
capacity of the slowest ma chine . A low-ca pacity machine should
be replaced with a high capacity model, or with a side-by-side
parallel-feed bank of enough low-capacity machines t o turn out
the required capacity .
Cleaning sequ ence
A common problem which interferes with complete cleaning
of crop s eed is failure to preclean the seed properly before they
are sent to the machine which must make a close separation. Machines must be insta lled and used in proper sequence so that seed
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will be in proper physical condition for separation by the time they
reach a separating machine. Examples: seed should be closely
sized and precleaned before they are cleaned on a gravity separator;
all inert material should be removed before crop and weed seeds are
separated on a roll mill . A study of the flow sequences in Handbook
No. l, "Seed Processing and Handling Equipment", will illustrate
the most efficient cleaning sequences.
Plant layout
A careful study of processing and handling operations, both
of existing plants and planned new plants, will eliminate costly
bottlenecks, increase capacity and cleaning efficiency, and lower
processing costs.
To analyze and evaluate his processing operations effectively,
the processor should first study and learn-(l)

Correct processing sequences for his seeds .

(2)

Operating capacities of machines he needs .

(3)

Characteristics of elevators and conveyors needed .

(4)

Time required to process his seeds motion and traffic
flow patterns of workers during processing.
I

This information, combined with a study of the physical differences
between his crop seed and the contaminants in them , will clearly
indicate the separations needed the proper cleaning seq 1ences
and bottlenecks in the processing line.
I

I

Re ceiving - bagging
Seed must be received into the processing line, and then
bagged off as efficiently as they are proc e ssed . Bulk receiving trucks, trailers, or forktruck tote boxes - can reduce receiving
costs and eliminate bottlenecks. Newe r e quipment such as vibropits and self-cleaning elevators make bulk handling more efficient
than ever.
I

Bagging scales and packaging equipment now available to
seedsmen can speed up bagging operations with less labor .
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Every processor should carefully examine his receiving and
bagging operations; they offer many opportunities to reduce costs
and increase output.
Mixture Prevention
Contamination or actual mixture of seed lots is a real danger
in every stage of processing. Lack of planning faulty processing
and handling equipment improper identification and inadequate
cleanup all add to the problem .
I

I

1

Leaky elevators distributors and similar e qu~pment which
scatter seed should be replaced . Cleaners should be installed on
frames or pillars to facilitate cleaning. Vibrator conveyors and other
self-cleaning equipment should be used as much as possible .
"Self-cleaning" steel bins with smooth interior surfaces should be
used for all bin storage and surge bins.
I

1

Easy cleanup and mixture prevention must be planned into
the selection and installation of machinery and into the selection
of building types and finish construction.
I

Cleanup equipment must also be adequate. In addition to
brooms and brushes an industrial vacuum cleaner and compressed
air of 150 PSI should be standard cleanup equipment . The plant
manager should also stress cleanup constantly to create and maintain an attitude of care and quality-consciousness in all workers .
1

I

Complete Identity
Complete identity of every bag or lot i s difficult to maintain
through processing bagging storage and shipping . However
good management practices can prevent loss or mixture of seed due
to loss of identity.
I

1

1

1

A useful lot numbering system which provides basic informa tion about the seed is one of the most effective methods of
maintaining identity. The lot number combined with a numbenng
system for bins and toteboxes can provide full identification from
the time seed are received until they are shipped or sold .
1

I

The plant record system should more than satisfy seed law
requirements; it should be a management tool that helps maintain
seed identity and provides inventory and shipping control. Minimum records include:
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Receiving records
Drying records
Processing records
Packaging records
Testing records
Storage records
Inventory records
Sales/shipping records
Modern warehousing systems and te.chniques can also help
maintain complete identity, as well as control inventory and
shipping .
Evaluation and Improvement
Evaluation and improvement is quality control - the most
neglected part of plant management, but the program which offers
the greatest potential in cost-saving and profit-making .
An effective quality control program can be used to evaluate
the quality of incoming field-run seed and the improvement - or
damage - gained in each step during processing. It can pinpoint
practices or processes which lower seed quality or cause losses,
and can provide the information necessary for the continuing improvement and modernization of the processing plant to remain competitive
and profitable.
Quality control as a management tool in seed processing
is a simple process requiring a relatively low investment in equipment and training . It consists basically of taking samples of
incoming seed, and analyzing the samples to de termine the identity
and amount of all factors which lower seed quality, such as weather
damage, combine damage, inert , or w e ed s eed. This information
can then be used to select the cleaning mac hine s needed to turn out
hig h quality finished seed .
Sampling and analysis of good s e e d and all waste products
from each machine can pinpoint its effective ness in t he processing
operation, and determine the sources of seed damage or loss.
Sampling and analysis after each handling - moving or storage operation can pinpoint problems here .
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A thorough sampling and analysis program, combined with a
systematic quality control record system, can identify problems and
spot trends that may otherwise be overlooked . It is an essential
part of the efficient technical management skill which makes the
difference between profit and loss. Modern seed processing has
become a highly technical and competitive industry, in which a _
single skill is no longer enough to insure success. A successful
plant manager must not only know seeds and separating machines,
but he must be able to coordinate and integrate the entire flow sequence to determine and get the most profitable balance between
equipment investment and labor cost -,. and to combine technical
knowledge, process management, and managerial skill to produce
the highest quality seed at the lowest cost .
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QUALITY CONTROL IN THE SEED INDUSTRY

•.

Don F. Grabel/

S everal quality control methods have been used in the seed
industry for many years. Rarely however have these quality control procedures been as organized as those used in manufacturing.
We are here attempting to suggest ways of integrating these often
uncoordinated activities into an overall program and to add new
techniques which will be useful.
1

1

I

What is meant by quality control?
A well-organized quality control program can be a powerful
management tool in a seed company . W e are using the term ·
"Quality Control" in a very brood sense--a system or method of
approach to the solution of seed quality problems together with
the tools and skills required to reach the company ' s quality objectives.
I

Some of the basic objectives of quality control are the prevention of chronic troubles discovery of causes of these troubles
and dev e loping remedies for them.
I

1

The complexity of organization of a quality control system will
vary directly with the complexity of organization and departmentalization
of the company. In a small company the manager may double as hi s
own quality control expert. Large c om.panies may have a s eparate
department whose sole function is quality control . Organization will
depend also on the kinds of seeds produced production area and
management philosophy . Details for each program must be tailored
t o fit the needs of individual companies .
I

I

I

...!/Dr. Grabe is Professor and Agronomist S eed Te c hnology Laboratory
Mississippi State University.
I

I
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Recent changes in agric ulture which have brought abo ut the
need for a scientific approach to seed quality control i nclude:
1.

Specialized farming increased size of farming units
and higher costs of crop production which create a
demand for high quality seed .
1

1

I

2.

M e chanization i n seed prod uction, which IS often an
enemy of q uality.

3.

D: velopme nt of new methods of measuring seed quality .

4.

Increased costs of seed production resulting from
increased use of hybrid s and propnetary brands and
high land values.
I

5.

Competition .

It is our purpose here to discuss certain segments of q uality

control dealing with testing and inspection methods. Also we hope
to present some useful ideas and pnnciples which each person may
adapt to his own unique situation . and to demonstrate the use of
tool s which are basic to all q uality control systems , large or small .
What is mean by seed qualitzl
S eed q ua lity is constr ucted of many q ualny chara c teristics .
In terms of ind1vidual seeds these characteristics include viability
vigor m01 sture content mat urity, mechanical dama ge , disea se
infection size , appearance, length of life and performance . W hen
extended to the seed lot, q uality charac tenstlcs also include weed
seed content and other for e ign material, and uniformity of q uality
characterJst1Cs throughout the lot .
W hen defined a.s above, seed q ualny IS at 1ts h1ghest whe n
the seP.d reach matunty on the plant . From maturity onward. seed
quality declines , at a varymg rate . On e of the JObs of quality control is to mmimi ze the amo unt of deterioration tha t occurs before the
seed is mark e ted and planted
I

1

1

1

1

1

Genehc q uality would be excluded from q uality control In
this cont ext .
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Seed quality is a competitive factor.
Seed quality has not been used as a competitive weapon as
much as price and service, but opportunities exist:
1.

Customer appeal from appearance standpoint .

2.

A positive quality reputation by always delivering a uniformly good product.

3.

A guarantee of quality .

4.

Adverti sing quality in general, or some specific
characteristic, such as cold test performance or
seedling vigor .

5.

Avoidance of disastrous quality failures which ruin
a quality reputation.

6.

Increaswg customer quality-consciousness .

Costs of quality .
Many quality losses are avoidable with little or no expense:
adjusting the combine, etc . Some quality losses can be avoided at
small expense: modification of a machine or changing elevators.
Other quality losses can be avoided only by spending more money
than would be saved: picking corn by hand to avoid mechanical
damage. Costs of sampling and testing are much less than the
returns received.
Prevention of losses in seed q uality.
Prevention of poor seed q uality 1s the central theme of quality
control. Losses in quallty may be chronic or sporadic . Chronic
losses are long standing small losses which are often accepted as
unavoidable (mechanical damage) . Sporadic losses are sudden
changes from the normal and attract cons1derable attention from
management and buyers (freezing damage. heating in storage).
The accumulation of chronic losses during the year may result in
a larger loss of money than a few sporadic losses. but chronic losses
are less noticeable. (For an analogy , compare the public reaction
to 500 people killed in separa te widely scattered automobile accidents v ersus SO people killed in one airplane wreck. ) The nature of
sporadic and chronic losses will be made clearer in the following
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comparison:
Aspect

Sporadic losses

Chronic losses

Extent of irritation
caused

. Major

Minor

Tangible economic
loss

Minor

Major

Solution required

Return to normal
procedures

Change
procedures

Type of data needed

Simple data for one or
two variables such as
time , temperature RPM

Complex data
for several
variables

Frequency of testing

Frequent

Infrequent
months

Type of test

Usually simple

I

I

hours

I

Possibly
complicated
.

Installing a quality control program .

'

Once a management decision has been made to establish a
quality control system in a company , development of the program
should be allowed to develop gradually since considerable cooperation from all employees lS req uire d . One or two troublesome problems
may be tackled first . After successful results are achie ed the
q ua lity control program may be allowed to grow step by step
I

I

W hat results

m~e

expect ed from q uality control?

In general , a company may e x pect t o obtain:
1.

Improvement in seed quality .

2.

Reduction in operating costs .

3.

Repeat customers .
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Techniques of quality control .
The quality control laboratory is the hub of a seed quality
control program. It 1s here that the quality control tests are made
on which management decisions are based. (Figure 1)
One of the most important factors to cons1der m quality contro l
is a s ystemauc sampling procedure . Samples may be obtained for
each crop, each lot, each grower, etc ., and analyzed for the appropriate quallty charactenstics to be studied (mechanica l dama ge ,
col d test reaction moisture content percent seeds adeq uately
treated etc.)
I

1

I

Data are taken on a number of samples to determine control
limits within which to operate . These control limits should be
economical for the job--neither too wide nor too narrow. Market
demands and seed law requirements w1ll help set the lim1ts. From
this prehmmary testing quality standards are established for each
'
crop.
I

For each new lot bemg processed, results of samples taken
periodically are recorded on q uahty control charts and checked
against the established standards
If rhe characteristics of the
sa~ple exceed the control lim1ts corrective acuon can be taken
to prevent the loss in quality from reoccurring .

A control chan 1s a graptacal companson of actua l seed
wnh limits wh1ch reflect the expected quahi y as . bown by
pas L ex penence. Two illustrauon s of the use of control charts
follow.
~ua ! 1 +y

F1q ure L 1s a graphJc-3.1 c heck or. cor n s torage cond1t1ons.
He r e 1t 1s a ss umed that the se8d has been proce s sed and bagged
ny Octob e r . The sohd lme repres ents normal cold tes t res ults a s
determmed by past experience The dotted llne for Lot 8 ~ndiCates
that cold test results for thiS l ot are cons1dera.bly lower than the
standard . This indicates that the storage cond1t1ons for this lot
were below standard or that the storab1hty of Lot 8 is poorer than
normal. Lob 8 should be held bdck fo · plantmg o nly under .favorable field conditions and shou ld not be earned over another year.
The dotted line for Lot A md1cates that thl s lot 1s storing better
than normal and could be safely earned over 1n storage for another
year. Corrective action can be taken to preyent the rapid detenoration
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of future lots as occurred in Lot B.
Figure 3 is a graphical check on processing conditions for
corn. This type of graph can be used to pinpoint the places in t he
production process where q uality is lowered . In this case, the
solid line represents the amount of mechanical damage normally
expected and which the company will accept. In Lot A, more damage
occurred during harvesting and cleaning than normally expected .
Corrective action can be taken to improve these two processes.
Without such a control chart, the company knows only that Lot A
has excessive mechanical damage, but cannot tell where or how
it occurred so cannot prevent the damage from reoccurring.

CONTROL CHART FOR MECHANICAL DAMAGE
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USE OF SEEDLING GROWTH RATES, GLUTAMIC ACID
DECARBOXYLASE ACTIVITY, AND RESPIRATION AS SEED
QUALITY CONTROL TECHNIQUES
Charles C. Baskinll

C ertain phases of the seed industry may employ different
type s of tests in a quality control program at various times and
under different circumstances . In some instances speed in determining quality is of essence . In other instances faci lities may
dictate the type of tests used . The information desired about a
seed lot will influence the type of t est selected. Indeed, several
tests may be desired.
Tests directly or indirectly related to enzyme activity are
useful in research and may also be of use in a quality control
program.
Three tests that may fit into a q uality control program are:
seedling growth rate, glutamic acid decarboxylase activity and
measurements of respiration.
Seedling Growth Rate
Seedling growth has been used by researchers for a number
of years as an indication of seed quality. Some of the aspects of
seedling growth utilized are length of root and shoot; speed of germination, speed of emergence and total emergence in the L.e l d or gree
greenhouse, rate of seedling growth in the field or greenhouse; and
green or dry weights of seedlings . L ~t ' s examine each of these in
more detail:
Root and S hoot Length:
This is an actual measurement of the length of the primary
root or shoot of a seedling or a combination of both at a specified
number of days after the seed have been planted in towels, blotters

Mr . Baskin is Assistant Agronomist, S e ed Te chnology Laboratory ,
Mississippi State University.
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or petri dishes as for regular germination tests . When several lots
of seed are compared m th1s manner the lot making the most growth
is considered to be the highest in quality. Several replications
shoul d be planted as in a germination tests and the growth calculated on a per germinated seed basis.
Speed of Germination:
In this test, seed should be planted just as in the case of
a standard germination t es t. After the seed have begun to germinate, plantings must be checked daily at approximately the same
time each day . Normal seedlings are removed when the root or
shoot reaches some predetermined length. The number of seedlings
removed each day lS multiplied by the reciprocal of the day on which
the seedlings were removed. The sum of these calculations provides
an index of vigor . The higher the mdex value the better the seed
quality.
Example: Two lots of cotton are to be compared . It 1s decided to
remove normal seedlings when the radicle-hypocotylaxis reaches
2 inches in length . Daily checking begins on the third day after
planting and developed seedhngs are removed each day unt1 1
germination 1s complete. We have the following information from
200 seed planted from each lot .
Lot 1
Lot 2
Da y Seedlmg Numher of Reciprocal Index Number Recripocal Index
Remov e d
SeedhnSI§.
(of @:LL ____~l!J.!P.~----

3
4
5
6

7
8
9

25
100
35
15
5
5

X
X
X
X
X
X

I /3
1/4
1/5
1/6
1/7
1/8

8. 33
25 . 00
7 . 00
2. 50
0 71
0 . 63

Total

---44 . 17

10
50
75
35
5
5
5

X l /3
X l/4
X 1/5
X 1/6
X 1/ 7
X 1/8
X l /9

3 . 33
12.50
15 . 00
5 . 83
0.71
0 . 63
55
-380-.. 55
·-

Using this system we wou ld consider lot one to be the better
quality seed even though both lots germinated 92 . 5%
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A variation of this test is based on speed of emergence and
is used by some companies 1n the vegetable seed Industry. Greenhouse emergence allows better control of consitions than does field
emergence although either may be used.
Again, daily counts at approximately the same time each day
are necessary, if comparisons are to be valid. The lot with the
greatest number of normal seedlings emerged in the fewest number
of days would be the highest in quality.
First Count:
The germination percentage obtained at the time of the first
or preliminary count of a germination test is also an index of speed
of germination. Taking the same two lots of cotton we have just
considered, if tre first count was made on the fourth day we would
have removed 125 seedlings (out of 200 seed planted) from lot one
and only 60 seedlings from lot two . W e would then consider lot
one the better quality .
To use this method and compare lots of seed over a period
of several months, all first counts must be made at the same
interval (number of days) after planting. Garmmation conditions
must also be carefully controlled . If some plantings are allowed
to become too dry, for example, the number of s eedhngs removed
on the first count might be affected and a valid comparison could
not be made.
S peed of Seedlmg Growth:
This test is very Similar to root and shoot growth . The tota l
growth of the seedlings in the greenhouse or fie ld 1s actually mea s ured at a specified number of days after the seed are planted. The
lot of seed producing the most growth per normal seedhng 1s conslder nd 10 be the better q uahty .
Again seed may be planted m the greenhouse field or in
the germinator. An equal number of seedhngs are randomly ha rvested
from each plot at a specified number of days after plantmg . S eedlings
may be weighed fresh or dry· for growth rate compansons . The lot
giving the greatest seedling we1ghts is considered to be the best
quality.
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If one is equipped to conduct germination tests no addit10nal
investment need be made for root and shoot growth and speed of germination tests; in many instances small investments may need be made
in equipment and additional personnel.
I

Emergence tests speed of seedllng growth and green fresh
weight tests will of course require facilities (mostly held plots or
greenhouses) and Investments outside the ordmary laboratory .
I

It is well to keep in mmd, that the better one is able to
control conditions under which tests are conducted the more
reliable and the more valuable will be the comparisons made .
Laboratory conditions are easier to control than greenhouse condi tlons while held condit10ns are beyond control .
1

The greatest advantage of these tests are theu simplicity.
Any laboratory techaician can conduct them.
The greatest disadvantage IS time. Ten days to 2 w eeks may
be longer than one can wait to determine the quality of a lot of seed .

Glutamic Acid Decarboxylase ActiVIty (GADA)
The GADA test Is designed to measure the actlvlty of one
particular enzyme which has been shown (11 2 , 4 5 6, 7 8) to be
closely related to seed quality . The more enzyme activity present
in a. sample of seed the higher the seed quality.
I

I

I

The proced ure for mea sunng GADA IS relatively s1mple, It
does not requue a la rge Investment and can be completed In a short
pen od o! time
The equipment needed for this test consists of a wa cer bath
to c onrrol temperature. Inexpensive manometers, a scale for measuring manometer flUid movement small contawers (1/2 pmt jars),
and a small grinder
The seed sample is ground placed in the container and
chemicals (buffered glutamic acid) added to the ground seed The
amount of carbon diOXIde that is given off IS a measure of dCtivlty
of the enzyme. The more COz evolved , the better IS the quality of
the seed . GADA IS closely related to storage life and yields of certam seeds (4 , 5 6) .
I

I
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Work by Grabe (5) has shown that GADA 1s d1rectly related
to the storage life of corn. GADA IS also related to corn yield.
Corn with high GADA out-yielded corn wit h low GADA act1v1ty by
as much as 8% . Similar studies wnh oats have shown llk e relationships. Other studies have also been conducted with wheat and rice
( l. 2) .
Root growth and GADA are c losely rel ated (8). Some of the
advantages of GADA tests are s1mphcity, speed, and low cost.
Vaneties differ m GADA, so compansons should be made
Within vaneties and not between vanet ies . GADA measurement
IS too sens1t1ve to be used as an 1nd1caror for stand estabbshment.

RespHauon
One of the new techmques 1n the area of determming seed
q uallty mvolves measunng seed res p1ration
Respuation studie s
are still m their mfancy when compared to o ther seed q uahty tests
Here in our l aboratory and at th3 USDA-ARS l aboratones m
Beltsv1 lJe, Maryland, a considerable number of te~:;rs are bemg conducted wJth seed respirauon.
Some of the earher work. by Woodstock, et. al (9) showed
d1ffe•ences 1n rate of r e spHa t JOn 1n hma beans that were allo~ed to
to 1mb1be water at different temperatures . Temperatures of 15 C.
and lower dunng thE: brs t hour.; of germmotlOn severely J'1hlt'llted
,..esp:n.uon .:~.nd later seedlmg growth
Woodstock and Grabe (8) found a h1gh correlat10n between
G' Lr' ·oo1 ;,rc)wth, and re~puauon durjng early germ1nauon
Work
Ha •.... ! hu, atory JndiCdtes -:1 relauonstup bE:tween re.:.pHatlOn dunng
the · H:-.t t ho urs of ImblbJtlOn and relau ve StOhbllH~ of seed lots
(j) .

0 J: worl<. also I n dJCates a relanonshlf. between respHauon
and accelera1ed agmg of corn lots (3).
Two values m respHaUon seem 10 gi\ e some md1canon of
seed q uality; the amount of oxygen taken up by the seed ":lnd the
respiratory quotl ent. The am ount of oxyg en tp.ken up by corn. for
example, has a posJtive relauonsh1p to seed qualJty , the more
oxygen taken up the hlgher the seed qualit y. The respuarory
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q uotient, orR . Q., is the relationship between carbon dioxide given
off and oxygen ta ken up and i s calculat ed as co divided by 0 .
2
2
The higher the R. Q . the lower the q uality of the seed. For example,
corn seed having an R . Q . of 1 . 1 IS of higher quahty than corn seed
having an R. Q . of 1 . 8 .
Let me emphasize tha t respiratory measurem ents are still in
the early stages of development as possible tests for seed q uality .
There is consid e ra ble work to be done before any final concl usions
can be made.
The techni q ue of mea suring respiration is simple , fast, and
very accurate mea surements can be ma de .
T he c ost of e quipment is considerably higher than that
req uired for the other tests discussed ~ somewhere between $2500.0 0
and $35 00.00 dependmg on the SIZe and kind of equipment purchased.
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USE OF STRESS TESTS TO DETERMINE
THE STORAGE AND FIELD STAND POTENTIAL OF SEEDS
Travis T. Rushingl/

A stress test may be defined as the application of unfavorable environmental conditions to the seed in order to determine a
specific performance characteristic. For exampl e, the two stress
tests we will consider here are the accelerated aging test and the
cold test. In the accelerated aging test high temperatures and
relative humidities are used to accelerate deterioration processes
and this then enables us to predict the storage potential of several
lots of a given seed kind with a few days. In the cold test, on the
other hand, cool temperatures and moist soil are used to determine
the ability of the seed to emerge under unfavorable field conditions.
Now with your permission let us think in t erms of measuring
storage potential with the accelerated aging test and measuring
storage potential with the accelerated aging test and measuring the
field stand potential with the cold test.
First 1 let us consider storage potential and the accelerated
aging test.
Accelerated Aging
After production and processing, a primary concern of the
seedsman is maintenance of the seed in a good viable condition
until they are purchased by the farmer . S ~edsmen frequently have
the unhappy experience that some lots of seed of apparently good
via·bility rapidly decline in germination during storage, while other
lots of equal viability hold up well. Similar differential responses
in field emergence among lots of equal viability are also frequently
encountered. In other words a high germination percentage does
not necessarily indicate that a seed lot will store safely or that it
will produce a satisfactory field stand .
1

1/ Mr. Rushing is Assistant Agronomist Seed Technology LaboraI

tory

I

M ississippi State University.
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Those of you associated with quality control programs have
probably been faced with the difficult task of determining which lots
from among many available should be marketed first and which lots
should be held for possible carry-over if the market is not strong,
or as a hedge against shortages the next year . Germination percentages of the lots provide some useful information for mak ing
this decision if there is a considerable range in germination among
the lots. This is seldom the case, so the seedsman randomly selects
for possible carry-over, and he often finds the next season that
several of them did not carry-over very well. The failure of a seed
lot of apparent good germination to maintain that germination in
storage at a retail outlet or at the wholesaler constitutes a serious
problem - one that can be most damaging to the seedsman ' s profits
and reputation .
The solution to problems related to storability of seed lots
lies in the development of a test - other than the standard germina'tion test - which will differentiate among seed lots with respect to
storage potential. A test that is attracting attention in the seed
industry is the accelerated aging test developed here at the Seed
Technology Laboratory . This technique is based on the hypothesis
that the degree of deterioration is variable among seed lots within
a given seed kind, even though deterioration has not progressed to
the point where it has affected germination. Therefore, by subjecting small samples of various lots of the same seed kmd and
approximately the same current germination to an extreme environmenta 1 condition, i.e. , high temperature and relative humidity, the
process of deterioration can be accelerated to the extent that w1thin
a few days low vigor lots are drastically reduced in germmative
capacity while high vigor lots are relatively unaffected . Thus,
accel erating the physwlogical agmg processes perm1ts evaluation
or prediction of the long term storage potential of seed lots w1thin
a few days.
Environemental conditions and period of exposure requ1red
to obtain maximum differences in res ponse among seed lots vary
with the kind of seed. In general, the most satisfactory conditions
are 100% relative humidity, temperatures of 35° to 45°C. , and
exposure periods of 2 to 8 days.
The effectiveness of accelerated agin g as an assay of the
storage potential of seed lots 1 s evaluated by comparison of the
germination percentages after accelerated aging with those of the
same lots after intervals of storage.
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Equipment
The accelerated aging chamber we are using was made from
an old, water cooled germinator with 2 1/2 insulated walls and
door. It has inside dimensions of 2 6 width, 24 height , and
20 depth . All water tubing and other internal e q mpment - except
tray racks - were removed from the germinator . All gaskets, holes,
etc . were resealed with' 3M weather strip adhesive {black) . A
water reservoir approximately 1 l/2 deep is maintained in the
bottom of the chamber . In the water reservoir is a flexible
immersion heating rod. Temperature is controlled by a thermister
temperature controller equipped with a general purpose thermister
probe.
11

11

11

11

I

11

1

A plexiglass chamber was designed as an insert or liner for
the chamber to maintain a more constant temperature and relative
humidity . The plexiglass liner fits on a rack about 5 inches from
the bottom of the chamber and 2-4 inches from the side, walls back
and ceiling. The liner has a water reservoir glides for 2 trays ,
and a removable access panel in the front. The top rack of the
plexiglass liner is covered with blotters to collect any condensation
dripping from the top (actually very llttle condensation forms on
the top or walls of the liner) . The bottom rack is used for holding
the samples of seed as a set distance of 3 inches from the surface
of the water. A long stem dial thermometer is inserted through the
front access panel of the liner, and a sensitive glass mercury
thermometer is attached to the sample tray placed in the liner .
I

I

1

In operation, water is placed in the bottom of the chamber
and p lexiglass liner . The temperature controller is energ ized and
adjusted to the desired temperature setting w1th the gla s s thermometer inside the liner. After the desired temperature is achieved,
the tray is removed and samples to be tes ted are prepared and
placed in small wire screen baskets on the tray . The tray is placed
in the liner and accelerated aging begun . After accelerated aging
for the desired number of hours or days the samples are r emoved and
standard germination tests are made on tha samples. Typical data
are given in Table 1.
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Table 1 . Germination percentages of corn tall fescue garden
bean crimson clover and - onion s.eed lots after accelerat ed
aging and intervals in open storage .
I

1

I

Lot
No.

!nit.
Germ.

Oeen Storage {Months}
'6
12
4

Accelerated
Aging
Corn

1
2
3
4
5

100
100
92
84
96

94<y
92
44
22
19

100
99
90
94
96

98
98
74
78
22

y Accelerated aging at 42S'c. - 100% r.h./144 hrs.
Tall Fe:scue
1
2
3
4

95
92
87
88

94 'g/
83
80
56

96
92
90
73

93
52
48
24

~ Accelerated aging at 40° C . - 100% r . h . /84 hrs.
Garden Beans
1
2

3
4

97
97
77
87

95 ~
35
51
7

97
97
77
85

94
93
71
35

c/Accelerated agi ng at 42°C. - 100% r.h./7 2 hrs .
Crimson Clover
1
2
3
4

94
94
78
88

90~
74
52
80

96
93
81
92

92
86
60
86

r!fAccelerated aging at 40° C. - 100% r . h./72 hrs .
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Table 1 continued.

Lot
No.

!nit.
Germ.

Accelerated
Aging

Oeen Storage
4
6

~Months)

12

Onion
1
2
3
4

93
93
88
95

93
46
76
67

91
31
72
49

e Accelerated aging at 40°C. - 100% r . h./120 hrs.

Cold Test
Favorable environmental conditions are used 1n conducting
germination tests with conditions of temperature and mo1sture as
near optimum as possible . The use of these conditions gives a
measure of the maximum germination of a seed lot but does not
give a measure of its germination under adverse conditions which
often occur in the field. In cold tests, seeds are subjected to
cool., wet conditions in order to obtain some measure of the
ability of seed lots to emerge under unfavorable conditions encountered during a cool wet spring. For example, corn may be planted
and immediately followed by a "cold front" that causes cod , wet
conditions to prevail for several days or weeks. The emergence
period may be 2 or 3 weeks . Under these conditions only vigorous
sound, we'll treated, seeds are capable of emergence while the
weak (but still germinable m germ1nat1on test) and unsou nd seeds
often decay due to soil or gamsms before more favorable conditions
are again established. Cool wet soil 1s unfavorable for both
seedling emergence and sml pathogens , but these conditions are
relatively less favorable for germination than for the soil pathogens .
I

I

I

1

I

Generally fy!hium species are the most Important soil organisms in cold tests . These species are usually the first invaders
of seed planted in moist field soil . Probably the most frequent _ _
species identified is Pythium debaryanum. In seed with perica.rp
injuries, Pythium invasion occurs immediately after plantmg . Other
organisms that cause stand reduction are Penicillium Rhizoctonia
1

I
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and Fusarium .
Uses of the Cold Test
Most of the larger corn seed companies are usmg the cold
test to:
l.

Determine the quality of carry-over seed

2.

Evaluate seed treatments

3.

Test the effects of processing methods on the seed.

4.

Evaluate vigor in parent stocks.

5.

Compare the resistance of inbreds and single crosses .

6.

Evaluate the adequacy of storage conditions with
respect to seed deterioration.

7 .

Determine the extent of frost injury and immaturity
and its effec t on seed vigor .

Factors that Affect CoJsi Test Results
Many inte rrelated factors are known to influence the results
obtained with the cold test . The test IS sometimes difficult to
standardize between laboratories . Some of the factors that contnbute to lack of standardization are :
l.

Different soils used m cold test. Sml used m vauous
laboratones give d1fferent results due to variatJOn in
population and acti vlTy of soil-borne orgam sms .

2.

Different species or strajns of orgamsms exh1bit
vanous degrees of vuu lence.

3.

Type of storage of soils used in cold tests may be a
source of error .

4.

Difference m cold test methods. Extrem es in mojsture
content, length of cold period and temp erature during
cold period may cause vary1 ng results .
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The lack of standardization, however, need not limit the
usefulness of the co l·~ test as a q uality control tool. As long as
one method is consistantly followed comparisons can be made
between lots, varieties, and yecurs. If one test method is used on
one lot and another method on another lot, however, the results
c ould be mi s leading . Thus, each laboratory or company must employ
the test method that provides the most information about the qua l ity
of their seed. This may often require a more vigorous type cold
test for early season varieties while a progressively less sev ere
test may be more realistic for varieties planted Later in the season .
The severity of the col d test cou ld be regulated simply by varying
the temperature and test period ,
The methods employed in the S eed Technology Laboratory
a re:
1.

The soil (top soil) Is obtained from a field where the
seed kind to be planted has been grown the previous
year.

2.

Next we bring ~he soil in and screen it through round
hole screen to remove crop residue, gravel, 1umps of
soil, etc .

3.

The screened soil is then mixed with builders sand
in a 1 part sand to a l part soil ratio m a small
concrete mixer .

4.

1500 grams of the sand-soil mixture are placed 1n
plastic crispers , The soil is leveled, then rP s eed
are placed uniformly over the soil . The Sbe d are
then covered With an addit10nal l 000 grams of the
sand-soil mixture . The soil 1s then packed lightly
by pressing wlth a flat board and adjusted ru 60%
saturation .

5.

The containers are then placed at 50°F. for a specifiC
period of time depending on the crop . We have found
that 7 days for corn and 5 days for cotton soybeans,
and sorghum give satisfactory results .

6.

After the chilling period the conta1n ers are transferred
to 86°F. till seedlings are evaluated (usually 3-4 days
after chilling) .
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7.

The emerged seedlings are then class1hed as normal
or abnormal.

W hen considering the cold test as a tool in q uahty control ,
some important factors that effect cold test results shou ld be known :
S eed Maturity - Generally , the difference between germmation
p.e rcent and cold test results is greatest for the most immature
seed lots . Maturity of seed has onl y a minor i nfluence on
seedhng emergence under regu lar germination test and fails
to indicate the abillty of seed to germinate in cold , wet
soil. Also , the greater mechanical inj ury associated with
1mmaturity contributes to low seedling e merge nce in cold
test.
Se ed Permeability - This is associated w1th seed coat
injury and deterioration of seed . The possible e xplanat ions
for the low germination as seed permeab11lty increases are
(1) matenals tha t diffuse out of seed serve as food for the
organisms re spons1ble for reducuon in cold test and (2)
(2} pathogens can more easily mvade the permeable seed .
Artificial drying - Corn seeds artificially dned at 110°F
are more susceptible to invasion by s01l pathogens than
ears dried in an open room . Artif1c1 al dry1ng causes an
incr ease i n the amount of bhstering of th e seed coat , th1s
is especially true of i mmature seed . In add1t10n to seed
coat i n jury , a p hysiologi ca l differ ence ex ists betwe en aniflcially and naturall y dned seed that affects their susceptibility t o soil pathogens So a combination of se t.!d c oat
injury and physi ologica l effects seems to be the main factors
contribun ng to seedhng reduction in cold test
M e cha mcal damage {pencarp inJury) - InJury of the seed
coat 1s one of the greatest contnbutors to r educed e mergence
in cold test It should be remembered that a s ound intact
seed coat is one of the most effective barriers to s01l pathogen . Any broken area in the seed coat IS an excellent
location for _e ntrance by soil pathogens. Expenments with
corn have shown that severe crown injury ca uses the
greatest reduction m cold test . Seed with pericarp InJUry
at the crown or over the plumule ( ~ mbryo shoot) are more
susceptible to soil pathogens than seed with injury over
the radicle (embryo root) . Crpwn inj ury also tends to
increase with the size of the kernels and more freq uently
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in "flats than "rounds". However, injury over the embryo
(germ) occurs more frequently in "rounds".
Other crops receiving mechanical injury, such as
soyb eans , will also tend to give low e mergence in cold
test, but unlike corn, injury in soybeans is often of
sufficient magnitude to cause fracturing of embryo parts
that cause poor emergence in germination tests as well
as cold test. Therefore, soybeans with appreciable injury
often give equal emergence under both germination and
cold test methods. However, if the sample has also been
deteriorated due to inadequate storage or other causes,
then one could expect the germination test to give higher
emergence than the cold test .
Age of seed (physiological deterioration) - In general one
can expect a reduction in co ld test as th·e period of storage
or carry-over increases . The rate of decline in cold test
will depend on the history 6f the seed (maturation harvest
method processing) prior to storage as well as actual
conditions during storage . It should be emphasized that
seeds at maturation are at their peak in quality after which
the seeds take only one path -- toward lower quality and
death. Seedsmen can only hope to slow down this process.
likewise it should be remembered that appreciable deterioration can occur and yet not be evident in the germination
test and this is one of the factors that contributes to the
usefulness of the cold test. To detect physiological
deterioration with the cold test 1 seeds should be untreated .
I

1

I

I

Genetic resistance - Certain corn inbred s and s1ngle cross es
show different resistance to adverse planting conditions.
Likewise some inbreds and smgle crosses consistently
give higher emergence in cold tests . In the prod uction of
crosses the degree of seedling reduction in co ld test or
adverse field conditions depends largely on the resi s tance
of the female parent . Therefore in single crosses an inbred
with known resistance to seedling decay should be us ed as
the female parent. To a degree the pollinator parent also
has some influence on the resistance of its progency;
however it is difficult to make any prediction from its
resistance rating as an inbred . Due t o difference in combining ability the actual comparative resistance of hybrid
seed of any genetic composition must be determined by cold
test. It should be pointed out that differences among seed
I

I

I

I

I

I
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lots may be due to environmenta 1 conditions during the
growing season . Also inbreds grown by different seed producers give wide differences in cold test results, due
largely to differences in seed coat injury.
Fungicide treatment - Since the cold test measures the
extent of interaction of the seed with soil pathogens, any
protective barner around the seed from these decay organisms
have a sigmficant influerce on cold test results . For this
reason , the cold test ho.s been widely used to det erm ine the
effectivenes s of various seed treatment materials . In · .
genera l , fungicide treatm ent greatly increases emergence
over similar untreated samples under cold test conditions
The degree of increase in seedling emergence by treatment
will depend on the crop , the amount of mechanical injury
and deterioration. The effects of harvesting and process i ng
injuries can be minimized with a good seed treatment. Any
open breaks in the pericarp in which treatment prevents or
delays entrance of orga nisms will certainly result in higher
seedling emergence under adverse planting conditions
High q uality, sound seed exhibns little or no increase m
seedling emergence for treatment, whil e low qua lity seed
usually shows considerabl e e merge nce increase . Maturation studies have shown that treated seeds gave better
emergence than untreat ed seeds of comparable maturities,
however, seed treatment does not compensate for lack of
mdturity . S everely damaged soybeans show less response
to seed treatment. Obviously if t he embryo parts are fractured or brok.en , no amount of treatme nt can increa se
seedlmg emergence.
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PRECEPTS FOR SEED STORAGE
James C. Delouche .!/

Good seed storage is one of the essential factors in a
successful seed operation . Proper storage preserves the viability
and vigor of seed from harvest to sale and protects the seedsmen's
investment, profit and reputation . Seed may be produced under a
rigorous system of inspection, harvested at the proper time and
with the right equipment, processed to the highest purity, yet, a
portion or all of the investment of time, effort and money can be
lost if the seed are stored under poor conditions or packaged at too
high a moisture content.
Good storage can be achieved in only two ways: location
in a geographical area characterized by a reasonably favorable climate, or modification of the environment immediately around the
seed to produce favorable conditions. Since most seed operations
are already situated, a change in location is not practical. Seedsmen who are fortunate enough to be already located in a climate
favorable for seed storage, need only dry the seed to desirable
moisture content, package and protect the seed from rain, dust,
snow, rodents and insects. It ts·. well to keep in mind that the
favorableness of a climate for seed storage is relative and almost
wholly dependent on the "scale of concern", that is, the period of
time the seeds must be stored. Most climatic zones in our country
are sufficiently favorable for storage to maintain seed quality for
5 to 9 months - provided reasonably dry and high quality seeds are
placed in storage. A lesser number of climatic zones are favorable
enough to preserve seed quality during carry-over storage (16 to
20 months). Still fewer areas (if any) will permit prolonged storage
(3 to 10 years) without some loss in both viability and vigor.
Seed operations that are located in climatic zones that are
relatively adverse for storage of seeds - even for the few months
from harvest to planting - face serious problems 1 and must plan for
conditioned storage . Seedsmen who want to carryover seed stocks
more than two years must also plan on some time of conditioned
storage even though they are located in relatively favorable climatic areas .

.!/Dr . Delouche is Agronomist, In Charge, Seed Technology
Laboratory 1 Mississippi State University.
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Most storage problems in this country arise out of several
situations or circumstances :
(1) Low quality seed are placed in storage .

(The seeds
may have deteriorated in the field 1 been damaged during harvest or drying 1 etc . )

(2) Inadequately dried seed are placed in bulk storage or
packaged .
(3) Seeds are "carried over" too long .
(4) Kind of seed stored is naturally short lived; examples
onion seed , . . peanuts , soybeans .

I

(5) Seed are stored in poorly ventilated 1 damp 1 hot
warehouses .
Seedsmen who have storage problems for reas ons .outlined
above or for other reasons should "think through" thetr total s torage
problems 1 and requirements .
Orderly and effectlVe "thinking through" of storage prob- ·
lems and needs requires a working knowledge of the basic pri nctpl e s
of storage that have been derived from research and experienc es
over the years . Below we have tried to condense these into 10 pr e ~
cepts which provide an adequa te basis and suitable context for effective planning in t he area of seed storage .

I. SEED QUALITY IS NOT IMPROVED BY STORAGE
The seed that one ta k es out of s torage are never high er )n
qu ality than they were a t the time they were placed in storage . 1
At least for the present we must cons1.der that seed detenora 1.on is
irreversible - that we can ' t transform lew quality seed mlo h1.g h
quality seed even through the best storage conditions .
Other things bemg equ al , seed that h ave begun to deter-.
iorate because of adverse pre h a rvest environments , harvestmg
damage , heat damage duri ng drying , bulk storage at high mois ure
content , etc . , will no t store as well as vigorous , undetenorated

Y

We are aware that storage c an improve the germinability of dormant seeds , and th i s may be taken as an exception to the prec'e pt •
.

I
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seed. Depending on the severity of d a mage or degree of
deterioration 1 seed lots of good germination at the beginning of
storage can and do decline rapidly in viability within a few
months - often w ith rather dis a strous r e sults.
Some very practical procedures can be derived from this
prece pt:
(a) Carryover only the high quality seed .
(b) If conditioned or ('good" storage s pace is limited 1 use
it for storage of good seed - not the worst lots .
(c) Don' t wait until the end of the sales season to start
thinking about carryover storage - try to anticipate
carryover and place that amount (of the best lots) in
the most favorable storage as soon after bagging as
possible.
II. SEED MOISTURE CONTENT AND TEMPERATURE ARE
THE MOST IMPORTANT FACTORS INFLUENCING SEED STORABILITY
The life of a seed and its span largely revolve around its
moisture content . The role and importance of moisture content in
the life of a seed is illustrated in Figure 1 .
The rate of degenerative or deteriorative prqc~sses in
seeds increase as seed moisture content increases.~ If m01sture
content is sufflciently high (say above 18%), biologlCal act ivity in
the seed mass will produce sufficient heat to injur~ the seed unless
they are well aerated o High moisture content seed are more susceptible to heat damage than seed at lower moisture content . This is
especially important during drying Storage mold activity Increases
as moisture content rises above 12%. Insect activity (and damage)
also increases as seed moisture content increases .
0

Temperature also plays an important role in the life of the
seed, although it does not appear to be as controlling . Within the

Y

As in the case of most rules , there are exceptions. Dormant
seeds and those of some aquatics store better in water or in an
imbibed condition than at "air dry" moisture contents . Further ,
seeds of some woody plants degenerate if moisture content
drops below a certain level .
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SEED
MOISTURE CONT ENT

35!

Mois ture c o ntent of developing s e ed ;
seeds not matur e enou h fer h arv es t

80%

18 - 40%

Seeds phys iologically ma ture ; r e s pira tory
ra t e h ig h; seed sus ceptibl e to field d eteriora io n, heatmg occurs 1f seed bulked
without adequate vem ila wn, molds and
insects v ery a c ive ; seed s u s cepti.b le to
mech a ni c al damag e in h arves mg a nd
h a ndlm •

13 - 18%

Re.spir atory rate s ·111 h1gh; c an get heat ing a t hi gher level s ; mo lds and msec s
can be damaging; s eed re s istant o
mecha nical d a a e

!

10 - 13%

--- --- ---1

-

8 - 1 0%

!r-

-

Seeds s wre reasonably well for 6 c 18
months m open storage m tempera te c lJm a tes ~ msec s c a n s llll be a pro bl em ir.
s usceptlble seeds; seed s t.: s c eptibl e to
mech an1 c al damaoe .
Seed sufficiently dry fer J tc 3 years
o pen s•crage m t emper a e cl1ma res; very
l 1ttle m s ect a c 1v1· y 7 seed very suscet-tl ble to mechamca l damag e .

4 - 8% ~------={! S a fe mo1s-::ure- c cm:en for sealea .srorag e .
0 - 4%.

tL

Extrem e de ssic a · ion c an b e

damag ~ ng to

------._
. . .,k_;s~mds
e~ed.;. ; .; . .h~
; a.. ;ra;:.;. s; ;. e; ;.e.;d_. e_a_n~e-s_s_d_e_v_e_l_c_p_s_ln_s_o_m_.e
d ~eed .

3 3 - 60%

1
Figure 1 .
s eeds .

Seeds genn inate wh en they imb1b e wa t er
to these l evel s .

Role and importance o1 'nots'ure ccn em in tne life of
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normal range , biological act ivity of seeds, insects and molds
increase as temperature increases o
Tempera ture and moisture effects compensate and reinforce
each other in various ways The higher the moisture content of the
seed , the more they are adversely affected by temperature . This applies at both the upper and lower ranges of the temperature scale.
High moisture content seed (usually not yet harvested) can be
damaged by temperatures slightly above or below freezing , while
air dry seed are remarkably reststant to low tem peratur e damage .
High drying temperatures will damage high moisture content seed o
As the seeds dry , th e thermal death point increases up the temperature scale .
0

In bulked seed at htgh moisture contents , metabolic activity (e . g o, resptration) of seed and associated microorganisms
produce heat which raises the temperature of the seed mass . The
increase in temperature accelerates biological activity and heat
production wh ich in turn ra1ses temperature and so on until the seeds
are badly injured .
III. MOISTURE CONTENT OF SEED IS A FUNCTION OF RELATIVE
HUMIDITY AND TO A LESSER EXTENT OF TEMPERATURE
Seeds ar e hygroscopic . They absorb mois ture from the environment or lose mois ture until an equilibrium is established between the moisture content of the seed (actually the vapor pressure
of mois ture m rhe seed) and rel ative hum1d1ty of the atmosphere
(vapor pressure of atmosph eric moisture) . At equilibrium the seed
doe sn' t "clo se up" and stop a bsorbing moisrure from the E;wironment . Ra ther , the exchange of motsture between seed and environment equalizes so tha t there 1s no ~gain or loss in mois ture
content. Some of the prmctpl es mvolved in establishment of moisture equ illbnum are illustra t ed m Figure 2 •
Es tabllshment of moisture equtlibrium m seeds is a timedependent process, that is , 1t does nor occur Instantaneously - a
period of tim e is required the length of which varies with seed kind ,
initial moisture content , and l evel of relative humid ity of storage
env ironmen t . The establishment of moisture eqUilibrium in several
kinds of seed under various levels of relative humidny are shown
in Figures 3 and 4 .
Under open storage conditions seed moisture cont ent fluctuates with changes in relative humid1 ty . This does not mean that
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{l) AT EQUILIBRIUM THERE IS NO NET GAIN OR lOSS IN SEED
MOISTURE CON TENT .

Seed at 9%
Seed at 14 . 8%

(2) SEED PLACED I N AN ENVIRONMENT WITH A RELATIVE HUMIDITY
HIGHER OR LOWER THAN THAT WITH WHICH ITS MOISTURE
CONTENT IS IN EQUILIBRIUM WILL GAIN OR LOSE MOISTURE
UNTIL AN EQUILIBRIUM IS ESTABLISHED WITH NEW ENVIRONMENT .
RH

= 45%

RH

= 75%

---..&..7j..s;.I:..:.M.l-lE=-----~
(~RIE. F)

(3) IN SEALED STORAGE SEED MOISTURE CONTENT DETERMINES
THE RELATIVE HUMIDITY OF THE ENVIRONMENT IN THE
CONTAINER.

Figure 2 . Some features of moisture absorption and desorption
by seeds .
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the fluctuations are of the same order or time scale as changes in
relative humidity . As an illustration consider the rate of absorption and desorption of ryegrass and alfalfa seed under fluctuating
levels of relative humidity shown in Figure 5 o Not e that the seeds
aosarb moisture more rapid ly and to a high level during the second
24 day exposure to 93% relative humidity than during the fiist,even
though the seeds were at about the same moisture content at the
beginning of each period o These d a ta a l so show that moisture absorp tion or desorption i s a relatively slow process o It can be
eas ily seen that the norma l diurnal fluctuations in relative humidity
have little effect on seed moisture contenL
Seeds atta i n a rather specific and characteristic moisture
content when subjected to given levels of a tmosphenc relativ ~ humidity . This chara cteri s t ic moisture content is vanously· referred
to as equilibrium moi s ture content or hygroscopic eqUilibrium value ,
' '
etc . The equil::ibnum mois ture content for a partlcular kmd of seed
a t a g iven relative humidity tends to increase as temperature de-'
creases and as deterioration progresses (Figure 6) .
Equilibrium moisture content va ri es among seed kmd s . In
general 1 the equilibrium mo1sture content of oily seed 1 s lower than
tha t of starchy seeds a t the same relative humidity and temperature .
This phenomenon c a n b e accounted for by the fact that fats and oils
do not mix wnh water. Thus , in a seed with 50% fats and oils 1 the
moistur e has to be concentrated m half the seed , whtle the mOlsture in a seed contaimng 10% fats and oils is distributed throughout
90% of th e seed .
A recent study by Merc ado (8) of the Mississ i pr:>i Seed
Technology Labora tory lllustrates the effect of seed kina (and chemical composition) on absorption and desorpuon of hygroscopic
moi sture by seeds . Five kinds of seed differing w idely 1n chemical
composition were inves tigated . The chemical compositlcn of each
kind is given m Table 1 .
The five kinds of seed wer e pl aced in storage a t fcur
l evels of relative hum1dity , 93 1 75 , 35 and 0% 1 at. 68° F . &eed
moisture contents over a 54 week storage period are shown in
Figure 7 . The data are quite interestmg and pomt up certam facts
a bout seed moisture content . First , a t very high and very low rel ative humidittes (93 and 0%) it 1s very difficult to de erm1ne
equilibrium mo1 sture content . At the high level , seed mots ux;e
content increases w ith t1me then levels off a fter the seeds b egm
to rapidly decline in viabillty , and fin ally decreases as the
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Figure 5. Ra t e of moisture absorption and desorption by alfalfa and ryegrass seed stored under alternating 24 day periods of low and
high relative humidity at 68° F. Source: Joo (6) .
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seeds are literally consumed by molds (see also Figures 3 and 4) .
Under the 0% relative humid1ty the seeds decreased in moisture
content during the entire 54 week period .
II

II

1

Moisture content va ried w ith seed kind and level of relative humid1ty . At 0% , 35% and 75% relative humidity 1 seed moisture content was directly r elated to fat content of the seed . Rape
seed with 49 . 5% fat was lowest in moislure q wh ile Austrian w inter
peas and corn , w hich c ontained l. 0 and 4 . 3% fat , r espectively ,
were highest in mots ture c ontent. Under the 93 % relative humidity
content , however , this trend d1d no t perta i n . Soybeans which contain 19 . 7% fat absorbed mois ture to about the same ext ent as Aus trian
wint er peas wh ich have only l. 0% fat . Further , after 15 weeks
cottonseed (21 . 1% fat) h ad a s lightly higher mois ture content than
corn (4 . 3% fat) . Appar ently , protein content (soybeans - 37 . 9 %,
cotton - 26 . 2%) has grea t er influence on moisture absorbing c apa city at humidtties above 75% than fa t content. The influenc e of
carbohydrate content appea rs to be about the same over the entire
relative h umidity s c ale .
Table 1 . Chemic al compo s it10n of five different kinds of seed .
Carbohydrates
Crude
Nitrogen
As h
Fiber (%) ~ree Ext. (%) (%)

Crude
Fa t (%)

Proteins
(%)

Au stri an
winter peas

1. 0

22. 3

6. 3

57 . 6

2. 6

Corn

4. 3

8. 0

2. 4

73 . 7

1.2

Cotton

21.2

26 . 2

15 . 2

25. 8

3. 8

Soybean

19 . 7

37 . 9

5. 7

24 . 5

5. 1

Rape

49 . 5

16 . 8

7. 7

17 . 8

3. 8

Kind

Sou rce: Mercado (8) .
Hygroscopic equilibrium moisture contents for Lmportant
kinds of seed are given i n Ta ble 2 .

Table 2 . Moisture contents of field crop seed at eqUllibnum w1t h
v arious levels of relative humidity . (Approx1ma tel y 7 70f ) Sourrr
Seed Technology Laboratory .

Kind
Alfalfa
Barley
Bermudagrass
Hulled
Buckwheat
Clover, Crimson
Clover, Red
Corn, Field
Corn, Pop
Fescue, Tall
Flax
Lespedeza
Korean
Millet, Pearl
Peanut
Rice , milled
Rye
Ryegrass
Sorghum
Soybeans
Sudangrass
Sunflower
Timothy
Vetch, Hairy
Wheat
Soft Red
Hard Red
White

15
6.0
6.7
6.4
6 .8
4.4

2 .6
6.8
7.0
6.4
4.3

6.3
6.4

Relative Humidit:i {%}
45
30
60
75

90

100
26.8

6.4
8.4

7.4
10.0

8.6
12.1

13 .0
14.4

18.0
19.5

8.1
9.1
7.0
7.2
8.4
8.5
8.4
5.6

9.2
10.8
8.6
8.2
10. 5
9.8
9.8
6.3

10.8
12 .7

13.6
15.0
13.5
13.2
14.8
13.6
13.3
10.0

17.2
19.1
19.6
18.4
19.1
18.3
17.1
15.2

7.2
8.5
4 .2
9.0
8.7
7.5
8.6
6.5
8.6
5.1

8.2
9.8
5 .6
10. 7
10. 5
10.0
10. 5
7.4
10 .1
6.5
9.5

9.8
12.0
7.2
12.6
12.2
11.2
12.0
9.3
11.6
8.0
11.4

13.5
13.7
9.8
14.4
14.8
13.8
15.2
13.1
13.2
10.0
13.6
13.0

18.6
17 . 0
13.0
18.1
2 0. 6
17.0
18.8
18.8
18.8
15.0
17.2
19 . 0

8.6
8.5
8 .6

10 . 6
10.5
9. 9

11.9
12.5
11.6

14.6
14.6
15.0

19.7
19.7
19.7

9.2
12.9
12.2
11.2
7.9

- -

24.5
23.8
23 . 0
21.4

23.6
26 . 7
21.9

25.6
25.0
26.3
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Table 2a. Moisture content of vegetable seeds at equilibrium with
levels of relative humidity. (Approximately 770F.) Source: Seed
Technology Laboratory (9) .

Kind
Beans
Broad
Lima
Snap
Beet, Garden
Cabbage
Cabbage, Chinese
Carrot
Celery
Corn, Sweet
Cucumber
Lettuce
Mustard, Leaf
Okra
Onion
Parsnip
Pea
Pepper
Radish
Spinach
Squash, Winter
Tomato
Turnip
Watermelon

10
4.2
4.6
3.0
2 .1
3 .2
2.4
4.5
5.8
3.8
2.6
2.8
1.8
3.8
4.6
5.0
5.4
2.8
2.6
4.6
3.0
3.2
2.6
3.0

Relative
20
30
5.8
6 .6
4.8
4.0
4.6
3.4
5.9
7.0
5.8
4.3
4.2
3.2
7.2
6.8
6. 1
7.3
4.5
3.8
6.5
4.3
5. 0
4.0
4.8

7.2
7.7
6.8
5.8
5 .4
4.6
6.8
7.8
7.0
5.6
5.1
4.6
8 .3
8.0
7.0
8.6
6.0
5 .1
7.8
5.6
6.3
5.1
6.1

Humidit~

45
9.3
9.2
9.4
7.6
6.4
6.3
7.9
9.0
9.0
7.1
5.9
6.3
10.0
9.5
8.2
10.1
7.8
6.8
9.5
7.4
7.8
6.3
7. 6

{%)

60
11.1
11.0
12.0
9.4
7.6
7.8
9.2
10.4
10.6
8.4
7.1
7.8
11.2
11.2
9.5
11.9
9.2
8.3
11.1
9.0
9.2
7.4
8.8

75
14.5
13.8
15.0
11.2
9.6
9.4
11.6
12.4
12.8
10.1
9.6
9.4
13.1
13.4
11.2
15.0
11.0
10.2
13.2
10.8
11.1
9.0
10.4 \
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rJ. MOISTURE CONTENT IS MORE IMPORTANT
THAN TEMPERATURE

As previously mentioned seed moisture content and
temperature are the most important factors in seed storage . Of
these two, moisture content has the greater influence on seed longevity. Well dried seeds will store quite well at temperatures up
to 90° F. and this fact has led to the development of sealed storage of seed. On the other hand, relatively high moisture content
seeds will keep well only if the temperature is reduced below
50° F.
Several years ago HarringtonYproposed several "rul esof thumb" for seed storage . One of these rules stated th at good
seed storage is achieved when the percentage relative hum idity in
the storage environment and the storage temperature in ° F . add
up to 100: examples - 50% relative humidity and 50° F 0; 60%
R .H . - 40°; 40% R . H. - 60° F ., etc. Such cond1tions would provide very good storage indeed! Actually, cond1tions this favorable
are not required for most kinds of field seed unless the storage
period is longer than 2 years o
As is the case with most "rules-of-thumb " , wh ich are
vastly simplified summaries of many factors and considerations ,
the temperature +relative humidity= 100 rule can b e misleading if
taken too literally . The rule implies an eqUlvalence o f the effects
of temperatures and humidity on seed longevity According to the
precept considered here, the two factors do not have equiva lent effects. Data given in Table 3 clearly show that hu midit y (moisture
content} is most important . Thus, when summing t empera ture and
relative humidity to determine quality of storage , one must keep in
mind that within limits - storage conditions are better the greater
the portion of the sum contributed by temperature o
o

V. A ONE (1} PERCENT DECREASE IN MOISTURE CONTENT
NEARLY DOUBLES STORAGE POTENTIAL OF SEED
VI. A TEN (10} DEGREE DECREASE IN TEMPERATURE
NEARLY DOUBLES STORAGE POTENTIAL OF SEED
Precepts V and VI dramatize and bring into sharp focus the
one already stated in II, viz ., that temperature and mo1sture

.1/ Professor

of Horticulture , Univers ity of Califorma , Davis .
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content are the most important factors influencing the storability of
seeds. The precepts were proposed by Harrington and are reasonably accurate, particularly in the middle ranges of seed moisture
content and temperature.
Table 3. Germination of crimson clover and sorghum seed during
storage under various combinations of relative humidity and
temperature.

RH
%

Temp.
oF.

0

Months Storage
4
8

12

Sum
%+oF.

Sorghum
40
60
40
60
80
60
80

68

so
86
68
~

86
68

9S
9S
9S
9S
9S
9S
9S

94
94
94
94
92
94
47

94
94
94
9S
47
90
10

9S
9S
93
93
38
76
0

108
110
126
128
130
146
148

90
88
84
90
0
23
0

108
110
126
128
130
146
148

Crimson Clover
40
60
40
60
1Q_
60
80

68

so
86
~
.§_Q_

86
68

88
88
88
88
88
88
88

87
88
88
88
7S
82
12

87
88
86
86
22
72
0

Source: Lim (7) .
The interacting effects of relative humidity and temperature on germination of crimson clover seed during a 12 month storage period as given in Table 4 . Compare the germination
percentages at 60, 80 and 100% relative humidity for the three
temperatures.
Figure 8 shows germinative responses of rice in sealed
storage at three moisture contents over a 12 month period. Note
differences in longevity as related to moisture content.
The effect of various storage temperatures on germination
of oat seed over a 9 month period are given in Table S . At the
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higher temperature levels (95 - 104° F.) a 30 to 6° increase in
temperature had a pronounced effect on longevity of the oat seed.
I

Germination responses of two lots of hybrid sorghum seed
during 5 years storage at two temperatures and several moisture
contents are shown in Table 6. Note differences in longevity of
the two lots under the moderate storage condition of 11.2% moisture and 86° F.
Decreasing temperature and seed moisture are the two
most effective means of maintaining seed quality in storage. There
are, however, some limits and precautions that should be observed
in decreasing the levels of these two important factors.
Excessiv-e dessication (moisture content below 4%) is injurious to some kinds of seed. Injury can be minimized by slowly
increasing moisture content up to 6% or higher prior to planting,
but this is seldom practical. Some kinds of seeds (e . g., edible
legumes) develop a hardseeded condition under extremely dry conditions which inhibits normal germinative responses. Most kinds
of seed are also very susceptible to mechanical damage at moisture
contents below 10% . Thus the seeds should be subjected to minimal handling after they have dried to low moisture contents .
I

Low temperatures are very effective in maintaining seed
quality even though relative humidity might be quite high. Seed
moisture content will increase during the storage but the low temperatur e will greatly lessen its adverse effects. Removing high
moisture content seed from cold storage safely, however, is a complicated problem if the time is late spring, summer or early fall.
As soon as the seeds are removed from cold storage, moisture will
condense on them just as it does on a glass of iced tea on the
patio. Seed moisture content will increase even higher than it is
already. As the seeds warm, respiratory rate increases rapidly,
molds become active and in a few days the seeds will drastically
decline in germination.
Good cold storage for seeds should not exceed 60% in
relative humidity. Most commercial cold storage facilities are
designed for succulent or moist materials (potatoes, fruits, meat,
etc.) and relative humidity is maintained above 80% to prevent
drying of the materials. Thus, the seedsman should be cautious
when utilizing commercial cold storage facilities for seed.

Table 4. Mean germination percentages of crimson clover seed
after periods of storage under various combinations of relative
humidity and temperature. Source: Lim (7).
Temp .

Op

Relative
Humidity (%)

0

Months of Storage
3
6
9

12

50°

20
40
60
80
100

90
90
90
90
90

89
88
87
86
70

88
87
90
56
4

90
89
90
8
0

88
88
90
0
0

68°

20
40
60
80
100

90
90
90
90
90

88
87
87
34
0

87
90
86
1
0

87
86
90
0
0

88
90
88
0
0

86°

20
40
60
80
100

90
90
90
90
90

86
87
87
0
0

87
87
75
0
0

89
88
66
0
0

84
83
23
0
0

Table 5. Effect of storage temperature on germination of oat seed
during 9 months storage at 8. 7 and 10.7% moisture content.
Months of Storage
6

Moisture
%

3

86°

8.7
10 . 7

93
93

98
91

97
97

95°

8.7
10.7

99
83

93
88

95
85

98°

8.7
10 . 7

98
89

96
82

96
42

104°

8.7
10 . 7

92
89

88
77

71
5

Temp .
or.

Source: Ward (11).

9
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Table 6. Germinative responses of two lots of hybrid sorghum
seed stored for 5 years at different levels of moisture and
temperature . Source: Delouche {3).
Temp.
oF .

Moisture
%

0

Storage Period (years)
4
l/4 1/2 1
2
3

5

Red

48°
86°
86°
86°
86°

12 . 7
9.2
11.2
14.0*
16.0*

94
94
94
94
94

94
91
92
68
2

94
92
87
0
0

93
84
80
0
0

87
80
68
0
0

87
76
64
0
0

88
74
57
0
0

82
72
16
0
0

White

48°
86°
86°
86°
86°

12 . 6
9.3
11.2
14.0*
17.0*

98
98
98
98
98

98
97
96
98
69

95
95
96
54
0

95
95
92
0
0

94
95
90
0
0

94
92
91
0
0

94
90
86
0
0

94
90
78
0
0

Lot

*

Moisture content was adjusted by storing seeds over saturated
salt solutions. True equilibriums were not established at the two
highest levels of humidity (7 5 and 9 3%); thus, the moisture content given was that attained after 3 months storage. Initial moisture content of the two lots was 12.4-12.6%.

VII. DRY COOL CONDITIONS ARE BEST FOR SEED STORAGE
The general prescription for seed storage is a dry and cool
environment . The other precepts and data presented indicate just
how important are dry cool conditions. At this point two questions
naturally arise: How dry and how cool? It is difficult to answer
these questions unless three factors are known: (1) kind of seed;
(2) desired storage period; (3) physiological condition of the seed.
Seeds of most grains will store well for one year at moisture contents of 11-13% and normal warehouse temperature. For
two years storage, moisture content should be decreased to 10%.
Storage periods longer than two years require a further reduction in
moisture content and/or a conditioned temperature of 60° F. or less.
Oily seeds such as soybeans , peanuts, etc. require
moisture contents below 8-10% for 12 month storage and even
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lower moisture contents and cool temperatures for storage periods
over 1 year .
C ond itioned storage with relat1ve humidity below 50% and
temperature below 50° F. will maintain seed quall~y for 3-8 years .
VII. DAMAGED, IMMATURE AND D ETERIORATED
SEED LOTS DO NOT STORE AS WELL AS
MATURE, UNDAMAGED, VIGOROUS SEED
Storage potential of seed lots even of the same kind , variety and initial germination differs in proportion to degree o f deterioration of the seed.
The decrease in germination of 7 lots of crimson clover
seed after 18 months warehouse storage is shown in Figure 9 . All
lots germinated 90 to 92% at the time they were placed in storage .
After 18 months storage Lot 0 had decreased over 60% in germina tion, while Lot 5 decreased only 3% . S1milar responses have been
observed and recorded for almost all seed kinds and probably accounts for the many conflicting data in seed storage literature .
Most research on seed storage has been conducted on only one lot
of each kind of seed in the study . It is quite easy to imagine the
differences in interpretation of storage data on crimson clover
seed if one investigator selected a lot such a s Lot 0 a nd another
selected one such as Lot 5 for study.
The seedsman should always be mindful of th e fact that
germination percentage of a seed lot (unless it is abnormally low)
tells him very little about its s torage potential.
Table 7 shows the effect of scanfic ation on longevity of
Sericea lespedeza in storage . Scarification is the delib erate infliction of controlled mechanical injury to increase permeability of
seed . The mechanical injury does decrease hardseededness, but it
also drastically reduces the storage potential of the seed . Scarification should be done as near to planting season as possible.
XI. EFFECTIVE SEALED STORAGE REQUIRES
THAT MOISTURE CONTENT BE TWO (2) TO THREE (3)
PERCENT LOWER THAN FOR OPEN STORAGE
In the vegetable seed industry, sealed storage to preserve
the viability and vigor of seeds for long periods has been practiced
for many years . There is also increasing interest i.n sealed storage
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Figur e 9. Percentage decrease in germination percentage of 7 lots of
crimson clover seed after 18 months warehouse storage.
Initial germination of all lots was 90-92%. Sourc e : Delouche
et . al. (4) .
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for field crop seed. Sealed storage of hybrid corn and sorghum seed
would permit carryover of seed stocks for 2 to 4 years without temperature conditioning . It would also permit carryover of soybean
seed which presently do not carryover in good condition even for
one year .
Table 7. Effect of scarification on germination of Sericea lespedeza
seed at four moisture contents after 3 and 12 months storage.
Moisture
Content (%)

Unhulled
12 mos.
3 mos.

Scarified
12 mos .
3 mos .

8.1

91

95

90

91

8.9

93

82

87

75

11. 0

92

79

63

37

13 . 0

87

75

43

32

Source: Ward (11) .
One paramount fact must be considered in sealed storage
of seeds . Moisture content must be lower (2-3%) than that at which
seeds are normally packaged in non- moisture vapor proof containers.
With the advent of plastic bags in the 1950's some seedsmen had
rather unhappy experiences packaging seeds in them at the usual
moisture content. Hybrid corn for example was usually dried to
about 13% moisture and packaged in cloth or paper bags and quality
was maintained for 8 to 18 months. When seed of this moisture
level were placed in plastic bags and sealed germination declined
very rapidly .
1

1

I

In sealed storage the atmosphere inside the bag will be in
equilibrium with the moisture content of the seed and it will remain
at that level. The atmosphere in a moisture vapor proof container
filled with seed corn at 13% moisture will equilibrate at a relative
humidity of about 65%. Molds can develop 1 multiply and be quite
harmful at 65% relative humidity. Also respiratory rate of the seed
is high and remains high. In contrast the atmosphere surrounding
corn seed packaged at 13% moisture in porous containers will rise
to nearly 100% at times but it will also drop well below 65%. The
moisture content of the seed will slowly decrease from 13% during
the winter and may rise a little above 13% during the humid spring
and summer.
1

1

I
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Suggestions on safe moisture contents for sealed storage
of seed varies with the investigator . Tables 8 and 9 summarize
these recommendations and cite authority on which they are b~sed.
X. LONGEVITY OF SEED IS A CHARACTERISTIC
OF THE SPECIES
Some seed are naturally long - lived, others are naturally
short-lived. These are facts that the seeds man must accept and
contend w ith as best he can . Among the vegetables, onion seed
is a notoriously poor s t orer . Soybeans and peanuts are among the
poor storers in the field crops. Some very similar seeds differ
considerably in storage potential. Tall fescue and annual ryegrass
seed look very much alike, yet, ryegrass seed store much better
than fescue seed.
The storage responses of 12 kinds of seed at 68° F . and
7 5% relative humidity for one year are compared in Table 10. Note
the poor storability of soybeans as compared to the other crops.
There is yet another important consideration in seed storage. Maintenance of germinability and maintenance of the physiol ogical quality of seed are not identical . Germinability is only
one measure of seed quality and a rather insensitive one at that.
Seeds can germinate as well after 1 or 2 years storage as they did
when placed in storage, yet be so deteriorated or low in vigor as
to be practically worthless for planting . The data presented in
Table 6 showed that the "white" sorghum seed lot did not appreciably decrease in germination percentage during 5 years storage at
48° F . and 12 . 6% moisture, and 86° F . and 9 . 3% moisture. Other
data not presented clearly showed that although germination was
still very high, the seed were considerably deteriorated and pro duced a fair stand only when heavily treated before (sowing) and
planted under rather favorable conditions.
Note that accelerated aging test responses of the first
five seed kinds in Table 10 declined much more rapidly than did
germination percentage . These responses are more sensitive indices of deterioration in seed than are germination percentages .
Other Factors
There are several other recognized procedures for good
seed storage that most seeds men already know . Seeds should be
s tored in a seed warehouse, not a fertilizer, block salt, herbicide,
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Table 8 . Recommended moisture contents for safe sealed storage
of field crop seeds.

Kind

Moisture Content for
Safe Sealed Storage

Reference

Field Crop Seed
Alfalfa

6%

(3)*

Barley

12%
10%
11%

(14)
(3)
(2)

Bentgrass

9%

(3)

Bluegrass

9%

(3)

Bromegrass
Smooth

Reed Canary Grass
Clovers
Red

Crimson

Corn

Fescue
Chewings

Flax

10%
8-9%

(3)
(12)

8%

(13)

8%
8%
8%
4%
6-8%
Less than 10%

(3)
(7)
(6)
(24)
(2)
(25)

10%
11%
5-13%
8%
5%
9%
8%
5%
10%
7-8%
Less than 10%

(3)
(2)

(16)
(1 0)
(21)
(3)

(1 5)
(8)
(9)
( 5)
(4)
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Tabl e 8 continued
Moisture Content for
Safe Sealed Storage

Kind
Oa t s

Rye
Ryegrass
Perennial
Annual

10%

(3)

11%

(2)

10%

(3)

8%
8-10%
10%

(3)
(3)
(3)
(11)

11%

Soybeans

Reference

8%
9%
8-9%
7 . 1%
9 . 4%
10-14%

(3)
(2)
(23)
(22)

(19)
(18)

Timothy

9%

(3)

Trefoil

7%

(3)

Vetch

Wheatgrass
Crested

10%
10-12%
12%

(3)
(2)

7-9%

(17)

(14)

Source: Caldwell (2).
* Refers to citation below.
Reference
(1) Akamine 1 E. K. The effect of temperature and humidity on viability of stored seeds in Hawaii. Hawaii Agr. Exp. Sta.
Bul. 90. 1943 .
(2) Ching Te May. Moisture content of seed as it affects storage
pr actice and seed viability. Proc. Ore. Seed Prod. Short
Course. 1959.
I
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(3) Ching, Te May . Keeping field seed quality in storage and
transit. Western Feed and Seed: Oct. 19 59 .
(4) Calhoun, J. The prevention of seed-borne diseases of Flax.
3 . The dusting, short wet, and fixation methods of seed
disinfection in relation to storage of the seed . Ann.
Appl. Biol. 32 :34-7. 1945.
(5} Dillman, A. C. and E. H . Toole. Effect of age, condition,
and temperature on the germination of flax seed . J .
Amer. Soc. Agron. 29:23-9 . 1937.
(6) Evans, G. The preservation and maintenance of basic stocks
of herbage plants. Proc. 6th Int . Grassld . Congr . 1: 906 11. 1952.
(7)

. Red clover seed storage for 23 years . Brit . Grassland Soc . J. 12:171-177 . 1957.

(8) Fay, N. R. Deterioration problems in New Zealand Chewings
Fescue. N.Z.J. Agric . 49:10-24. 1934 .
(9) Gane, R. The effect of temperature, humidity and atmosphere
on the viability of chewings fescue grass seed in storage .
J . Agric . Sci. 38: 1947.
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Table 9. Recommended safe moisture contents for storing .
vegetable seeds in sealed containers.
·

Crop

Moisture Content for
Safe Sealed Storage

Reference ·

Beet

10%
8%

{5)*
{11)

Broccoli

6-8%

(1)

Cabbage

6%
5%

(5) (1 0)

(11)

Carrot

10%
5. 2%
8. 2%
6. 5%
7.0%

{8)
(2)
(1 0)
(5)
(11)

Cauliflower

6-8%

(l)

(1 0)

Celery

9.0%
7 . 0%

(11)

Cucumber

7.5%
8.0%

(11)

Egg Plant

Lettuce

Onion

6-8%
5. 2%
6.5%
4.1%
5.0%
9.3%
7.5%
6:0%
6. 2%
9. 0%
6.4%
Less than 6. 0%
6- 8%
6.0%

(1 0)

(1)
(2)
(1 0)
(2)
(11)

(1 0)
(5)
(11)

(2)
(8)
(6)
(3)
(1)

(11)
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Table 9 continued

Crop

Moisture Content for
Safe Sealed Storage

Parsnip

9.0%
Less than 6. 0%
Less than 4. 0%

Pepper

Reference
(5)
(9)
(4)
(2)
(6) .
(1)

5;2%
8.4%
6-8%
7.0%

(11)

Spinach

11.0%
9.0%

(1 0)
(11)

Tomato

9. 0%
8. 7%
8.4%

(11)

Turnip

6. 7%
6. 0%

Watermelon

Sweet Corn

Peas

Beans

(1 0)
(5)
(1 0)

(11)

7.0%
8.5%

(11)

8.0%
7. 5%
7. 0%

(11)

9. 0%
9. 6%

(11)

8.0%
10.0%

(11)

(1 0)

(5)
(7)

( 6)

(1 0) (5)

Source: Caldwell (2) .
* Refers to citation below
Reference
(1) Barton, lela V. A further report on the storage of vegetable
seeds. Contr. Boyce Thompson Inst. 10:205-20. 19 39.
'·I

·..
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(2) Barton, Lela V. Seed storage and viability. Contr · ' Boyce ·
Thompson Inst. 17(2): 87-103 . 1953.
(3) Beattie, James H . and V. R. Russell. longevity of onion
seed in r elation to storage conditions . USDA Cir c . 5 12 . '
1939 .
(4)
nip seed.

and Tatman, E. C. Long-term storage of pars Proc . Amer. Soc . Hort. Soc. 55:435-7. 1950 .

(5) Boswell , V. R. , E . H. Toole, and D. F. Fisher. A further
study of rapid deterioration of vegetable seeds and
methods for its prevention. USDA Tech. Bul. 708. 1940.
(6) Brown, E. Preserving the viability of bermuda onion seed.
Scienc e 89:292 - 293 . 1939.
(7) Brunson, A. M. The effect of storage conditions on the longevity of seed corn. Ind . Agr. Exp. Sta . Rept. of Dir . 59 :
8-9. 194 6 .
(8) Game, R. The effect of temperature, water content and composition of the atmosphere on th e viability of c arrot , onior;t,
and pars nip seed in storage. J. of Agr . Sci. 38. Part I,
Cambridg e. 1947.
(9) Jo seph, H. C. Germination and keeping quality of parsnip
seeds under various conditions . Bot. Gaz. 87:195 - 210 .
1929.
(10) Toole, E. H ., V. K. Toole, and E. A. Garman . Vegetable
seed storage as affected by temperature and relative humidity. USDA Tech . Bul. 972 . 1948.
Storage of vegetable seeds. USDA Leaflet 220 .

(11 )

1957.

Table 10 . Germinative and accelerated aging responses of different
kinds of seed at intervals during storage at 68° F. and 7 5% relative
humidity.
\

Months in Storage
6
9
3

12

Kind

Test

0

Austrian
winter peas

SG*
AA**

90
85

88
85

90
80

90
60

88
18

Corn

SG
AA

99
98

99
93

99
95

93
65

90
40

Cotton

SG
AA

89
78

90
63

85
65

82
48

74
34

Soybeans

SG
AA

96
90

96
66

85
36

28
2

0
0

Rice

SG
AA

94
92

93
76

92
59

57
7

Rape

SG

94

94

92

86

75

Alfalfa

SG

96

95

95

92

70

Sudangrass

SG

96

87

85

82

68

Red clover

SG

96

89

86

78

60

Ryegrass

SG

95

95

94

96

93

mill~t

SG

92

92

80

87

72

Orchard
grass

SG

96

92

90

87

76

Pearl

Sources: Mercado (8), Islam (5), and Joo (6) .
* SG =Standard germination test percentage.
** AA = Germination percentage after exposure to 40° C . and 100%
relative humidity for 2-10 days, depending on seed kind.
Treatment is term ed accelerated aging.

..
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or feed warehouse . Good sanitation should be a continuous
practice. It will minimize storage insect infestations ~ ·If>· .
storage insects are a problem, the judicious use of insecticides
and fumigants combined with sanitation will alleviate the problem.
The best procedure is not to place insect infested lots in storage
with other lots unless all the insects have been killed by fumiga tion of insecticide treatment.
In warehouses with concrete floors, seed bags should be
s tacked on wooden pallets to keep them from contact with the floor.
Considerabl e mois t ure can be transmitted through concrete floors.
Seed warehouses should a lso be adequately ventilated (unless they
are conditioned) ~ an'd :protected against rodents.
Summary
Seed storage problems have concerned and affected most
seed operations a t some time. If a problem arises only very infrequently, it is perhaps easiest just to blame it on trdUb'l Ssome ~
seed and go on as before . However, if the problem is recurring, ·
the seedsman should carefully analyze the situation and "think
through" his overall storage requirement and facilities in terms of
what is known about seed s torage. Corrective actions will then be
more likely to alleviate the problem and not just the bulk of the
wallet.
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Sources of Data

(1) American Society of Agricultural Engineers . 1967. Agricultural
Engineers Handbook . 1967 Edition .
(2) Caldwell, W. P. Undated compilation of information . Northrup
King and Company and Mississippi State University.
(3) Delouche, J. C. Unpublished data . Miss. State University.
(4) "Delouche, J . C . , T . T . Rushing and C. C. Baskin . 1967. Predicting the relative storability of crop seed lots . Special
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University, August, 1967.
(5) Islam, A. J . M. Azizul. 1967 . Comparison of methods for evaluating deterioration in rice seed . Unpublished M . s. Thesis,
Mississippi State University .
(6) Joo, Pil Ju . 1964 . Effect of different levels of relative humidity
on hygroscopic moisture equilibrium content and viability
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DRYING AND AERATION OF SEED
R. Kenneth Matthesll

Time was, not long ago, when seed farmers depended on
Mother Nature to do their drying, and few are convinced that old
Mother Nature ever needed artificial assistance; but, those days
are about gone--forever.
Several factors have worked together to make Mother
Nature obsolete; particularly, high capacity combines and new
plant varieties which are extremely susceptible to field losses
at low moisture content. University research and farmer experience
have both proven the significant economic advantages to harvesting
at high moisture to reduce field losses. Most corn harvesting is
started at moisture contents of twenty-five to twenty-seven or
even thirty percent . By the time seed has passed the dough stage
and moisture content is down to thirty percent or so it has reached
its maximum maturity. In other words, it has reached top quality
as a seed crop and is at ideal conditions for harvesting . If the
moisture content is decreased, an increase in field loss will
result and also an increase in mechanical damage due to, harvesting, conveying, and processing,will also result.
The answer is harvesting at maturity at a high moisture
content before heavy field losses occur . Get the seed out of
the field and into safe storage, then utilize modern drying techniqu es to remove the excess moisture .
Drying Properties of Seed
The process of removing the moisture from a seed takes
place in two stages:
1.

The surface moisture of the seed is initially removed
by the drying air.

Dr. Matthes is Assistant Agricultural Engineer, Agricultural
and Biological Engineering Department and S e ed Technology
Laboratory, Mississippi State University.
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2.

The removal of surface moisture causes an imbalance
in the moisture potential in the surface of the seed
and the inner portion of the seed which causes a
moisture movement to the surface of the seed.

The moisture holding capacity of the seed and the ease with
which moisture can move through a seed determines the effect of
the drying air and the speed in which a seed can be dried.
The diffic:_ulty encountered in removing moisture from
biological materials even when it is finely ground, seems to be
due principally to the fact that the water is present in different
for~s. When an inorganic material such as wet sand is heated at
100. C. or higher at atmospheric pressure, the moisture is lost at
a rapid and essentially uniform rate until the material is completely
dry. In drying seed however, a much longer time is required to
remove the moisture. The rate of moisture lost decreases rapidly
as the drying progresses, and the ultimate loss in weight differs
with different temperatures employed for drying.
In biological materials, such as seed, part of the moisture
present appears to be tightly held or "bound", by powerful physical forces of proteins, high molecular weight carbohydrates, and
perhaps collodial substances. This moisture, sometimes spoken
of as bound water, is much more difficult to remove than the free
water . The tenacity with which water may be held to collodial
substances probably varies with the nature of the collodial
material and with the amount of water so held . Thus, in the case
of wet seed there ·is probably encountered a graduation between
free water that is removed by heat as rapidly as water from wet
sand and water that is so tightly peld that it can be removed only
under conditions of temperature and pressure that may permit
volatization or decomposition of other constituents.
Bound water is water which is tightly linked within the
molecular structure of starch, protein, and other components
of grain to such an extent that it is essentially a part of the
physical structure although not the chemical structure of the
molecul-es. Free water is defined as water which is capable of
acting as a solvent and is found in the interstitial spaces
between the larger molecules.
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Equilibrium Moisture Content
When seed are freely exposed to the air they will gradually
lose or gain in moisture content until they reach a moisture content
level in equilibrium with the relative humidity of the air to which they
are exposed. Likewise, the interstitial air in unventilated stored
seed will tend to become stabilized at a relative humidity in equilibrium with the moisture content of the seed .
The equilibrium moisture content is useful to determine
whether a product will gain or lose moisture under a given set
of temperature and relative humidity conditions. A product is
in equilibrium with its environment when the rate of moisture
loss from the product to the surrounding atmosphere is equal to
the rate of moisture gain of the product from the surrounding
atmosphere . The atmospheric conditions are defined by temperature and relative humidity. The moisture content of the product
when it is in equilibrium with the surrounding atmosphere is called
the equilibrium moisture content or hygroscopic equilibrium . The
relative humidity of the surrounding atmosphere is known as the
eq uilibrium relative humidity at the particular temperature .
Thermodynamically, equilibrium is reached when a free energy
change from a material is zero . The equilibrium moisture content
of a particular product varies with the nlative humidity and the
temperature, and it may be expressed on either a wet or a dry
basis.
The relationship between the moisture content of a particular material and its equilibrium relative humidity at the particular
temperature can be expr essed by a means of equilibrium moistur e
curves. These curves are sometomes referred to as isotherms,
because the values plotted for each curve usually correspond
to a specific temperature .
The composition of a product determines the absorption of
moisture. With seed stuffs the relative amount of soluble~
carbohydrate and protein largely determine the equilibrium
moisture curve . At 63 percent relative humidity the water absorption varies directly with the carbohydrate content and inversely
with the protein content. At 90 percent relative humidity the
relationship is reversed.
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The equilibrium moisture content information can be used
for determining the vapor pressure of the material. If the vapor
pressure of the surrounding atmosphere moisture will move from
the material to the atmosphere. Conversely if the vapor pressure
of the material is lower than the surrounding atmosphere moisture
will move from the atmosphere to the material . The vapor pressure ·
of the material in question can be readily determined by superimpos~
ing the equilibrium moisture content data on a psychometric chart .
If the vapor pressure of the product is below that of the atmosphere
the product will gain moisture and sometimes may gain enough
moisture so that mold growth in storage increases to an extent
that the produce is damaged . Figure 1 gives the equilibrium
curves for several types of seed at 75°F.
I

I

Drying Methods
There are three major methods of drying with forced air.
These are:
1.

Natural air drying
supplies it.

2.

Drying with supplemental heat providing small
amounts of heat to the drying air in quantiti es; just
sufficient to reduce the relative humidity so drying
can take place. The temperature increas es in the
air about 10 to 2 0° F.

3.

Heated air drying where the drying area is heated
considerably perhaps as much as 1 00°F. or more .

I

using unheated air as nature

I

I

The first two methods which may require one to three weeks
or even more to reduce the seed moisture content to safe levels are
generally used to dry seed which will be stored for some period on
the farm. Heated air drying is commonly favored when time is a
limitation and the drying facilities must be made available for
freshly harvested seed.
Which of these methods is to be preferred will depend
upon the individual operation . All three can be used on all seed;
although; for certain crops one or the other may be strongly favored.
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Heated air drying can be further broken into four more
catagories.
1.

Layer- in- bin

2.

Batch-in-bin

3.

Batch dryers

4.

Continuous dryers

Layer-in-bin
The components that make a bin perform as a dryer are fan,
heater, operating and safety controls, transition duct, foundation
ring, false floor, seed leveler, sweep unloader and unload auger .
Some dealers sell bin dryers on the basis of getting something
more than with batch or continuous dryers- - storage. You pay
for storage and drying.
Layer-bin dryers range from 21 to 40-ft. diameter and 5
to 20 hp . It's the most efficient but slowest drying method . After
the initial layer, fills must be separated by 3- 4 days while each
new la yer dries .
Handling requirements consist of one flight elevator or
auger with wet corn receiving rates of 600 to 1,200 bu . /hr. If
more than one drying bin is used, the conveyor is moved periodically. If additional storage units are needed, consider shifting
to batch-in-bin drying with a permanent handling system.
Batch-in-bin
This drying equipment is similiar to layer drying. Main
differences are higher capacity heaters and fan, grain levelers,
sweep unloaders (with backshild) and unload aug er equipment .
Seed depths are typically 2 1/2 to 4 ft . ; the deeper the
seed bed, the lower the airflow and the slower the drying. Seed
between the bottom and top of the layer will vary from 6 to 8 points .
Most operators use the dryer operator's manual as a guide
to heating and cooling time for each batch, then start the dryer so
the seed is cooled out at a specified time the following morning .
A time clock can be used to shut the heater off at a pre-set time,
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allowing the fan to cool the seed until unload time. Typical times
are 9 to 12 hours of heating, two hours of cooling .
Handling should be either semi- permanent (stationary,
inclined conveyors} or permanent (belt-cup elevator leg, mechcr
nized dump pit, and gravity spout or auger transfer from leg.)
Wet corn receiving rates of 900 to 1,800 bu./hr . {15 to 30 bu./min .)
are recommended for total corn volumes of 15, 000 to 50, 000 bushels
with dry corn unloaded from the bin in one to 1 . 5 hours . A high
capacity shielded sweep unloader is a must .
Batch Dry.e rs
Batch dryers are
bins with an inner air chamber or
plenum surrounded by two parallel perforated steel walls to contain
a designed thickness of seed. The fan-heater unit is connected to
one end or side of the plenum as heated air for drying and natural
air for cooling can be forced through the seed.
Batch dryers, generally rectangular or cylindrical, are
uaually described by the volume in bushels that a dryer will hold
per fill, i.e., 300 bushel dryer. Sizes range from 72 to 750
bushels; 250 to 500-bu . sizes are typical. Fan power ranges
from 3 to 3 0-40 hp . The number of batches per day may be 8 to
10 for small dryers but only two or three for large units . Dryer
capacities are rated on an average moisture removal of 10 points .
All batch dryers depend on fast handling. Wet holding
capacity is needed to avoid seed receiving bottlenecks. Total
cycle time includes heating and cooling plus load and unload
time. Handling capacity must be matched to dryer speed to minimize downtime. About 1,500 bu./hr . for small dryers (250 bu. in
10 min.) and 3, 000 bu . /hr. for large dryers {600 bu. in 12 min.)
are good load and unload handling rates .
Batch drying requires close management to coordinate
moisture sampling, wet seed receiving, dry seed transfer, and
dryer operating cycles . The operator usually cannot operate both
harvest and manual batch drying. M echanized automatic dryer
control allows periodic dryer supervision by the field sheller
operator. Moisture testing in field gives closer control of both
operations .
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Continuous Dryers
Continuous flow dryers move seed through heating and
cooling sections of the seed column continuously . Se ed flow is
controlled by volume metering devices at the lower side of the seed
column . Heated air is forced through the upper 2/3 to 3/4 of the
seed column at 100 to 150 + cfm/bu. Continuous dryer s i zes are
usually given in bu .. /hr. capacity at 10 points moisture removal.
Power needs are from 7 1/2 hp . to 60 hp . Some dryers use multiple- sequence start fan motors to keep starting loads low.
Wet-holding is necessary for both one-and two-leg sys tems. With one leg, seed from the dryer is accumulated in a dry
holding bin for periodic manual transfer . With two legs a low
capacity elevator leg moves dry seed to storage continuously.
Seed "Mixer" Aids Drying
The seed stirrer is a relatively new and unique device that
stirs every bushel of stored seed in a bin, thus helping to make
sure that drying air reaches all t he seed. The unit consists of
an auger or pair of augers extending vertically down into the seed.
As the auger revolves it is spiraled slowly around the bin by the
supporting arm. Each complete cycle takes 4 to 8 hours, depending on bin size .
Advantages offered by the device are: loosening of seed
for even drying from top to bottom, center to sidewall; elimination
of hot spots; no top crusting, and no overdrying at bottom of bin.
Mixers are used mainly for in-storage drying operations with small
dryer units and slow drying. Stirring in a batch-drying operation .
is seldom practical unless the seed layer is unusually thick (more
than four feet) . The purpose of stirring deep batches is to prevent
overdrying at the bottom .
Caution is urged when using stirring devices because of
their possible damage to bin sidewalls . Be sure the auger is
always near the center of the seed bin when starting to minimize
concentrated pre ssure and possible damage to sidewalls.
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Aeration of Stored S ; ed to Prevent Excess Moisture
It's not at all uncommon for the seedsman to put dry, clean
seed into storage in the fall and then be rudely disappointed in
the spring when they find portions have become wet and spoiled .
Their immediate reaction is to look for leaks in the bin roof or
walls. But the actual source of trouble is, in all probability,
moisture migration from warm seed to cold seed within the bin.
S e ed is a good insulator . Because of this only the seed
near the outside walls will vary in temperature with the season
of the year . This variation of temperature causes small convection air movements within the mass of seed. During winter
months, cold air currents move down along the outside walls to
the floor and then toward the center of the storage where it warms
and picks up moisture. Relatively warm moist air in the center of
the seed mass moves up through the seed. W hen this air mass
contacts the cold layer of seed at the top of the storage, moisture
is condensed out. Condensation may develop very slowly but over
a period of several months it will cause a substantial increase in
the moisture content of the seed at the top center of the bin.
Cases of moisture increasing from 13% to as much as 25% have
been reported due to this air movement within moderate - sized
storages.
Aeration is the positive solution to this moisture migration
problem . Aeration is simply movement of a small amount of air
through the seed so as to produce a uniform temperature throughout, thus halting a moisture migration. Aeration requires a very
small amount of air--from 1/10 to 1/20 cfm per bushel of stored
seed. The aeration fan equipment is very small compared to
drying equipment . Aeration cannot be depended upon to do any
appreciable drying.
Aeration fans should be operated in the fall when outside
air temperatures are at least 10 to 15 cooler than the warmest
seed. Fans should be operated continuously during fall months
except for rainy or foggy weather. Later, the fans should be
operated during daylight on days with relative humidity below
75% until seed cool down to between 35 to 40°. Fans should
not be operated during freezing weather .
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In the spring when outdoor temperatures are consistently
above seed temperature aeration should be used to warm the seed
gradually at the rate of 5 to 10° each month. The seed should
be gradually but steadily warmed to temperature of about 70°.
1

Aeration equipment should be installed so as to draw the
cold air down through the seed and not upward as in many drying
installations. In this way the warm moist air is discharged
directly from the bin to the outside and does not condense on the
seed.
I

The only positive way to prevent quality deterioration of
conventionally stored seed is to reduce the moisture content to
a safe level for storage and maintain that moisture level with
aeration.
I
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SOME CONSIDERATIONS ON SEED DRYING1/
G . B. Welch..V
How Dry Can You Dry Seeds with Natural Air?

When seeds are being dried, moisture is transferred from
the seeds to the surrounding air. The moisture content to which
seeds can be dried depends upon the temp erature and the relative
humidity of the air entering the mass of seed . The relative humidity is the major factor that influences seed moisture content . To
determine whether any drying can be done on seeds in a drying bin,
the air temperature, relative humidity, and equilibrium moisture
content of the particular seed must be known. The two last terms
will now be defined to help explain why seeds will reach a certain
moisture content when placed in a given atmospheric condition.
Relative Humidity: This is defined as the ratio between the
amount of water the air actually contains and the amount it would
contain at the same temperature when fully saturated (100% R .H.).
It is expressed as percentage. Let us now consider air at 7 0°F .
When saturated, it would contain .01576 pounds of water per pound
of dry air. At 70% R . H. it would contain . 01103 pounds of water
and would be capable of capable of carrying . 00483 pounds more .
At 50% R.H. it would contain . 00788 pounds of water, and could
hold . 00788 pounds more before reaching saturation. Thus, it can
be easily seen that the rate of drying that can be done at a given
temperature increases as the relative humidity at that temperature
decreases. This is a major consideration in determining whether
seeds can be dried quickly enough to safe storage levels using
air.

11

Reprinted from S =ed Processor's Clinic, Sa edsmen's Digest,
September, October, November, 1967.

2./ Dr. W alch is Associate Agricultural Engineer, Agricultural
and Biological Engineering Department and Seed Technology
Laboratory, Mississippi State University.
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Equilibrium Moisture Content: S eeds, like any moisture
containing material, have a certain ability to take up or give up
moisture to the surrounding air . This exchange of moisture depends
upon the difference in vapor pressure developed by the moisture
inside the seeds and the surrounding air . If the vapor pressure
inside the seeds as . higher than the vapor press ure of the atmosphere, the seeds will lose moisture to the atmosphere. The
opposite effect will occur if the vapor pressure of the atmosphere
is greater than that inside the seeds . This exchange of moisture
will continue until the seeds reach a moisture content that develops
a vapor pressure equal to that of the atmosphere . As long as the
vapor pressures are in equilibrium, there is no further change in
the seed moisture content . Thus, the moisture content that seeds
will maintain in a given atmospheric condition is known as the
eq uilibrium moisture content.
The equilibrium moisture contents for several different
seeds and relative humidities at a constant temperature of 77°F.
are shown in Table 1 . For each 20°F . above or below 77°F . , the
moisture content will decrease or increas e approximate ly 2%,
respectively.
This table can be used to determine if drying can be done
and to what moisture content seeds can be dried with air at a given
temperature and relative humidity. Some typical examples shewing
the use of the table are given.

TABLE 1 . Eq uilibrium Moisture Contents at Different Relative
Humidities. (At approx. 77°F.)

Moisture Content: (Wet Basis) in Percent
Relativ e Humidity
(Percent)
Barley
Corn, YD
Rice , rough
Sorghum
Soybeans
W heat, white
ASAE Yearbook, 1965

15

30

6.0
6.4
5 .6
6 .4

8.4
8.4
7 .9
8.6
6.2
8.6

6 .7

45
10 .0
10 .5
9 .8
10.5
7 .4
9.9

60

75

90

12. 1
12.9
11 . 8
12.0
9.7
11.8

14.4
14.8
14 . 0
15.2
13 . 2
15 . 0

19 .5
19 . 1
17.6
18.8
19 . 7
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EXAMPLE 1 . Yellow dent shelled corn at 16% moisture is
placed in a drying bin . The relative humidity is 67% and the temperature is 67°F. Can any drying be done?
I

R: £erring to the table we find the equilibrium moisture. content for YD shelled corn at 77° F. is 12.9% at 60% R. H. and 14.8%
at 75% R. H. For 67% R. H. it would be halfway between these two
figures:
I

14.8% - 12.9% = 1. 9% X 1/2 = . 95%
12.9 + . 95 = 13.85% moisture content at 67% R . H . and
77°F.
Adding 1% moisture because the temperature is 10° below
77°F. the equilibrium moisture content of the corn would be 14.85%. Drying of the 16% corn could be done but at a rather
slow rate.
1

I

EXAMPLE 2 . What would be the final moisture content of
rough rice being dried with air at 80°F. and 60% R . H. ?
At 77°F. and 60% R. H. the equilibrium moisture content
of rough rice is 11.8% . Since the air temperature is only 3 degrees
above the temperature on which the table is based it is not necessary to make any corrections in the moisture content . Thus the
final moisture content of the rough rice after drying under the conditions indicated above would be around 11.8% .
1

I

1

These principles also hold true when heated air is used for
drying. In the case of heated air however the possibilities for
increasing rate and extent of drying are much greater than when
natural (unheated) air is used. Heated air drying will be considered
below;
I

I

Drying with Supplemental Heat When and How to Use It
QUESTION: What is the difference between drying with heated air
and drying with supplemental heat?
ANSWER : The major difference is in the amount of heat that is
added to the drying air. In heated air drying, a large amount of
heat is added to increase the air temperature as much as 100°F .
or more . This method is used mainly for drying grain to be used
for purposes other than seed .
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In drying w ith supplemental heat, a small amount of heat is
added to increase the temperature of the air 10 - 20°F . before it
enters the grain or seed. The purpose of adding a small amount
of heat to the drying air is to lower the relative humidity to approximately what it would be during the summer and early fall . Thus,
the seed can be dried to a safe storage level more rapidly.
Drying with supplemental heat is particularly suited for
drying seed because they are not heated enough-' to be injured.
QUESTION: When should supplemental heat be used for drying
grain or seed?
ANSWER: During periods of high relative humidity such as during
the late fall, early winter, and rainy periods. By increasing the
drying air temperature 10 to 20 degrees, the drying process can be
carried on regardl~ss of the weather conditions. Increasing the
air temperature 20 F. will lower the relative humidity approximately
50%.
Wh·e n drying with natural air, drying may become very slow
after the seed reach 16% moisture. Raising the temperature of the
air several degrees will reduce the time required for removing the
last 3 to 4 percent moisture.
QUESTION: How is s upplemental heat added to the airstream and
how is it controlled?
ANSWER: Supplemental heat can be added to the drying air by
placing a gas or electric heater behind or in front of the drying fan .
The manufacturers of drying fans also have heaters designed to
attach directly to their fans.
The heater unit can be controlled by either a thermostat
or ahumidistat. The controlling device is placed in the airstream
near where the air enters the seed .
The thermostat controls the relative humidity by maintaining
the airstream at a particular temp erature corresponding to the desired relative humidity . It is sometimes necessary to change the
thermostat setting as the temperature of the atmosphere fluctuates
during the day.
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Tha humidistat has a sensing element that res ponds to a
change in relative humidity. It senses the relative humidity in the
airstream and turns the heater on or off to maintain the relative
humidity at the desired level for which the device is set. Once the
humidistat is set, it does not have to be adjusted as the temperature
of the atmospheric air fluctuates.
QUESTION: When the heater is controlled by a thermostat, how
can one determine the temperature required to give the desired
relative humidity?
ANSWER: The temperature necessary to give the desired relative
humidity ca n be estimated very easily by using the chart shown
in Figure 1. Let us take a typical example to illustrate its use.
Example
PROBLEM: Assume that the outside environment is 60° F . and 90%
R. H. To what temperature must the drying air be heated to lower
the relative humidity to 45%.
SOLUTION: Referring to Figure 1, follow the horizontal line representing 90% R. H . to the right until it intersects the vertical
line representing 60°F. (point A) . Then follow parallel to the
nearest curved line to the horizontal line representing the desired
relative humidity 45% (point B) . From point B , draw a vertical
line to intersect the temperature scale at the temperature necessary
to give 45% relative humidity. In this case, the thermostat would
be set at 82°F .

Effect on Relative Humidity When Air is He>ated by Direct Burning of T,-P Gas.
Products of Combustion into Hea ted Air.
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Air Requirements and Fan Se lection
For Natural Air Seed Drying
The function of unheated air used in drying seeds is to
remove moisture evaporated from the seeds. As air moves through
a mass of moist seeds it picks up the moisture lost by the seed.
This causes an increase in relative humidity of the air. If the air
flow rate is too low the air can become saturated soon after it
enters the seed mass and no further drying can be accomplished .
Air flow rate therefore should always be high enough to insure
that the air maintains its capacity to absorb moisture during its
entire passage through the seed mass.
I

I

I

I

Recommended minimum air flow rates for several kinds of
seeds at different moisture contents are shown in Table 2. Air
flow rates of 3 to 5 cubic feet per minute (cfm) are commonly used
in calculating the air requirements for a drying system. Air flow
rates 'from 6 to 8 cfm are sometimes used when the seed moisture
content is 24 percent or higher. When seed moisture content is
within 1 to 2 percent of the desired storage moisture content, air
flow rates as low as 1 to 1. 5 cfm can be used .
Static Pressure and Depth of Seed
Static pressure is the force required to move air at a given
rate through a given mass of seed . It is measured in inches of
water column and varies directly with the air flow rate and the
depth of seed . The size of the seeds and the amount of foreign
material mixed with the seeds also influence static pressure. For
the same air flow rate small seeds require a higher static pressure than large seeds.
1

1

Recommended maximum depths for drying seeds are also
shown in Table 2 . Greater depths can be used, although for most
conditions it is best to limit the depths to those shown. The
power required for a fan increases as the static pressure increases .
Generally static pressures above 3 inches require too much fan
horsepower for economical operation.
I

Fan Selection
To select the proper fan size for a drying system the air
flow rat e in cfm and the static pressure required to move the air
through the seeds must be known. When a fan is to be used for
I
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drying more than one crop it should be selected to meet the requirements of the most difficult drying conditions encountered. The
following example illustrates the procedure for determining the proper fan size for a drying system.
I

EXAMPLE: 2500 bushels of shelled corn at 20 percent moisture
content are to be dried in a bin with a perforated floor . The corn is
9 feet deep. (A) Determine the minimum required air flow rate and
the static pressure. (B) Select the minimum fan size needed for the
drying system.
SOLUTION:
I.

Determine total rate of air flow required.
From Table 2 the minimum air flow for 2 0% moisture content
corn is 3 cfm/bu. The total flow rate required for the 25 00
bushels would be:
2500 X 3 = 7500 cfm.
I

II.

From Figure 2 determine the static pressure for an air flow of
3 cfm/bu. through 9 feet of corn.
Two important points should be mentioned in connection
with using the graphs in Figure 2 : (a) the air flow given along
the vertical axis is measured in cfm/sq. ft . rather than in the
customary cfm/bu.; and (b) one bushel of seed or grain occupies
1 . 25 cubic feet. Stated another way one cubic foot would
contain . 8 bushel.
I

I

The cfm/sq. ft . can be calculated easily when the cfm/bu.
and the depth of seed are known. Consider one square foot of
floor area in the bin: since the seed are 9 feet deep each
square foot of floor area is supporting a column of seed one
foot square and 9 feet high with a volume of 9 cubic feet. The
total bushels of seed above each square foot of floor area can
be obtained by the general formula ~ cfm/sq . ft.= depth of
grain X Cfm/bu . X . 8 .
1

Substituting in the formula for our example we have:
cfm/sq . ft. = 9 X 3 X . 8 = 21.6 cfm/ sq. ft. air flow rate .
I
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TABLE 2.

USDA RECOMMENDED MAXIMUM GRAIN DEPTHS AND
MINIMUM AIR FLOWS FOR NATURAL AIR DRYING

Type of
Gra in

W heat

Oats

Shelled Corn

Gra in Sorghum

*Rice

Barley

Soybeans

Recommended
Maximum
Depth of Grain
Feet

Recommended
Minimum
Air Flow
cfm/bu.

20
18
16

8
10
12

2
1

25
20
18
16

8

3

11

12
16

2
1.5
1

25
20
18
16

6.5
10
12
16

5

20
18
16

8
10.5
16

3

22
20
18

6
8
8

4

20
18
16

8
10
14

3

20
18
16

10
12
16

3

Grain
Moisture
Content
Per Cent

* Based on recommendations by Texas A & M University.

3

3

2
1
2
1

3

2
2
1
2
1
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Referring to Figure 2, locate 21.6 on the vertical
scale. Read across horizontally from this point to intersect the curved line labeled shelled corn (at point
"A"). From point "A" extend a vertical line down to
intersect the horizontal scale at .18. This is the
pressure drop per foot of depth. The total pressure drop
through the seed would be: . 18 x 9 = 1 . 62 inches static
pressure .
There is also a pressure loss due to resistance of the
air duct and perfora ted floor. An allowance of . 2 5 inch is
usually sufficient for the duct and floor loss . The total
static pressure is the sum of: 1. 62 + . 25 = 1 . 87 inches
static pressure .
III.

A hypothetical fan manufacturer's performance data for
different models of fans are shown in Table 3. The chart
shows the volume of air that different size fans will deliver
against various sta tic pressures. A similar chart from an
actual potential supplier should be used to select a fan
that will satisfy minimum requirements of 7 5 00 cfm at 1 . 87
inches static pressure.
To select the proper fan size, read acros s the top line
(Table 3 ) to the required static pressure . Since the table
does not list 1. 87 inch static pressure, use the next
higher figure in the a djacent column which is 2 inches static
pressure . Read down this column to the cfm rating closest
to 7500 - in our case it is 7650. Reading horizontally to the
left, we find that the Mod el "D" fan would have the required
capacity. This is the size fan that should be purchased .
The procedure outlined above can also be used to select a
fan for a drying system using supplemental heat.
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TABLE 3.

Fan
Size

VOLUME OF DRYING FAN OPERATING AT DIFFERENT
STATIC PRESSURES

Horse
Power

Static Pressure (inches of water)

.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

Cubic feet per minute
Model A

16"

1 1/2

3500

32 00

2975

2400

1850

1400

3

6600

6100

5700

5100

4700

4000

3

8150

7400

6600

5900

5200

4600

5

9300

8800

8100

7650

7000

7200

5

12200

11 300

10700

10000

9000

8100

Model B

18"
Model C

21"
Model D

21"
ModelE

24"

Note: These are hypothetical data.
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PROBLEMS IN SEED BLENDING
George M. DoughertyJ./

In a recent discussion on seed blending I wa s very politely
advised "You cannot blend seed, you can only mix it" . W ell, blending or mixing, you term it as ...Y.Q.!Lwill, most seedsmen are obliged
to perform the operation at one tim e or anot her if they are to operate
profitably . For the benefit of those of you inthe audience who are
non- processors let me hasten to add that I am not implying that
professional seeds men , in order to 9perate at a profit, blend trash
with good seed. Furthermore, let me assure you that our attempts
at solving blending problems are not designed to encourage indivi duals to engage in suc h operations.
Most of you have been here at the laboratory now for nearly
four days. You have heard speakers present talks on many different pieces of processing equipment. For example, you have heard
talks on width and thickness separators, length separa tors, density
separators, separators that will remove particles differing from the
good crop seed in terminal velocity, and many others. In fact, by
now some of you may be wondering if it is really necessary for the
tag on a bag of seed to show; percent pure seed; percent other crop
seed; percent weed seed; per cent inert matter, and even perhaps
percent germination . To you, I say, if our speakers have convinced
you that all processing problems can be solved using the equipment
we have available toda y, then you have been mislead. For proof,
just ask the gentleman who brought in the giant foxtail- red clover
mixture .
All weed seed - crop seed mixtures cannot be separated.
Furthermore, just because a separation is possible it is not always
a profitable separation to perform. Therefore, we must be rea listic.
A seedsman with a quantity of seed not meeting minimum standards
for se ed planting purposes because of the presence, for example, of
an excessive amount of an inseparable contaminant, cannot be
expected to just discard it . Ha must protect the investment he
already has in the seed if a t all possible . Frequently, one way of

_I Mr . Dougherty is Assista nt Agronomist, Seed Technology Laboratory, Mississippi State University.
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doing t his is by bl e nding t he low gra de seed w1th a quantity of high
grade s e ed to produce a prod uct a cceptable for sale through seed
trade channe ls . For this reaso n , some people cons1der blending as
a "Necessary Evil". Be t hat as it ma y, the label attached to the
bag of se ed indicates to t he bu ye r the q uality of the seed in t he bag.
All the buyer expects, or is e ntitled to, is that what is in the bag
is as good or bette r t han the information on the label has let hi m to
believe .
Misunderstanding tends to ca u s e c onfusion. I hope I have
succeeded in clearing up any misund erstanding anyone may ha v e
had relative to the necessity or legitimacy of seed b l ending. There
are however, two more fre q uently mi sund erstood points rela tive to
the blending of solid particles t ha t I w ould like to bnefly ela b orate
on .
1

First, invariably in a discu s sion on seed blending someone
gets the urge to compare t he a ppa rent successfulness of blending
ope rations in other indu stries w i t h the errat1c results obtained in
t he seed industry . Based on a r eview of the literature on the
blending of solid particles, whi c h i s not voluminous most of the
research being conducted today i s in the industria l fi eld. To me
this signifies that blending is s till a problem of considerable
magnitude in industries other t ha n the s eed industry.
I

Second there is fre q uently a te nd ency to compare a "ble nd"
in one· industry with a " blend" i n a not her industry. For exa mple ,
let me ask you the q uestion "What i s a b l end "? I serious l y doubt
that we w ould a ll answer t his q ue stion in the same w ay . In fact ,
it is safe to assume that even some of you have, for the moment
starte d to think of a blend in terms of a product other than seed .
The point I wish to make is t ha t a blend in one mdustry does not
necessarily constitute a blend in another industry . Each mdustry
has its own "Scale of Scruti ny", or tolerances, by which its blend
is measure d. Furt hermore industries differ in the methods used
to t est for a blend . I n t he s eed industry we draw samples in a
specially prescri bed ma nner , a nd analyze them in a spec1ally pres cribed manner for t he perce nta ges of the various qual1ty factors
i n w hi ch we are intere sted. W e then declare that w1thm certain
pre scribed tolerances t he i nformation obtained from the analysis
is a true indicator of t he compos ition of the seed-lot. To ascerta m
whethe r a s e ed-lot has b een sati sfactonly blended a second sample
is drawn . If the difference b e tw een these two analyses (for ea ch
q uality factor) is within the t oleran ce established for the a vera ge
of the two analyses then we declare the seed-lot to be satisfact orily
I

I

I

I

I
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blended . At this point I should add, the procedures, rules and
methods employed in the seed industry for analyzing for lot uniformity were not hastely developed nor, are they unjustifiably severe
if you understand that they are based on the assumption that a seedlot is a homogeneous mass of seed. This I wish to stress . Legally
a seed- lot is defined in "Rules and Regulations under the Federal
Seed Act as "a definite quantity of seed every portion of bag of which
is uniform wifhin permitted tolerances for the factors which appear
in the labeling". Let me further stress, s eedsmen who blend two or
mor e 11 seed- lots " and I use seed- l ots in the strictest sense of the
w ord e x perience few problems with law enforcement agencies.
1

I

I

I

I

I

I

I n my opinion blending problems are no more numerous in the
seed industry than they are in other industries. They are however,
mor e complex. What then, are the problems associated with seed
blending and why are our problems more complex. As I see it we
have three primary problems:
1

1

I

I

(1)

There is actually very little known concerning how to
blend solid particles . This does not mean we know
nothing. W3 do know that an outside force must be
applied in order to set the particles in motion; we also
know that free - flowing seed mix more readily than most
non- free flowing seed. We further know that blending
is a randomized arrangement of particles. Lastly and
this is what really gives us fits, we know that factors
such as particle size shape, surface texture density,
numbers, and electrostatic properties all influence a
particles ' blending potential .
I

I

I

(2)

Few so- called seed- lots are acutally seed-lots in the
strictest sens e of the word. Mr. Sundermeyer (on
Tuesday) cited examples of what occasionally constitutes a seed- lot in seed trade channels. To be sure,
some of the examples presented by Mr . Sundermeyer
were extreme cases not too often encountered (I hope)
but believe me there are very few seed-lots in the trade
channels that if sampled frequently enough would deserve
the right to be called a seed-lot.

(3)

The product we are working with is seed. And as you
well know seeds differ in all those factors previously
mentioned as having an effect on a particles ability to
move about.
1
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The mere fact that we are working with seed is the reason our
problems are more complex than those in most other industries . Seed
are alive and they must remain that way if they are to retain their
value. Not only must they remain viable but they must also remain
uninjured if at all possible.
I

I

I mentioned earlier that considerable amounts of effort have
been expended in the area of blending solid particles . I also stated
that this work has been to a large extent done in the industrial
field. They have developed blending devices for blending their
particular types of particles usually particles that can withstand
severe punishment without showing signs of fatigue. Needless to
say most of these machines are not too well adapted to the seed
industry. Because of this research has been, and is presently
being, conducted in the area of designing blenders or blending
methods that are adapted to the blending of seeds . That is
blending seeds to a high degree of uniformity. Our results to
date are encouraging. But as it is with all research more questions
arise than are usually answered.
I

I

I

I

Some of the finding~ from this research have already been
mentioned . However to refresh your memories they are as follows:
(1)

Free-flowing seeds tend to blend more readily than
non-free- flowing seeds.

(2)

Blending can occur quite rapidly.

(3)

Factors such as particle size, shape , density
surface texture numbers and electrostatic
properties all influence the behavior of the
particle in a mass of seed .
1

I

I

(4)

A mixture of particles differing in these above
mentioned factors or physical characteristics are very
difficult to blend to uniformity.

(5)

Observations and experience gained in earlier work
conducted at the Seed Technology Laboratory indicate that physical characteristics of the seed
themselves exert a greater influence on the patterns
of movement of seeds in a mass, and uniformity of
blends, than do the mechanical components of the
blending system.
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While these results supplemented by others not mentioned
appear encouraging to us I don't imagine that they convey the
idea to you that your blending problems are on the verge of being
if!lmediately solved. Actually we believe that effective and
efficient blending systems for agricultural seeds cannot be
developed until the physical principles controlling the movement of
seed and other particles during blending operations and the limitations imposed by these on blending effectiveness are identified
understood and considEred in the design of blending systems .
Further all the factors limiting or influencing the mass behavior
of seed and other particles in blending systems must be established.
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

What the fore-mentioned results should indicate to you is
that present day seed blending problems are but a fraction of what
they might well be in the not too distant future. Tuesday Mr . Bill
Acheson in his talk on "Quality Control Through Automatic Sampling"
mentioned the interest law enforcement people are showing in the
use of automatic sampling devices . Should the use of these devices
become mandatory which to me would be a giant step forward for
a farmer purchasing planting stock seed many more seedsmen will
be becoming acquainted with their local seed law enforcement
personnel.
I

I

I

1

We don't want to see this happen any more than you do.
Besides I don't want t o end on a pessemistic note. We will continue
to search for the answers and perhaps even come up with a blending
device on which we will put our stamp of approval . In the meantime however many of the problems being experienced in blending
I believe can be resolved by adopting the following three rules:
I

I

I

I

I

(1)

Don't attempt to blend lots of seed unless you are
reasonably sure of exactly what they contain. This
information can best be obtained by analyzing samples
drawn at fairly frequent intervals.

(2)

Attempt to determine how homogeneous each of the socalled seed-lots entering into the blend really are.
Knowing what is in the lot is not enough you must
know whether or not a particular contaminant is
uniformily distributed throughout the mass or concentrated in one particular area.
I

(3)

Limit the size of the lots to your bl ending capabilities .

Following these rules should help you increase your processi ng profits .
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CONTRIBUTORS
REFR .ES HM ENTS AND PRIZ .ES

Prizes for Drawings
Seedboro Equipment Company
618 W. Jackson Blvd .
Chicago, Illinois 60606

Sanders Seed Company
807 University
Cleveland, Mississippi 38732

Stults Scientific Eng . Corp.
3313S. 66Freeway
Springfield, Illinois 62 703

New Products
Riverside Industries
Marks, Mississippi 38646

The Wax Company
Amory
Mississippi 38821

Hulsey Seed Laboratory
Box 132
Decatur, Georgia

MFC Services
Box 449
Jackson, Mississippi 39205

Delta & Pine Land Company
Scott
Mississippi 38772

Jordan Wholesale Company
Cleveland
Mississippi 38732

Burrows Equipment Company
1316 Sherman Avenue
Evanston, Illinois 60201

Carpco Research & Eng. Co.
Box 3272
Jacksonville, Florida 32206

Mercator Corporation
Suite 504-514, Box 142R
Reading, Pennsylvania 19 603

Mitchell Mfg. Company
Box 1069
Oxnard, California 93030
Refreshment Fund
Carter Machinery Sales
Carter-Day Company
655 Nineteenth Avenue, N . E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55418
Crippen Mfg . Company, Inc.
Alma
Michigan 48801

Morton Chemical Company
110 North Wacker Drive
Chicago, Illinois 60606
Universal Dynamics Corp.
4200 Wheeler Avenue
P. 0. Box 9080
Alexandria, Virginia 22304
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Sutton, Steele & Steele, Inc.
1031 South Haskell
Dallas, Texas 75223
A. T. Ferrell & Company
1621 Wheeler Street
Saginaw, Michigan

Gustafson Mfg. Company
6501 Cambridge Street
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55426
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REGISTRATION
LIST

3

1

5

4

l

10

9

7

6

;

- ~ -13

12

11

15

16

14

17
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REGISTRATION LIST
1968 SEEDSMEN'S SHORT COURSE
ALABAMA
1.

Bill Daniel
Cot ton Producer• s Assn .
Cullman, Alabama 35055

2.

Hollis Kirkland
Dothan Seed & Supply
P • 0 • Box 16 6 8
Dothan, Alabama 3 63 01

8. Robert C. Jones
Tyson Seed Cleaning
Nine North Poplar
Marianna, Arkansas 72360
9 . Gordon W. Wilson
Tyson Seed Cleaning
Nine North Poplar
Marianna, Arkansas 72360
BRAZIL

3. Gurnia M . Moore
Ala. State Seed Laboratory
Department of Agriculture &
Industry
P . 0. Box 220
Montgomery, Ala . 3 6101
4.

5.

6.

Buddy Simpson
Ala . Crop Improvement Assn.
Auburn University
Auburn, Alabama 36830
E. W . Sundermeyer
Consumer '& Mkt . Service
828 Arnov Building
474 South Court Street
Montgomery, Ala. 36104
Paul B. Young
Ala. Crop Improvement Assn.
Auburn University
Auburn, Alabama 36830

10. Helie TeiXeira Alves
Dept; of Sanitary Defense
Guanabara, Brazil
11. Nataline Baba
Secretariat of Agriculture
Sao Paulo, Brazil
12 . Oswaldo Bacchi
Special seed & Seedling Comm .
Sao Paulo; Brazil
13. Custodio Jose de Carvalho
Secretariat of Agriculture
Minas Gerais, Brazil
14. Luiz Afonso Cesa
Sec'y Ag'r., S.C .

Brazil

15. Joao Tarcisio Saciloto Lena
Secretariat of Agriculture
R . .G) do Sul, Brazil

ARKANSAS
7.

J . W. King
E. B. Gee
Dewitt, Arkansas 72042

16. Carlos Arthur Repsold
National Confed. of Agric.
Guanabara, Brazil
1 7. Ulla Schneider, Interpreter
Sao Paulo, Brazil
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18

19

21

23

24

25

27

29

30

31

32
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BRAZIL (CONT'D)

CANADA

18. Celso Freitas de Souza
Ministry of Agriculture
Guanabara, Brazil

26. Sam Vesely
Ontario Seed Cleaners
Box 219
Brampton, Ontario

19. C. I. Vieira
Ministry of Agriculture
Guanabara, Brazil

COLORADO

CALIFORNIA

27. WilliamD. Munroe
Oliver Mfg. Company
Rocky Ford, Colo. 81067

20 .

Henry Dunn
Del Monte Corporation
Seed Department
642 Georgia Avenue
Palo Alto, Cal. 94306

28. Oliver W. Steele
Oliver Mfg. Company
Rocky Ford, Colo . 81067
DELAWARE

21 . Clayton Joyce
Ferry- Morse Seed Company
P. 0 . Box 100
Mt. View, Cal. 94040
22.

James L . Mitchell, Jr.
P . 0 . Box 1069
Oxnard, Cal. 93030

29. L . L. Stirland
E. I. DuPont de Nemours
1007 Market Street
Wilmington, Del. 19898
EL SALVADOR
30.

23 .

Bill R. Pybas
John Moran Seed Company
P. 0. Box 521
Salinas, Cal. 93901

Mario A. Sol
Sol B. Hermanos
S emillas Nilo
San Salvador, El Salvador

FLORIDA
24.

David Ralls
Delta & Pine Land Co .
P • 0 . Box 13 56
Brawley, Cal. 92227

25. R. E. Tognazzini
Coast Counties Warehouses
P. 0. Box 1104
Santa Maria, Cal. 9 3454

31.

James D. Carter
Bingham Seed Company
P • 0 . Box 116 6
Jacksonville, Fla. 32201

32. Kenneth R. Funderburk
Fla. Foundation Seed
P. 0. Box 700
Marianna , Fla . 32446
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34

33

36

/

l

1.

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

l

47

~/
48
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FLORIDA (CONT'D)
33 . Tom Webb
Florida Foundation Seeds
Gainesville, Florida
GEORGIA
34. Don Carroll
Ga. Crop Improvement Assn.
310 Hoke Smith Annex
Athens, Ga . 30601
35. James I. Davidson, Jr.
Transportation & Facilities
Research Division
109 South Monroe Street
Albany, Ga. 31701
3 6. T. 0. Hall
Ga. Seed Development
Commission
Whitehall Road
Athens, Ga. 30601
37.

Harvey C. Lowery
Cooperative Ext. Service
Athens, Ga. 30601

38 . Sammie B. Parkman
Ga. Seed Development
Commission
Whitehall Road
Athens, Ga. 30601
39 . Robert E. Pritchard
The Ferguson Company
Dawson, Ga. 31742
40 . Mrs. Robert E. Pritchard
The Ferguson Company
Dawson, Ga. 31742

41. Herb A. Williams
Morton Chemical Co.
Atlanta, Ga.
42. W. G. Winsett
T. E. Stivers Company
Box 1008
Decatur, Ga. 30031
HONDURAS
43. Julio Merida
Es cuela Agricola
Panamericana
Tegucigalpa, Honduras
IDAHO
44. Chris Jancik
Corneli Seed Company
Box 931
Twin Falls, Idaho 8330 l
45. Don E. Journey
Equipment Sales
Boise, Idaho
ILLINOIS
46.

Parke W . Burrows
Burrows Equipment Co.
1316 Sherman Avenue
Evanston , Illinois 60201

4 7.

Bernard Dahlquist
Funk Bros . Seed Company
1300 W. Washington
Bloomington, Ill. 61701

48. Mrs . Bernard Dahlquist
Funk Bros . Seed Company
1300 W . Washington
Bloomington, Ill. 61701
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49

50

52

51

•
53

54

55

58

59

56

c,

.

'

61

62

63

I

65

66

64
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ILLINOIS (CONT'D)
49.

SO.

C . W. Deutschman
lenzberg
Illinois 62255
H. R. Deutschman
lenzberg
Illinois 62 2 55

51. Alfred Fuoss
F . S. Services, Inc.
Piper City, Illinois 60959
52. Mrs. Alfred Fuoss
F. S. Services, Inc.
Piper City, Illinois 60959
53. J. C. Hackleman
Ill. Crop Improvement
Association
508 South Broadway
Urbana, Illinois 61801
54 . Raymond Hummel
F. S. Services, Inc.
Piper City, Illinois 60959
55.

Mrs . Raymond Hummel
F. S. Services, Inc .
Piper City, Illinois 60959

56. A. L. Lang
Ill. Crop Improvement
Association
Urbana, Illinois 61801
57.

James F. Matthys
Keyser Package & Equipment
Company
423 S . Seventh Street
St . Charles, Ill. 60174

58 . Richard l. McKown
Hoblit Seed Company
Atlanta, Illinois 60723
59 o Tom Pitts
F. S. Seed Division
Box 38
Piper C ity, Illinois 60959
60. Z. A. Stanfield
Funk Bros . Seed Company
1300 W . Washington
Bloomington, Ill. 61701
61. Howard Reeder
Funk Bros . Seed Company
1300 W . Washington
Bloomington, Ill. 61701

INDIANA
62 o

A. S . Ca rter
West lafayette
Indiana

63. Richard Kaufman
Pioneer C orn Company
221 North Main Street
Tipton, Indiana 46072
64. Charles McQuinn
Pioneer Corn Company
221 North Main Street
Tipton, Indiana 46072
65o Ken Meyer
Ken Meyer Seed Company
Vincennes, Indiana 47591

IOWA
66.

Bill Dieger
ACCO S eed
Belmond, Iowa 50241

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

80

81

82
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IOWA (CONT'D)
67 .

68.

Donald Diersen
Trojan Seeds
Box 350
Sac City, Iowa 50583
Ernie Jensen
ACCO Seed
Belmond, Iowa 50241

69. Oscar Lunstrum
ACCO Seed
Belmond, Iowa 50241
70. Claire Reagal
ACCO Seed
Belmond, Iowa 50241

.
\

71.

Pat Wade
ACCO Seed
Belmond, Iowa 50241

KANSAS
72.

Jim Bennett
W. R. Grace & Company
Box 568
Hutchinson, Kansas 67 501

7 3. R. W. Epps
Hammond Seed Company
Hammond, Kansas 66745
7 4. Orville Kohls
W. R. Grace & Company
Box 568
Hutchinson, Kansas 67501

76 .

LOUISTANA '
77 .

75. Robert A. Barter
Southern States Co-op
Grade Lane
Louisville, Kentucky 40213

Michael Gidlow
Top Crop Seed & Supply
Fenton, Louisiana· 70640

MICHIGAN
;

·I

7 8. Lawrence 0 . Copeland
Dept . of Crop Science
Michigan State Univer s ity
East Lansmg . Mich. 48823
79 . Vergil D. Frevert
Crippen Mfg . Company
P . 0. Box 350
Alma, M1ch1gan 488 01
80 .

Bill Henderson
A. T. Ferrell & Company
Saginaw, Michigan 48602

81 .

Jim Henderson
A. T. Ferrell & Company
1621 Wheeler Street
Saginaw 1 Michigan 48602

82 . Jim Henderson 1 )r.
A . T . Ferrell & C om.pimy
Saginaw 1 Michigan 48602

,.

MINNESOTA
83 .

KENTUCKY

Pa ul F. Baumer
Southern States Co-op
109 McKinley Street
Henderson 1 Ky . 42420

Bill Acheson
Gustafson Mfg . Company
6600 South County Rd . 18
Hopkins 1 Minn . 55343

88

90

89

91

.
93

94

95

96

97

98

-/

99

100

101

102
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93 . James Carrollo
Farmers Feed & Supply
Leland, Miss . 38756

MINNESOTA (CONT'D)
84 .

Eldred Buer
Canby .·
Minnesota · 56220

85 . George Durkot
Carter-Day Company
655 19 Avenue, N. E.
Minneapolis, Minn. 55418
86 . Don Elmore
Gustafson Mfg. Company
6600 South County Road 18
Hopkins, Minn. 55343
87. Jerry Krist
Hart-Carter Americas, Inc ,
655 19 Avenue, N . E.
Minneapolis, Minn. 55418

•I
94. Walter Clark
Stoneville. P.edigreed Seed
Stoneville, Miss. 38776

95 . John A. Cox
MFC Services
P. 0. Box 101
Canton, Miss .
96 .

39046

Morris Hill
Riverside Elevators
Clarksdale, Inc.
Clarksdale, Miss . 38614

97 . Loren Leleux
Delta & Pine Land Company
Scott, Miss . 38772

88 . G . William Luger
Carter-Day Company
655 19 Avenue, N .E .
Minneapolis, Minn. 55418

98. Kenneth McClain
Delta & Pine Land Company
Scott, Miss . 38772

MISSISSIPPI

99 .

89. Gene Bates
Service Seed Company
Crystal Springs, Miss,
90 . Olen Brock
Saw an, Inc.
Columbus, Miss.

James McShan
H . C. McShan Company
Schlater , Miss . 38952

100 . Stanley Riding
Riverside Elevators
Greenville, Inc .
Greenville, Miss . 38701

39 701

91 . Frank E. Burns
Burns Bros. Company
Box 162, Route 2
Bogue Chitto, Miss . 39629
92 . Robert G . Burns
Burns Bros. Company
Box 162, Route 2
Bogue Chitto, Miss . 39629

10 l. Curtis Robinson
Stoneville Pedigreed Seed
Stoneville, Miss . 38776
1 02. Rex Rutland
Delta & Pine Land Company
Scott, Miss . 38772
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r .. '

103

104

106

,.

106a

108

109

110

111

112

113

114

116

117

119

,
115
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MISSISSIPPI (CONT'D)
103. R. B. Thompson
Werthan Bag Corp.
Box 10022 Northside Sta .
Jackson, Mississippi

111. Gerald D. Smith
NC+ Hybrids
3920 North 56th
Lincoln 1 Nebraska 68504

1

104. Walter H . Tolbert
Hollandale Seed & Delint.
Company
Hollandale , Miss. 38748
105.

David Whitehead
Chevron Chemical
P . 0 . Box 50 0 8
Greenville, Miss.

NORTH CAROLINA
112. W. W . Allen
N.C . Dept . of Agriculture
Raleigh N.C . 27602
I

113. J .M.S. Blocker
N . C. Dept. of Agriculture
Raleigh 1 N.C. 27602
38701

114.

106. Mr;: & Mrs . Jack Wilson
106a Hollandale Seed & Delint.
Company
Hollandale, Miss. 38748
107. Wilhur W.illialllSJ t,
R:ivlersid.el Elevatiors
i.. I~ •
Drew ,.·~ Inc~·v
D'r.ew J' Miss iss;Lppi 38732
MISSOURI

Carroll E. Collins
N. C • Crop Improvement
Association
Box 5515
Raleigh, N.C. 27607

115. Robert B. Davis
McNair Seed Company
P . 0. Box 706
Laurinburg, N.C. 28352
116. Raymond Gurley
Gurley Milling Company
Selma N . C. 27576
I

108 .

Mike Denslow
Ruby Green Seed House
411 W. Harrison
Kirksville, Missouri 63501

NEBRASKA

117 .

Bruce Shands
N . C . Dept . of Agriculture
Ra 1e ig h , N • C • 2 7 6 0 2

118 . Gene A. Sullivan
N . C. State University
Ext ens ion Service
Raleigh N . C. 27607

109. Gene Fries en
NC+ Hybrids
3920 North 56th
Lincoln, Nebraska 68504

OHIO

110. Richard Mills
Nebraska Foundation Seed
3115 North 70th
Lincoln 1 Nebraska 68507

119 . William G . Foster
Landmark Farm Bureau Co - op
23 Liberty Street
Charleston Ohio

I

1
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122

r

~

""

127

12 6

125

124

! \

130

133

(

132

131

134

I

135

136

169

OHIO (CONT'D)
120. Richard Sheridan
Landmark Farm Bureau
Cooperative
P . 0. Box 75
South Solon, Ohio 431 53

128 . Vincent J . Palau
Mercator Corporation
P . 0. Box 142
Reading, Pa .

SOUTH CAROLINA
129.

OKLAHOMA
121. Ray Brunkhurst
Ross Seed & Grain
El Reno, Oklahoma 73036

Donald Clark
Coker' s Pedigreed Seed
Hartsville, S.C . 29550

130 . Henry Odom
Coker' s Pedigreed Seed
Hartsville, S.C . 29550

OREGON
TENNESSEE
122.

E. E. Hardin
Seed Laboratory
Farm Crops Anhex
Oregon State University
Corvallis, Ore . 97331

123. Jesse Harmond
ARS, USDA
Corvallis, Ore .

97331

125.

132. David T. Dailey
Dupont Company
1173 Ea s t Irvin Drive
Memphis, Tenn . 3811.7

Joseph J . Beebe
Route 4
Towanda, Pa . 18848

David Hurt
Hurt Seed Company
Halls, Tennessee 38040

134 .

Mrs. Joseph J. Beebe
Route 4
Towanda, Pa. 18848

Mrs. David Hurt
Hurt Seed Company
Halls, Tennessee 38040

135 .

Maxirelan
Hagan Mfg . Company
P 0 Box 6022
Memphis , Tenn. 31806

126 . Theodore G. Ernst
Route 5
Meadville, Pa. 16335
127.

Mark Critfield
Hurt Seed Company
Halls, Tennessee 38040

133 .

PENNSYLVANIA
124.

131 .

Mrs. Theodore G. Ernst
Route 5
Meadville, Pa . 16335

0

0

136 . Agnes Leigh
Louise Baker Seed Laboratory
Memphis, Tennessee
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137

138

139

142

143

140

1

148

146

145

151

149

152

153

154
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TENNESSEE (CONT'D)
137. Bill Strickland
Hagan Mfg . Company
1598 Texas Street
Memphis, Tenn. 38106
138.

Bill Wallace
Hagan Mfg. Company
P. 0 .Box 6022
Memphis, Tenn . 38106

139. James T . White
Tenn. Farmer's Co- op
620 Circle Drive
Halls, Tennessee 38040
140. Mrs. James T. White
Tenn. Farmer' s Co-op
620 Circle Dtive
Halls, Tennessee 38040
TEXAS
141 .

Bob Amburn
Eastern Seed Company
Hondo, Texas 78861

146. Robert W. Hoelscher
Tate & Roe Equipment Co.
P • 0 • Box 2 218 7
Houston, Texas 77027
14 7.

Buddy Kesler
Carl P. Harrison Seedsmen
Cooper, Texas 75432

148. Adan Salinas Lopez
Asgrow Mexicana
P • 0 • Box 14 6 7
Brownsville, Texas 78520
149. Roy Sheer
Carl P. Harrison Seedsmen
Cooper, Texas 75432
150. Ken Skarien
1910 West Olmos
San Antonio:, Texas 78201
151. F. ElliottWaldrop
Sutton, Steele & Steele
1031 South Haskell
Dallas, Texas 75223
VENEZUELA

142. Warren K. Dulin
Dulin & Company
1920 Avenue E
Lubbock, Texas 79403

152. Otto Gehringer
Proseca
Valencia, Venezuela

143 . Henry Harms, Jr.
As grow Seed Company
P. 0 . Drawer A
San Antonio, Texas 78211

153.

144. Carl P. Harrison
Carl P. Harrison Seeds men
Cooper, Texas 75432

154. Cesar Marquez
Centro de Investigaciones
Agr.
P . 0 ." Box' 4653
Maracay, Venezuela

145. S. R. Hermansen
El Campo Farm Store
Box 511
El Campo, Texas 77437

Eduardo Lopez
Productora de Semillas CA
Ca.rretera Flor Amarilla
Valencia, Venezuela
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VIRGINIA
155 .

J. Bentley Crichton
Va. Dept. of Agriculture
& Commerce
203 N. Governor Street
Richmond, Va . 23219

WISCONSIN
1 56 . David J. Boulay
K.A. Boulay Company
2212 South Main Limits
Fond du Lac, Wise. 54935
157. Bruce R. Holland
Blaney Seed Farms
Route 3
Madison, Wise. 53711
158.

Mrs. Bruce R. Holland
Blaney Seed Farms
Route 3
Mad i son, Wise . 53711

159. Scottie McMillin
L . Teweles Seed Co.
222 S . Third Street
Milwaukee, Wise . 53204
160 . Gene H. Walker
L. Teweles Seed Co .
222 S . Third Street
Milwaukee, Wise. 53204
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LIST OF PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
IN THE SEED TECHNOLOGY LABORATORY

Air and Screen Cleaners
Clipper

I

Model Super X-29D

A. T . Ferrell and Company
1621 Wheeler Street
Saginaw Michigan
I

Clipper

Model M- 2B

I

A. T . Ferrell and Company
1621 Wheeler Street
Saginaw Michigan
I

Crippen

I

Model H-534-A
Model NW-334

Vac-A-Way, Farm Model

Crippen Manufacturing Co.
Alma Michigan
I

J . W. Hance Mfg . Co.
2 35 E. Broadway
Westerville Ohio
I

Aspirator
Pneumatic Separator

Mandrel Industries
Electric Sorting Machine Div.
69 09 Southwest Freeway
Box 36306
Houston Texas
I

Blender
Ross TRH 1/4 size
Ultra Rapid Turbo Square Mixer

Ross Machine & Mill Supply
12 N .E . 28th
Oklahoma City Oklahoma
I

Buckhorn Separator
Sutton

I

Steele a nd Steele

Sutton Steele and Steele
1031 South Haskell
Dallas 23 Texas
1

I

I

Inc.
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Color Separators
Mandrel , Model Selexo

Mandrel Indu stries
Electric Sorting Machine Div.
6909 Southwest Freeway
Box 36306
Houston, Texas

Conveyors
Burrows Belt Conveyor
Model R-13-3/4 HE

Burrows Equipment Company
1316 Sherman Avenue
Evans ton , Illinois

Carter-Day Vibrating
Conveyor

Carter Day Company
655 19th Ave. N .E .
Minneapolis , Minnesota

Clipper Vibrating Conveyor

A. T. Ferrell & Company
1621 Wheeler Street
Saginaw, Michigan

Universal Belt Conve yor
Model H-2

Universal, Incorporated
245 South Washington
Hudson, Iowa

Debearder
Clipper

A. T . Ferrell & Company
1621 Wheeler Street
Saginaw , Michigan

Dehumidifiers
Dryomatic, Model 1 05

Dryomatic Division of Logetr onics
7 001 Loisdale Road
Sprinfield, Va . 22150

Una-dyn, Model A30LT

Universal Dynamics Corp.
12 0 Belmont Road
Woodbridge , Va. 22191
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Electrostatic Separator
Carpco, Model ffill8

Carpco Research & Eng. Co.
412 0 Haines Street
P . 0. Box 32 72
Jacksonville, Florida

Elevators
Burrows Bucket Type, Model 50

Gurrow s Equipment Company
1316 Sherman Avenue
Evanston, Illinois

Clippe r "Series 100"

A . T. Ferrell & Company
1621 Wheeler Street
Saginaw, Michigan

Gordonbilt Airlift, 1- H. P.

Gordon Machinery Corp.
P . 0 . Box 14 52
Maryville, California

John F. Grisez

John F. Grisez Company
Crows Landing, California

Lif~Master

Holzinger Brothers
l 0140 South Shoemaker Ave .
Santa Fe Springs, California

Airlift, 2-H.P .

Mitchell
3- compartment
Bucket type

J. L. Mitchell
2268 North Oxnard Blvd.
Box l 069
Oxnard, California

S eedburo Bucket Type
Model 200

Seedburo Equipment Company
618 West Jackson Blvd.
Chicago, Illinois

Universal Bucket Type
Mod el B2

Universal, Incorporated
245 South Washington
Hudson, Iowa
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Elevators (Continued)
Universal Bucket Type
Model C2

Universal, Incorporated
245 South Washington
Hudson, Iowa

Gravity Tables
Forsberg, Model 4 0-V

Forsberg, Incorporated
Thief River Falls, Minnesota

Oliver, Model Hi-Cap 50

Oliver Manufacturing Co .
Box 512
Rocky Ford, Colorado

Sutton, Steele & Steele
Model AX-250

Sutton, Steele & Steele, Inc.
1031 South Haskell
Dallas 23, Texas

Huller and Scarifiers
Clipper, Eddy-Giant

A. T. Ferrell & Company
1621 Wheeler Street
Saginaw, Michig an

Crippen, Model S

Crippen Manufa cturing Co .
Alma, Michigan

Length Graders
Carter Disc Separator
Model 1522

Carter-Day Company
655 19th Avenue, N. E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Carter Disc Separator
Model 1547

"

II

Carter Disc Separator
Model 1827

II

II

Hart Uni-Flow Cylinder
Separator, Model 3

"

II
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Magnetic Separators
John F . Grisez

John F. Grisez Company
Crows Landing, California

Mixers
MacLellan Batch Mixer

Burrows Equipment Company
131 6 Sherman Avenue
Evans ton, Illinois

Roll Mills (Dodder)
Clipper, 1 0 rolls

A. T . Ferrell & Company
1621 Wheeler Street
Saginaw, Michigan

Wars co

W. A. Rice Company
Jerseyville, Illionis

I

8 roll s

Scales
Apex Bagging Machine
Model D-100

Burrows Equipment Company
1316 Sherman Avenue
Evanston, Illinois

Fairbanks- Morse
1 000# Platform Scales

"

"

Fairbanks-Morse
25 00# Warehouse Scales

"

"

Wa ymatic

Waymatic Welding and
Fabricating Company
Fulton Kentucky
I

Howe-Richardson
UNIPAK

Howe-Richardson Co.
Clifton, New Jersey

Scalper
Clipper, Model 1297-1

A. T. Ferrell and Company
1621 Wheeler Street
Saginaw Michigan
I
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Seed Treaters
Gustafson Mist-0- Matic
Model MlOO

Gustafson Manufacturing Co.
6600 S. County Road 18
Hopkins Minnesota
I

Gustafson Mist-0-Matic
Model M400
Panogen Automatic
Model MC

II

II

Morton Chemical Company
110 North Wacker Drive
Chicago Illinois
I

Panogen Automa tic
Model US 60-C

11

11

S piral Separator
Krussow Double Spiral

Cleland Manufacturing Co.
2800 Washington Avenue N.
Minneapolis Minnesota
I

I

Width and Thi ckness Grader
Carter Precisbn Grader
Model lVT

Carter-Day Company
655 19th Avenue N. E .
Minneapolis Minnesota
I

I
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LIST OF LABORATORY MODEL
SEED PROCESSING AND TESTING EQUIPMENT
Air and Screen Cleaner
Clipper, Office Model

A. T. Ferrell & Company
1621 Wheeler Street
Saginaw, Michigan

Aspirator
Superior, Fractionating

Carter-Day Company
655 19thAvenue, N.E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Dielectric Heater
Thermex High Frequence Unit
Model CP 10 A254

Votator Division, Chemetron
Box 43
Lousiville, Kentucky

Dockage Tester
Carter, Model XT 1

Carter-Day Company
655 19th Avenue, N .E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Electrostatic Separators
Carpco, Model HP-16

Carpco Research & Eng. Co.
P. 0 . Box 3272 4120 Haines St.
Jacksonville, Florida

Coronatron

Ding's Magnetic Separator
4740 West Electric Ave.
Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Gravity Tables
Forsberg

Forsberg, Incorporated
Thief River Falls, Minnesota
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Gravity Tables (cont'd)
Sutton Steele & Steele
Model V-135A
I

Sutton Steele & Steele
1031 South Haskell
Dallas Texas
1

I

Inc.

I

Oliver Manufa cturing Co.
Rocky Ford Colorado

Oliver Stoner

I

Kvarnmaskiner Laboratory Cleaning
Plant Type KM

Aktiebolaget Kvarnmaskiner
Box 7015
Malmo Sweden
I

This plant consists of the following equipment:
Scourer (Huller)
Air Separator (Aspirator)
Shaking Sieve Sifter (2 Screen Cleaner)
Table Separator (Gravity Separator)
Trieur (Cylinder Separator)
Length Graders
Carter Test Cylinder
I

Carter-Day Company
655 19thAvenuel N . E.
Minneapolis Minnesota
I

II

II

Carter Test Disc
I

Kvarnmaskiner
Cylinder

I

"Pedigree"

Aktiebolaget Kvarnmaskiner
P . 0 . Box 7 015
Malmo Sweden
I

Superior Test Cylinder
I

Carter-Day Company
655 19th Avenue N. E.
Minneapolis Minnesota
I

1

Magnetic .Separator :
Gompper-Maschinen Gesellshaft
"Lilliput"

Bud erich Bei Dusseldorf
Grunstr 32 Postfach Germany
U . S. Distributor:
Ulbeco Incorporated
484 State Highway 17
Paramus New Jersey
I

I

I

I
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Magnetic Separator (cont'd)
Grisez

John F. Grisez Co.
Crows Landing, California

Moisture Testers
Burrows Moi sture Recorder

Burrows Safe-Crop

Burrows Equipment Company
1316 Sherman Avenue
Evans ton, Illinois
II

II

Motomco Moisture Meter
Model 919

Motomco, Incorporated
89 Terminal Avenue
Clark, New Jersey

Steinlite Moisture Tester
Model, RCT, S , G

Seedburo Equipment Company
618 West Jackson Boulevard
Chicago, Illinois

Tag- Heppenstall

Western Electric Instrument Corp.
614 Frelinghuysen Avenue
Newark, New York

Universal , Model EH

Burrows Equipment Company
1316 Sherman Avenue
'
Evanston, Illinois

Roll Mill (Dodder)
W . A . Rice

W. A. Rice Seed Company
Jerseyville, Illinois

Scarifier
Forsberg, Sample- Seed Model

Forsberg, Incorporated
Thief River Falls, Minnesota

Screens
Complete set of Clipper 9 11 X9 11
Hand Screens

A. T. Ferrell & Company
1621 Wheeler Street
Saginaw, Michigan
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Spiral Separator
Cleland Manufacturing Co.
2800 Washington Avenue N.
Minneapolis Minnesota

Krussow Spiral

I

I

Thresher
Head Thresher

Allen Machine Shop

Width and Thickness Grader
Carter-Day Company
655 19th Auenue N. E.
Minneapolis Minnesota

Carter Test Precision Grader

I

I

Vibrat6r r Separator
Mater Machine Works
520 South 1st Street
Corvallis Oregon

Mat-Osu

I

Additional equipment includes: bag holders sewing machines
seed probes germinators ovens purity boards seed dividers
seed counters balances microscopes seed sample cabinets the
Vita scope and other laboratory equipment .
I

I

I

1

I

I

I

I

I

Some of this equipment was contributed by:
Burrows Equipm ent Company
E . L. Erickson Products
Gustafson Manufacturing Company
Paul Hattaway Company
Redhead Bagholder Corporation
Seedburo Equipment Company

1

I

1

